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versions; different chapters had been planned as part of this book4. 1 LOmmulileition networks in direct communication but were eventually published as articles. The reason for this is that5.1 iranslucal communltizanons 112 the concept for the text underwent change while it was still being
formulated: more and more, it became obvious that the original
idea to write an all-embracing monograph on media cultures in
their various forms is at present an impossible undertaking. This is
because we need far more research to be able to write such a book.
Therefore, we need something completely difterent i.e. an outline
of the concepts and theoretical points of departure requisite br
such analyses. The present book on Cultures of Mediatizateon is
my attempt to do this.

Cultures u/ Mediatizatiun is based on cry dafteeni experi
ences. First of all, I want to mention the \IA programme ii
Media Culture at the University of Bremen. Its various sttident
projects analyse countless moments of media cultures. In my
project-orientated teaching, became increasingly aware that the
most important question revolves around how we can study these
moments of media culture in a way that enables the integration
of such analyses. Second, I have to make rneiition of the coopera
tive and very coltegial research at the ZeMKI (Centre in Media,
Communication and Intormation Research) at the University of
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Introduction

Why should anyone today write a book about media culture?
For a book with a title like this one, we should certainly ask this
question right away, and this why?’ has at least two aspects. First
of all, it can be asked why one is still preoccupied by the topic of
media culture. For decades there has been academic discussion of
the degree to which our contemporary’ cultures are to be regardeo
as media cultures. Moreover, in our newspapers and magazines
we also find discussion of tendencies of development, decline and
change in our media cultures. Secondly, it can be asked wh such
discussion should take the form of a hook. Today’s nk:dia culture
is of course increasingly digiralized, and the internet is the domi
nating enviromnenr. I would like to respond to both qLiestions at
the beginning of this book.

The reason for dealing with the topic of media culture lies ui
the fact that, since the very first writings on modern mass culture
and the influence of the media, ever more has been written and
published about media culture. However, the analyses that have
resulted are, I believe, inadequate for a proper appraisal of the
ongoing transition of our culture into a media culture. This is
because the significance of this transition is underrated, lacking
sufficient understanding of the way in which the media — or, more
exactly, communication via media — have increasingly left their
mark on our everyday life, our identity and the way in which we
live together. Media communication appears in such discussion as
to some extent merely secondary. By contrast we can read pieces
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in winch media are talked up into the essence ot change and transi
[ion — that we are leaving the era of the book or of the television
and entering the bright new world of the Internet. A basic argu
ment that will be developed in the course of this book is that both
these ways of thinking about media culture are misguided. if we
\sould really like to know how our culture has been and is being
transformed into a media culture through the increasing use of
media, then we iieed a much more complex approach than either
oi these extremes, so that we might avoid simplified argument.
Media cultures are cultures of mediatization: that is, cultures that
are nioulded’ by the media.

And here we can start to see why this Should be presented in the
toffli of a book. Some years ago now, in his historical study In the
‘i ineyaid of the Text (1993), the philosopher and theologian Ivan
lilich examined the eai-ly development of the modern book, in the
course ot which he reflected that, as he wrote this book, the form
of communication that it represented was threatened with decline.
Time has passed since then, and the book as a form of commumca
non is still here. Despite all the dire predictions, even the internet
has changed nothing. in fact, the internet has become a platform
for the purchase of printed books from websites as well as for
downloading digital books. The actual non-disappearance of the
book as a communicative form indicates that it has properties and
possibilities that no internet encyclopaedia, blog or article in an
oiiliiie academic journal has: the book makes it possible to develop
an overarching argument through many pages, an argument that
cannot be reduced to a few bullet points. Since an investigation
of media culture involves wide-ranging questions affecting every
body, and not only academics interested in communication and
tlic media, answers to these questions cannot be reduced to a few
Wikipedia entries, for all one’s sympathy with online reference
sources. That is why my discussion and argument are presented inrue form of a book. My hope in publishing in this form is that the
book is interesting and readable, stimulating readers to develop a
different way of dealing with media in everyl’ay life.

But before 1 go any further, it is important to introduce
and clarify three basic concepts, so that later misunderstanding

might be avoided: the concepts of communicatIon, medxum and
culture.

If 1 refer to communicatioii, I mean any torm ot symbolic jilter-
action conducted either in a planned and conscious manner or 10 .

highly habituated and socially situated way (Reichertz 20o9: 4).
Communication therefore involves the use of signs that huiiianis
learn during their socialization and which, as symbols, are for the
most part entirely arbitrary, depending for their meaning upon
conventionalized social rules. There is no ‘natural reason’ for
calling a tree ‘tree’. Interaction means people’s reciprocally related
social action. This implies that humans ‘do something’ in orienta
tion with each other. Communication is fundamental to the human
construction of reality: that is, we ourselves ‘create’ our social
reality in multiple commnunicanve processes. We are born mono a
world in which communication already exists; we learn what is
characteristic of this world and its culture) through the (com
municative) process of learning to speak; and when we proceed to
act in this world our action is always also communicative action.
Many theorists have discussed these issues (for an overview see
Krotz 2008a). Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, whose work
The Social Construction of Reality 11967) becanie a sociological
classic, formulated this as follows: ‘The most important vehicle of
reality-maintenance is conversation. One may view the individual’s
everyday life in terIns of the working away of a conversational
apparatus that ongoingly maintains, modifies and reconstructs his
subjective reality’ (Berger and Luckmnann 1967: 172). It would be
hard to find a more striking and precise way of describing the coii
stitutive force of communication for our human reality as so many
of these forms of communication are today mediated by media.

Which brings us to the concept of medium. Wherever in the
following 1 refer to a medium, 1 mean a given technological com
munication medium. I am not concerned with the general symbolic
media discussed in sociological systems theory, such as power,
money and love (which, in regard to my later usage, have also
been confusingly called ‘media of communication’, see Luhmann
1997: 316ff.). Nor am I interested in language (or our bodies) as
a ‘primary medium’ (Beth and Pross 1976: 112—19) based upon

)
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[lie ‘biologicul orgailiLatlon’ of humans çElias I 991: 23. £\ly use
of Thedia’ adheres quite closely to its everyday meaning: the set
of institutions and technical apparata that we humans employ to
Culiillluiiieate across space and time. important here is that tech
jucal niedia Ut cunznuinlcatiail are at issue, those media that the
intol inational theorist and organizational analyst Herbert Kubicek
has called ‘second-order media’ (1997). For Kubicek, ‘first-order
media’ are technological systems with particular functions and
poteimualitius tar the dissemination of information in the technical
sCilse of the woi d: for instance, the Internet as a vehicle for the

1 raiismissiuii (ontrol Protocoiilnternet Protocol (TCP/IP) model.
secoiid-order media’ are in addition socto-cultural institutions of

communication. This would be, for example, not the internet itself
but anì online newspaper or email. And so when reference is made
to ‘media’ in the rulluwing this means ‘second—order media’ media
at this kind. This is a technical means of mediating cornmumca
[ioU fl vol ding (at minimum) a technically based system of signs
eiiibedded in a particular social institutional structure, and which
as such tacilitates communicative action (Beck 2006: 14).

The most complex concept used in this book is certainly that of
:uluirc. or media culture. Ultimately the entire book deals with the
question of what media culture is. Without wishing to anticipate
the arguments that I present. it nonetheless seems necessary to
make sonic preliminary remarks about this, so that we do nor get
sidetracked from the very beginning. First of all, I use the expres
sion culture, or ‘media culture’, in the singular when seeking to
estjblish the term as a concept. Of course, I do not assume that
there i5 ant) one (media) culture: from the empirical point of view
herc is onh a plurality of cultures, in addition to that it has to be
taken into account than cultures are formed at very different levels.
.\ tc years ago the German writer Eckhard Henschuid wrote a
büuk with the title All 756 Cultures: An Assessnieizt (2001). In
what he referred to as a ‘Grand Prix for cultures’ he demonstrated
the presence of 756 different ways of using the expression ‘culture’
ill u\erX day (german language. These run from A (abcfldlafldiSCher
kuittir — occidental culture) to Z (ZyniSflluSkUltUr — culture of
cynicism). The book can be used as proof of the fact that there

is not simply a ‘national Lulture winch Hnsehicid refers no
‘German culture’), but multifarious cultures. 1 would like to take
up this idea, although I would also wish to render it more precise
than a simple additive approach can. Culture is ahavs to dowitti
the production of everyday meanings. Borro\\ ing train Stuart Hall
(1997: 222), we can understand by ‘culture’ the ‘sum at the differ
ent classificatory systems and discursive formations’ to which our
production of everyday meanings relates. SystLms of classtieation
are ultimately the pattern 0f systematic relationships between
signs (understanding ‘sign’ in a very broad sense, amid not oiily as
a linguistic sign). Discursi formations are contniuing patterned
and power-producing constellations of the use of these signs in
linguistic and non-linguistic practice. culturc is always a matter
of practice, the ‘doing’ part of the production of meanings. 1-1cne
culture is thoroughly contradictory and embedded in a process of
social contestation and discussion. Questions of culture are like
wise questions of power: whoever is able to define what eulture’ is
and is not holds po\4er. German discussion of a ‘primary culture’
(Leitkultur) is a clear example of this. What is important is Lu
keep in mind that we lic simultaneoush in a number of cultures.
These are not simply the given national cultures, but Jisu ‘demo
crane cultures’, ‘protest cultures’, ‘musical cultures’, to Cite sonic
examples from Eckhard Henscheid’s collection. ‘e can take their
sheer multiplicity as an indication that cultures tlow into and over
each other; they are not that well defined and are best conceived as
‘thickenings’.

These points regarding the concept at culture already suggest
how many-layered the phenomenon of media culture as ‘cultures
of mediatizarion’ is. To deal with this we need to work with all
three concepts — conimunica non, mcdi nm and cult nrc — and non
seek to further differentiate them. Above all ‘s c need to we the
connections between them. For 1 would in this book like to shov
that media cultures are those cultures whose primary resources ate
mediated by technological means of communication, anJ lil this
process are ‘moulded’ in \ arious wa s that nmust be carefully speci
fled. That is the reason why I call them ‘cultures of inediatization’.

The line of argument that I would like to develop in this book
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Introduction

as rollows. I begin in Chapter 2 with a review of the exist
ing theory and analysis of media culture. I will argue that these
approaches do shed light upon important aspects of media culture,
but the do not really provide anything in the way of an adequate
point ot departure for theoretically founded and empirically
informed research into media culture. Hence, following such a
critique, ofle must seek to construct a suitable point of departure
step by step. This begins with the definition of mediatization as
a metaprocess and panorama (Chapter 3), a definition which
seeks a line of demarcation with respect to concepts of mediation
Vermiit1un) and media logic. This conceptual work then allows

uS to develop in Chapter 4 an understandmg of media culture
which conceives this as cultures of mediatization. Useful concepts
Inc the description of media cultures will here be found in the ideas
of mediarized worlds, communication networks and communica
tive figuration. Chapter 5 then follows by raising an important
aspect of today’s media cultures: how we live in different forms
of translocal communities. Finally, Chapter 6 deals with the ques
non of what might be an appropriate methodological approach
for the empirical study of media cultures. The book is concluded
in Chapter 7, where I seek to formulate some thoughts on how,
given the account of media cultures and their change which I have
developed, further questions and criticism might be integrated.

Thi5 outline already makes clear that this book is no final
description of what media cultures are today. It is more of a draft,
an appeal, a sketch which seeks to grasp what we need to consider

we wish properly to comprehend ongoing cultural change. It is
n this sense, then, that this book is intended to prompt further
questions and research, rather than premature answers.

2

What Media Culture Is (Not)

As already noted in the introduction, media culture has for a long
rime been a topic for research in the study of communication and
media. This has not, however, prevented the developineiit of many
misconceptions about what exactly media culture is, misconcep
tions that have been formed on the basis of different approaches
and strands of thought. in this chapter I seek to deal with what
I consider to be the most prominent misconceptions commonly
encountered in everyday discussions of the media. And to make
myself quite clear from the outset: media culture is neither a
mass culture, nor the culture of a particular dominating medium
(whether books, TV or the world-wide web); nor is it a programme
that integrates us into one society, or a cyberculture that gradu
ally enineshes us and turns us into cyborgs or cyberpunks. But
we cannot simply dismiss out of hand the way in which various
discourses mobilize these and other concepts in their construc
tion of what media culture is supposed to be. Even if particular
conclusions seem to be wrong, or at least problematic, they do
nonetheless conceal ideas with whose help we can learn something
of what media culture really is. And so this chapter represents a
second step in a gradual approach to an understanding of the real
nature of media culture.
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Omnipresent, But Not a Mass Culture

If one asks where we can find the very first reflections about mediaculture, sooner or later we come across Critical Theory, as practised by the Frankfurt School. This is a form of critical sociologydeveloped by members of the Institut für Sozialforschung, whichopened its doors in Frankfurt am Main in 1924. The most important representatives of this School are generally thought to be MaxHorkheimer, Director of the Institut for many years, and TheodorAdorno. From the late 1930s to the mid-1940s, while in Americanexile, they worked together on their well-known book Dialectic ofEnlightenment (1947). The concept which this book placed centrestage was not that of media culture, but rather the culture industryand its mass culture.
In their book Adorno and Horkheimer describe the cultureindustry as an omnipresent system. This culture industry is saidto be a ‘filter’ through which the whole world passes (Horkheimerand Adorno 1986: 126). The term ‘culture industry’ is intendedto make plain that this is not a culture spontaneously formedamong the masses, the contemporary form of popular art. Thecentral characteristic of the culture industry is standardizationand serialization: ‘procedural schematization’ (Horkheimer andAdorno 1986: 136), the ‘constant reproduction of the same thing’(Horkheimer and Adorno 1986: 134). The production of culturalcommodities proceeds according to standardized patterns, theircontent deriving from the same common model — whether ofgenre, narrative or staging. The constant industrial dynamic ofinnovation lies in the variation of these patterns. And we can addto the elements of the culture industry described by Adorno andHorkheimer not only culture as commodity, but also the appara1tus of production, the culture market and cultural consumption(Müller-Doohm 2008).

The commodities produced by the culture industry — for Adornoand Horkheimer the genre films of the 1940s were an obviousexample — are of such a nature that consumers are renderedpassive when confronted with the superficial activity of constantlychanging images whose substance nonetheless remains unchanged;

and this passivity immobilizes consumers’ ‘thinking activity’
(Horkheirner and Adorno 1986: 126—7). The consequence of the
standardization of products is a standardization of reception and
a ‘pseudo-individuality’ of people. The life of one’s own mdi
viduality comes to depend on the acquisition of normalized media
contents — as for example in the cultural model presented by the
life of the stars — and these become the all-enveloping basis of the
articulation of one’s own identity. The entertainment provided
by the culture industry is therefore a standardized enjoyment.
Correspondingly, the enjoyment offered by the culture industry
represents a flight — not a flight from an evil reality, but rather
from any thought of resistance (Horkheimer and Adorno 1986:
144). This is a standardized ‘mass culture’ (Adorno 1975: 12;
Horkheimer and Adorno 1986: 152). Hence the total effect of the
culture industry is that of an anti-Enlightenment:

But what is new is that the irreconcilable elements of culture, art and
distraction, are subordinated to one end and subsumed under one
false formula: the totality of the culture industry. It consists of repeti
tion. That its characteristic innovations are never anything more than
improvements of mass reproduction is not external to the system.
It is with good reason that the interest of innumerable consumers is
directed to the technique, and not to the contents — which are stub
bornly repeated, outworn, and by now half-discredited. The social
power which the spectators worship shows itself more effectively in
the omnipresence of the stereotype imposed by technical skill than
in the stale ideologies for which the ephemeral contents stand in.
(Horkheimer and Adorno 1986: 136)

Their vision of the culture industry and its mass culture is a very
gloomy one, possibly one about which we would today have dis
tinct reservations, a vision which now seems in some aspects at
least a reflection of their experience of fascism and American exile.
All the same, if we adopt a rather different perspective, Adorno
and Horkheimer’s theory of the culture industry does have rele
vance to what we might today call media culture: they were among
the first to point to a phenomenon that we might today call the
omnipresence of media culture. Penetration of the entire society by

1
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the culture industry is a matter concerning not just the productionof cultural commodities and the production process itself, but alsothe identities with which people live: ‘The whole world is made topass through the filter of the culture industry’ (Horkheimer andAdorno 1986: 126).
If we take a quotation like this, it is in fact possible to readAdorno and Horkheirner’s arguments rather differently. Thetheory of the culture industry becomes an early attempt at critical reflection on the ubiquity of media communication in themodern world. That there is a direct line connecting the theoryof the culture industry to new approaches to the description ofmedia culture should nor be any surprise. A prominent exampleof this is the work of Douglas Keliner, which connects directly tothe Frankfurt School, but also to contemporary cultural studies(Keilner l99Sa). The way in which Keliner develops his conceptof media culture takes up aspects of the culture industry theory:for him, media culture is above all a culture generated by (mass)media and the culture industry. However, for Keilner, mediaCulture Cannot be detached from people’s lives: society and cultureare ‘colonized by media culture’, ‘media culture has come to dominate everyday life, serving as the ubiquitous background and oftenthe highly seductive foreground of our attention and activity . .(Keilner I 995b: 3). Here too we find the idea of the omnipresence of media culture, an idea developed directly from CriticalTheory. Of course, Kellner regards media culture with a muchgreater degree of ambivalence than did Adorno and Horkheimerwhen Confronted with mass culture, for he maintains that while‘media Culture . .

. induces individuals to conform to the established organization of society . . . it also provides resources thatcan empower individuals against that society’ (Kellner 1995b: 3).Keliner thus gives us something to reflect on here. He arguesthat media cultures are extremely complex phenomena which haveso far evaded adequate theorization, in spite of the many attemptsmade at developing such approaches. As he says, most of thegeneral theories of media culture seem merely one-sided and blindto its important features and complexities. He therefore proposesthat theories of media culture are best developed from the analysis

of concrete phenomena in their historical and social context. Even
if this book does not follow Keliner’s proposition and instead
presents some general points about media culture, his approach
has to be taken seriously.

But let us go back to the arguments advanced by Adorno and
Horkheimer. Placed in the context of later discussion of media
culture, their cultural pessimism lacks empirical foundation, and
certainly represents a very limited perspective. Media culture is
not simply a mass, standardized culture, but is much more con
tradictory and open than Adorno and Horkheimer allow. Keliner
has pointed this out, as have many others (see, for example,
Negus 2006). But there is another point on which Adorno and
Horkheimer’s perspective has been positively influential in work
on media culture. Very early on they identified the importance
of what can be called the omnipresence of media culture. This
means that any reflection on media culture cannot just be based
on the idea that media culture is the culture represented in the
media — and so TV culture in the sense of TV broadcasting, or
film culture in the sense of the culture represented in films, and
so on. Comprehending media culture is a much more complex
enterprise, since our entire construction of reality is increasingly
effected through communication which, at least in part, is con
veyed through media. This is what we have to address, and it has
always proved a major challenge for any attempt to define what
media culture really is.

Marked by the Medium, But Not Dominated by
One Medium

The search for a suitable concept of media culture leads not only
to the Frankfurt School, but also to so-called ‘Medium Theory’.
This is an approach first developed during the 1950s at the
University of Toronto, very much influenced by the work of the
(cultural) economist Harold Innis and, later, the communications
theorist Marshall McLuhan. For Joshua Meyrowitz, currently one
of the leading representatives of Medium Theory and author of

10
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the book No Sense of Place (1987), this approach can provide analternative basis for understanding the impact of media. MediumTheory presupposes that, if we are to properly appreciate thepotential effects of media, we need to shift our attention awayfrom a focus on media contents as the primary source of mediaeffect, and instead ‘look to the nature and capacities of eachmedium itself’ (Meyrowitz 2009: 518). This perspective combinesthe varied work of Medium Theory, linking high-level macro

questions concerning long-term processes of change (Innis 1950,
1951; McLuhan 1962; Ong 2002) to the results of micro studies of
the manner in which people’s interactional relations are modified
through media (Meyrowitz 1987).

For our present discussion of media culture we are first of all
interested in what Meyrowitz calls the macro approaches of the
first generation of Medium Theorists, which can also be found in
other recent writings (cf. Poe 2011). The changes in media culture
are set out by these theorists as a sequence of different cultures,
each of which is characterized by a dominant medium (for a survey
of this see Meyrowitz 1995). Traditional oral cultures construct
their memory through a purely oral mode of communication, using
rhythmic poems and simple mythic narration. Since the oral nature
of these cultures requires the physical presence of those involved in
the communicative process, there is in such cultures a natural limit
to communicative contact, its extent and its complexity. Written
cultures, in which there is knowledge of a written language, are
clearly demarcated from oral cultures. Writing not only makes it
possible to communicate across time and space; it also makes it
possible to compose longer and more complex texts. Writing is
therefore a condition for the emergence of philosophy, literature
and science. However, composition of such work presupposed
that there were experts in written discourse, and this led to an
increasing inequality within societies based upon a written culture.
Meyrowitz sums this up as follows: ‘The impact of writing, there
fore, is uneven until the development of the printing press in the
fifteenth century, the spread of schooling, and the corresponding
growth of literacy form the sixteenth to the nineteenth century’
(1995: 55). In this perspective the emergence of modern Europe

coincides with the rise of modern print culture’ (Meyrowitz 1995:
55). From the point of view of Medium Theory this modern print
culture corresponds to the establishment of different informational
worlds: even if compulsory schooling later generalized literacy,
the informational worlds of ‘well-read’ experts shifted away from
other sections of the population. At the same time the printing of
books first made possible the formation of large, integrated politi
cal unities, since the potential for ‘massed’ communication in turn
made possible the communicative inclusion of broader sections of
the population. In general, however, for Medium Theory it was a
change in thinking that was the principal outcome: the printed book
facilitated not only the idea of authorship and intellectual property,
but also the widespread institutionalization of science — the univer
sity as a place of study in its modern sense emerged. The spread of
literacy and of the printed book also implied a growing equality
among communicative partners, an equality which, together with
the increased value placed upon ‘scientific knowledge’, led to the
rejection of traditional forms of rule. The Reformation is an early
example of this.

A global electronic culture developed from this, according to
Medium Theory. This is the phase in which different forms of
electronic media become established: first the telegraph, then the
telephone, radio, TV, later on various Internet media and mobile
communications. Medium Theory argues that these electronic
media recapitulate features of oral culture: ‘simultaneity of action,
perception, and reaction’ (Meyrowitz 1995: 57). As Walter Ong
has emphasized in his text Orality and Literacy (2002), this
involves a ‘secondary orality’, one which is based upon writing
and the possibility of (electronic) reproduction. For example, if
discussion on TV is presented live and as speech, this still depends
upon prior written formulations. And much of real-time Internet
communication is written: email and chatrooms are only the most
obvious example. Representatives of Medium Theory treat these
developments as follows:

New forms of concrete sensory experience compete with abstract print
knowledge. And the word returns in its old form — as an event rather
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than as an object. But the scale of sharing is far different. Electronicmedia are like extensions of our sensory apparatus that reach aroundthe planet. Electronic sensors return us to seemingly ‘direct’ encounters, but on a global scale.

As a result of the widespread use of electronic media, there is agreater sense of personal involvement with those who would otherwise be strangers — or enemies. The seemingly direct experience ofdistant events by average citizens fosters a decline in print-supportednotions of delegated authority, weakening the power of politicalparties, unions and government bureaucracies. The sharing of experience across nations dilutes the power of the nation state. (Meyrowitz1995: 5)

There are clear echoes here of Marshall McLuhan’s conceptionof a ‘global village’ (1962: 293), once thought to be an extremelyvisionary conception of a world-wide neighbourhood based uponelectronic media. According to Meyrowitz, the task of the secondgeneration of Medium Theorists is to reinforce the existing conception of a four-phase development of media cultures, a roughoutline framing the transformation of media and culture, addingto that detailed analysis of changes in relationships of interaction.
Changes in media do not therefore have a direct impact uponeveryday life; rather this process of change alters informational
networks, role relationships and human group identities. This canbe said for each of the four main phases, whether these are traditional oral cultures, written cultures, print cultures or electroniccultures

— in each of these informational networks, role relationships and human group identities were quite differently structured.Medium Theory is not alone in putting forward a conceptionof the cultural history of humankind in terms of a sequence ofdominant media. Nikias Luhmann, for instance, has describedthe transition in societies in terms of the emergence of ‘mediaof dissemination’, to use his words (1997: Vol. 1, 202—315). Hesuggests that language, writing, the printed book and electronic
media here play a moulding and leading role. Of greater interest,
however, are the older writings of the cultural sociologist FriedrichTenbruck, since these are much closer to the work of connectivitytheorists today. Tenbruck identifies three ideal types of society on

the basis of the social differentiation arising from the human divi
sion of labour: oral society, high culture and modern society. He
places much greater emphasis than Medium Theory does on the
question of locality and translocal connectivity arising out of tech
nical media (or the formation of networks). He argues that oral
societies, differentiated only by age, are based upon local groups
whose members stand in a relationship of direct contact with one
another in the here and now. High cultures are characterized by
the division of labour and a differentiation of higher and lower
strata, and imply a translocal ruling apparatus which, to func
tion, needs the possibilities offered by translocal communication.
Media-based interaction using writing permits the construction
and maintenance of an apparatus of rule through the creation of
a ‘super-local communicative network’ (Tenbruck 1972: 59). This
pulls diverse localities together into a network and makes possible
the identification of local groups as part of larger communities
— here religion plays an especially important role. Nonetheless,
the prospects of greater and more comprehensive communicative
integration are limited. Modern societies, characterized by more
extensive social differentiation, while also ‘abolishing the impor
tant difference for high culture between an upper stratum and
local elements’ (Tenbruck 1972: 64), suggest the importance of
mass media, which, as means of communication, bring together
members of society, independent of their locality, into ever new,
often transitory and passive groups, in this way putting them in
touch with the onward movement of society’ (Tenbruck 1972:
66).

As these examples show, the propositions of Medium Theory
should not be treated in isolation, for they indicate the existence of
a broad stream of thinking in the social and cultural sciences, espe
cially in cultural sociology. This focus upon particular (ideal) types
of cultures or societies in this approach is certainly very attractive:
we can conceive the specificity of a culture and society in terms
of a dominant medium. And as these dominating media change,
then so do the forms of culture and society. Media culture is thus a
culture characterized by a specific dominating medium — and this
is, according to methodological preference, an ideal or a real type.
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But on further reflection one becomes ambivalent about MediumTheory and similar approaches. On the one hand, the idea thatmedia are not neutral and have very wide-ranging effects uponthe character of our cultures and societies is a very attractive one.Treating Medium Theory as ‘[am alternative to the dominantparadigm of media effects’ (Meyrowitz 2009: 517) is extremelyproductive for the discussion engaged here. This approach insiststhat it is often not so much a specific content which has an ‘impact’upon culture and society. It seems more relevant to consider howmedia as such generate their effects, understanding by media herea complex of institutionalized and reified communicative arrangements (Meyrowitz 2009: 5 18—20). This in turn opens our eyes tothe way in which we have to understand cultures as specificallymoulded by media; and this process of moulding is something thatmust be studied empirically across different media cultures. In thissense Medium Theory is a basis for what Theo Hug and NormFriesen (2009) call the ‘mediatic turn’ — a ‘turn’ to the medialiry of communication: that is to say, the ecological and materialcharacter as means of communication (see also Schofield Clark

2009).
But on the other hand Medium Theory leaves the impressionof being an inadequate approach to the description of mediaculture, precisely because it reduces this media culture to thatof one dominant media culture. One medium (speech, writing,the book) is treated as the given dominating force in a culture,something which is the primary structuring element of communication in that culture. But this is too simplistic: culturesmoulded by media are much too contradictory to be reducedto any one dominating medium. Medium Theory, for example,treats the present as a global culture of electronic media, butthen has trouble identifying one particular dominant and leadingmedium, clearly showing that socio-cultural change is too variedto be reduced to any one leading medium. Globalized, mostly

text-based Internet communication is as much a part of today’s
cultures as is the visual communication of high-definition TV
(HDTV) and event cinema. Political campaigns are, for instance,
organized simultaneously through the Internet, TV and cinema:

using email or related advertising through the social web to build
support; using live reports on and images from campaign events
in HDTV; and creating costly documentary versions that can be
treated as events in themselves. One example of this is the involve
ment in environmental protection of Al Gore, the American
politician and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize (see on this Dörner
2006).

This argument can also be developed historically, as is demon
strated by studies in media history. Hence, for example, Medium
Theory clearly overestimates the revolutionary impact of printing,
since, following its advent, various forms of oral communication
retained their (public) value. Besides dialogue as a way of teach
ing in schools and universities, it can be shown in respect of the
Reformation that the diffusion of Luther’s writings was closely
related to his activities as a public speaker. Historical studies
reveal that Luther was above all very effective in direct communi
cation, and in spreading his ideas and principles he relied mainly
on direct speech (Bosch 2011: 49—57).

It is therefore less the individual dominant medium that defines
media cultures, but extremely complex arrangements of different
forms of media-based, communicative action. It is these that have
to be described if we wish to understand the specificities of media
cultures.

Constitutive of Reality, But No Integrative
Programme

There is another approach to communication and media with a
very particular approach to the nature of media culture: radical
constructivism, which is particularly widespread in German-
language research and which originated in the early 1980s. This
approach spread beyond academia through the educational radio
series broadcast in 1990—1 by Hessische Rundfunk entitled Media
and Communication, intended by its producers as part of the
station’s programme of general continuing education (see for a
discussion of its study materials Merten et al. 1994). The leading
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representative of radical constructivism is Siegfried J. Schmidt,whose publications have had a lasting impact upon the development of radical constructivism.

There is a general sense in which those approaches to mediaculture already discussed are also constructivist in tenor: they donot treat media culture — whether conceived as a mass culture, oras a culture characterized by a dominant medium — as a simple‘given’. Media culture is understood as something ‘made’ bypeople, and is therefore in this sense constructed. However, radicalconstructivism presents a ‘radicalized’ version of social constructivism since it ‘supplements’ (Schmidt 1994a: 6) it with materialdrawn from neuroscience and cognitive science, while integrating this with a functionalist system-theoretical perspective uponmedia culture — this was how Schmidt presented it in the courseof his writings. His point of departure is, however, different fromthat of Niklas Luhmann, the leading German representative ofsystems theory. For Luhmann, communication is the basis ofsocial systems, and so his arguments exclude any orientation to theactor; radical constructivists set out from the individual actor as aclosed cognitive system and on this basis develop a social theory.The epistemological foundations of this take the following form,Schmidt here referring not only to Luhmann but also to GerhardRoth, the biologist and cognitive scientist:

Today there is consensus both across constructivist-biological (G.Roth) and differential logic (N. Luhmann) approaches to theories ofepistemology and cognition that human perception of the environmentis not a representational process, but one of construction. Perception iswork done by the observer on differences and distinctions encountered
in the human environment, in which it cannot be ascertained whetheror not these differences originate in this environment. . . . Our evaluation of what we consciously treat as knowledge is not done througha comparison with ‘reality’, but is achieved through action and communication. Knowledge is therefore checked against other knowledgethat we have gained through action and communication. We acceptthat which is viable, workable and successful, not that which is (onto-logically) true. In other words, one construction of reality is validatedby other constructions of reality. (Schmidt 1992: 429—3)

On this basis Schmidt has developed a theory of media culture. In
his understanding, culture is, together with cognition, media and
communication, one of four instances in the circular process of
the construction of reality (Schmidt 2000: 98). Re is critical of the
way in which the various concepts of culture already established
in the humanities and social sciences — beginning with the ethno
logical conception of culture, passing through cultural semiotics,
cultural sociology and culture and personality research — inplcjy
or explicitly involve an opitin ot.nazre_tQcultu3. Schmidt
considers ihls kinaof understanding of culture to be problematic
since it rules out any possible interchange between human bio
logical evolution (‘nature’) and the formation of culture (Schmidt
1994b: 217).

Instead he takes James R. Beniger’s concept of ‘cultural pro
gramming’ (Beniger 1986: 61) and uses it to develop a different
approach. For Beniger, DNA is genetically programmed, organi
zations are programmed by formal procedures and decision
rules, mechanical and electronic processes are programmed by
algorithms; but the brain is culturally programmed. This ‘cultural
programme’, which ultimately maintains (social) control and
hence integration, is conveyed to humans in their socialization.
From this perspective, then, cultural programming ‘is decisive for
any society that is based upon the co-operation of individuals qua
individuals’ (Schmidt 1994b: 225). Control results here not from
a causal relationship, but from culturally programmed meaning.
This conception of control through cultural programming does
not exclude individual creativity, but is implicitly accepted in all
individual action. On this basis Schmidt then develops a concep
tion of ‘culture as a programme’ which emphasizes the processual
aspect — in contrast to the idea of ‘culture as a system’ rather than
a structure, like the ‘dynamic cultural sociology’ of Walter L. Bühl
(1986: 124):

I accordingly conceptualize culture . . . as a programme, in the sense
of a limited number of specific rules or principles, permitting the crea
tion of a large number of individual events. This programme is
dynamic and has a learning capacity, also permitting subprogrammes
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to be created for particular purposes. Culture can be conceptualized,
in the non-substantial sense advanced here, as a programme for the
implementation of sociality at the levels of cognition, communication
and social structure. (Schmidt 1994b: 242—3)

Hence culture specifies which meaningful distinctions constitute
social systems. In this approach social systems are inconceivable
in the absence of cultural programmes, since the implementation
of sociality presupposes a programme that is followed collectively,
through which cognitive expectations, symbolic communicative
forms together with political, religious, economic and other insti
tutions are checked and controlled intersubjectively (cf. Schmidt
1994b: 234). The openness, and the capacity to learn and reflect,
which characterizes such programmes varies from society to
society. This in turn suggests the necessity of treating culture as
an integrative all-embracing programme which embodies the com
municative intersection of any one (national) society’s model of
reality.

Schmidt develops his conception of media culture on this basis
of this understanding of culture. This is derived from the connec
tion that he posits between cognition, media, communication and
culture in the circular process of the construction of reality. In
this context media have valency because it is through them that
processes of communication are set in motion. Media outputs are
therefore the central element connecting cognition (the psychic
system) and communication (the basis of the social system).
Cognitive operations have to be transformed into particular media
outputs to initiate communication, while media outputs are then
transformed into cognitive operations so that new communica
tion can be facilitated. In short, according to Schmidt, cognition
and communication each work within distinct and autonomous
systems. Media outputs link up these systems, motivating system-
specific construction processes.

This line of argument gains some traction once we place it in
the context of the differentiation of modern society into various
functional systems, such as politics, economy, the sciences, and so
forth. According to the radical constructivists, the various func

tional systems of modern society are synchronized through mass
media. These have developed into an autonomous social system
that represents the ‘global media system’ of a (national) society
(Schmidt 1992: 440; cf. also Luhmann 2000). Such systems —

according to Schmidt, but who here argues in a way similar to
Werner Faulstich (1998) — have increasingly assumed the role
within functionally differentiated societies of forming a model of
reality accessible to all, offering an authentic feeling of being a part
of that society; and this occurs, in Schmidt’s words, through the
‘staging of realities’ (1992: 440).

Taking full account of the implications of this position, Schmidt
maintains that culture in functionally differentiated societies can
only be treated as media culture. If we conceive culture in the sense
outlined above as ‘the socially binding and historically reproduced
programme for the synchronization of individually formed con
structions of reality’ (Schmidt 2000: 41), and at the same time
assume that in functionally differentiated societies the mass media
have become the central instance of these social reproduction
processes, then culture in functionally differentiated societies is
manifested as media culture (cf. Schmidt 1992: 440f.). However,
this should not be taken to mean that in media cultures the only
media outputs are those of the mass media. The point is rather that
in media cultures manifestations of a non-mass media culture such
as sculpture, painting and buildings depend upon the mass media
if they wish to enter the domain of communicative discourse for
a particular public. Systems of mass media dynamize cultures;
they enlarge publics and alter cultural manifestations through the
transformation of their means of production, mediation, reception
and processing, in turn increasing both risks and opportunities.
The traditional distinction made between experiences conveyed
through media and those which are not becomes irrelevant, since
the omnipresence of media outputs transforms both the individual
and the social construction of reality: ‘The culture programme
is realized as media culture, and one could almost add: and as
nothing else’ (Schmidt 1992: 447).

Here it should be noted that in later publications Schmidt has dis
tanced himself from one basic principle of radical constructivism:
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the necessarily biological foundation of its theory of cognition.
Increasingly he considered the ‘connection to biology and a theory
of cognition’ (Schmidt 2003: 24) to be problematic, but without
breaking with the underlying biologically oriented functionalism
of radical constructivism. In some of his more recent publications,
for example, he has sought to reveal the significant roles played
by the careers of certain topics in media culture societies (Schmidt
2008: 67; also 2010: 182—8).

Apart from whether we should regard such an approach as
radical constructivism, or perhaps instead treat it as an approach
to the description of ‘media culture societies’ (Schmidt’s latest con
ceptual coining [2008]) in which systems ‘flirt’ with each other, it
can be said that our understanding of the nature of media culture
is definitely advanced by Schmidt’s arguments, even if they do also
introduce a number of unresolved problems. He makes very clear

that media culture icoztitutive of reality. By this I mean that
Schmidt and his radical constructivistassóciates have quite rightly
emphasized that one cannot speak meaningfully of media culture
on account of the fact that in these cultures all communication
processes are founded upon technical media. It does, however,
make sense to talk of media culture if the construction of reality
in individual cultures relies for what is culturally specific in this
process upon media. To be more specific: it is not characteristic
of media cultures that all humans communicate with each other,
mediated oniy by technical media. It is instead more characteristic
of media culture that if humans communicate directly with each
other, then media constructions of reality are constantly a key ref
erence point of the articulation of meaning. At root it is this point
that is made by stating that in media cultures technical media are
constitutive of reality.

However, and disregarding here the biological overtones (see
the critique by Reichertz 2009: 166), the functionalist assumptions
of this approach are hardly capable of grasping the contradictory
and complex nature of today’s media cultures. Contemporary
media cultures are precisely not a medially mediated ‘programme’
governing our construction of reality in a way ultimately aimedat social integration. There are many ‘dysfunctional’ elements

and ‘contradictions’ in today’s media cultures. On top of that,
the entire line of argument presumes that this is really all about
the culture of national societies, into which persons are to be
integrated. In this respect, too, there are shortcomings in the argu
ment. Given the globalized nature of media communication, there
is a diversity of media cultures that have no direct relation to any
one national society. It is not a matter of ‘flirting’ with systems
(theory) in respect of, and within, ‘media culture societies’, to
freely adapt one of Schmidt’s metaphors. Our horizon and our
ambitions must be much wider than this — and that is why media
culture is not a programme of (national) integration.

Technologized, But Not a Cyberculture

In this section I would like to deal with another widespread under
standing of media culture: that present-day media culture is a
cyberculture. To some extent it can be said that this draws upon
Medium Theory, since it seeks to represent contemporary media
culture in terms of one dominant medium. But there is more to
cyberculture than this or to Internet culture, as it is also known.
First of all, the very expression implies that cyberculture is quite
different to all previously existing forms of culture. Nothing can be
compared with media culture in the form of cyberculture because
of the reach and extent of its technical development. This should
begin to make clear that we are dealing here not with a more or less
consistent theoretical framework — of Critical Theory, Medium
Theory or radical constructivism. instead, we are confronted with
a multilayered discourse concerning how cyberculture should be
treated as the present form of media culture — a discourse which
blurs into popular science and culture. Cyberculture is an idea
moulded by novels like William Gibson’s Neuromancer (1986)
or Pat Cadigan’s cyborg story Synners (199), or films like Blade
Runner (1982) and The Matrix (1999). All these novels and films
portray the transgression of the border between human technol
ogy and nature.

To outline this discourse we need to refer to some anthologies and
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textbooks, in their critical introduction to ‘new’ media the Britishmedia studies scholars Martin Lister, Kieran Kelly, Jon Dovey, SethGiddings and lain Grant have described cyberculture as follows:‘Cyberculture ... consists in a mass of new technological things,a wide range of imaginative fictions that have, as it were, seepedthrough the screens so that they may seem the realistic descriptionsof our bewildering everyday lives’ (2009: 317).
Writing in David Gauntlett’s book Web.Studies, David Silver(2000) has elaborated three phases of ‘cyberculture studies’. Thefirst of these is ‘popular cyberculture’, During this phase, material was written by journalists and published in magazines suchas Wired and Mondo 2000 that shared a kind of technologicaleuphoria and who were themselves part of the field which was theobject of study. As Silver wrote, taking his cue from Steven Jones(1997) and others, this early interest in cyberculture was characterized by a dualism between ‘dystopian rants’ and ‘utopian raves’(Silver 2000: 20). Whereas ‘utopian raves’ sums up the positionof all those who saw in ‘cyberspace’ the potential for a positivereorganization of human life, ‘dystopian rants’ represented allthose visions of a negative utopia knocking around in the heads ofsocially isolated nerds.

Next came a phase of cyberculture studies. An example of thisis Howard Rheingold’s (1993, 1995) work on virtual communities. This American popular science writer, who shared much withthe culture of Silicon Valley, described in his book The VirtualCommunity (1995) new forms of communal living in cyberspace.Sherry Turkie was no less euphoric in her book Life on the Screen(1995), and this from a sociology professor at MIT. In this bookshe describes the possibilities of articulating online identities,taking advantage of the net’s anonymity to develop games ofidentity that were not possible in direct communication. As suchresearch demonstrated, during this phase there was a concern toelaborate in a scholarly manner the specificities of communicationaction and social life ‘in cyberspace’. To begin with, the work donein this second phase confronted the possibilities of a cyberculturevery optimistically, very much as a reaction against the ‘dystopianrants’ of the first phase.

What Media Culture is (Not)

David Silver sees the third phase as having dominated since the
later 1990s. Here we have critical cyberculture studies that detach
themselves from an exclusive concern with cyberspace. There is a
greater emphasis upon relating the forms of interaction, communi
tization (Vergemeinschaftung) and identity found on the Internet
to a ‘wider life’. The contrast between the state of being online
and that of being offline is not treated as of such great importance
as keeping the reciprocal relationship between these two states in
view. Four years after the appearance of Silver’s article, Laura J.
Gurak adopted this position, replacing his contribution with her
own in the new edition of the book. She accordingly emphasized
that ‘context is the key’ (Gurak 2004: 28) and called for further
work to be done with this in mind.

But this did not mean that a degree of utopianism had vanished
from work on cyberculture. One example of this is the writing
of the above-mentioned British media specialist David Gauntlett,
editor of Web.Studies. In 2007 he published online an article in
which a media studies 1.0 was contrasted with the ‘Media Studies
2.0’ of his title (Gauntlett 2007). The first of these is character
ized by a tendency to fetishize expert opinion, an orientation to
powerful, mostly Western, media institutions and their products,
an emphasis on critical ability, and a cautious approach to the
Internet. The second (‘2.0’) overcomes this orientation, taking
seriously the sheer variety of public creativity, is capable of incor
porating diverse relevant cultural factors, while treating digital
media and the Internet as equal to all other media. For Gauntlett,
this also meant that the methods employed in communication
and media studies required rethinking, while also encouraging
those approaches that would involve human creativity in research
activity.

Such arguments are not without their own contradictions,
above all because of the casual use of the metaphor ‘Web 2.0’ (see,
for example, Everitt and Mills 2009). Gauntlett has taken this
idea further and elaborated it in his book Making is Connecting.
Here he is concerned with the power of making, and connect
ing through creating’ (Gauntlett 2011: 1), something that existed
long before ‘Web 2.0’ but which here for the first time found its
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particular expression. Gauntlett especially emphasizes the collabo
rative aspects of web activity and seeks to develop and theorize
everyday human creativity, not least because his approach is to a
great extent political (2011: 12).

Gauntlett’s arguments are very stimulating, especially when he
relates these to the political critique of technology put forward by
Ivan Illich (1973), to whom I referred in the Introduction. There
is also a welcome emphasis in Gauntlett’s work on the potential
chat the Internet offers for the creative and productive use of tech
nology, something that Illich considered was absent from the use
of technologies from the 1950s to the 1970s. However, problems
arise once we move beyond talk of the potentiality inhering in par
ticular adoptions to talk generally of a ‘new media culture’. This
is a project embraced by Henry Jenkins (2006a, 2006b), who was
then Professor for Comparative Media Studies at MIT and is an
internationally recognized investigator of popular culture. Jenkins
favours the concept of ‘convergence culture’ for the new ‘media
culture’. He argues that the establishment of the Internet has ren
dered the popular aspects of media culture more diverse, more
open tothe everyday activities of users than was the case during
the era of dominant mass media. For Jenkins, convergence means
not simply a technical process of integration of different digital
platforms, but a coming together of ‘old’ and ‘new’ media in
today’s media cultures. As he writes, by convergence he means ‘the
flow of content across multiple media platforms, the co-operation
between multiple media industries, and the migratory behaviour
of media audiences who will go almost anywhere in search of
the kinds of entertainment experiences they want’ (2006a: 2).
Understood in this way, convergence is a ‘cultural shift’ (2006a:
2) generally characteristic of contemporary popular cultures: con
sumers in ‘convergence cultures’ are much more closely bound
into the processes of media production than was hitherto the case.
Jenkins also sees convergence as closely related with new forms of
participation and collective intelligence: ‘convergence encourages
participation and collective intelligence’ (2006a: 245).

These two examples make quite clear how the utopianism of the
early cyberculture years has been absorbed into scholarly research

on actual use of the Internet. This should be no cause for surprise.
Of help here is the work of Manuel Castells — an urban sociologist
and one of the best-known investigators of network society — on
what he has called the ‘culture of the Internet’ (Castells 2001: 36).
If we relate Castells’ work to our discussion here, it becomes appar
ent that much of the utopianism of historical and current interest
in cyberculture relates to a ‘culture of production’ (Negus 1997)
typical of early Internet adopters. Following on from this, Castells
describes ‘the culture of the creators of the Internet . . . [as] a set of
values and beliefs informing behaviour’ (2001: 36). Castells argues
that Internet culture is developed from four cultural moments.
The first of these is a ‘techno-meritocratic culture’, anchored in
academia and the natural sciences, operating within scholarly tra
ditions such as ‘peer review’ and free access to knowledge. Second
comes ‘hacker culture’, which lays emphasis on the freedom of
technical development or unrestricted communication, whose cur
rently most obvious manifestation is the Open Source movement,
or WikiLeaks. Third comes the ‘virtual communitarian culture’,
which is aimed at the realization of alternative lifestyles within and
through online communities. Finally there is a specific ‘entrepre
neurial culture’. Here the entrepreneurial spirit assumes a particular
form, since — in their perspective — ‘Internet entrepreneurs are crea
tors rather than businessmen, closer to the artists’ culture than
to the traditional corporate culture’ (Castells 2001: 60). To some
extent they seek to flee from society, using technology to make a
large amount of money and through this ‘personal accumulation of
wealth’ (Castells 2001: 58) free themselves of any constraint. These
four moments form a ‘four-layer’ structure, as Castells (2001:
37) describes the Internet culture: ‘The culture of the Internet is a
culture made up of a technocratic belief in the progress of humans
through technology, enacted by communities of hackers thriving
on free and open technological creativity, embedded in virtual
networks aimed at reinventing society, and materialized by money
driven entrepreneurs into the workings of new economy’ (Castells
2001: 61).

If we consider the utopianism of cyberculture as discussed above
from this perspective, it is plain that its arguments represent what
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Castells calls the production culture of today’s Internet — or what
we can simply call Internet culture. What significance the Internet,
or digital media technologies, might have for contemporary
culture remains another question. If one takes this as the central
perspective for the study of media culture it quickly becomes clear
that today’s media cultures are not simply cybercultures, and that
one needs to treat with care the tendency to treat dystopian or
utopian conceptions of the Internet as a point of departure for
describing media culture. As Castells shows in this regard, the
position is much more complex.

Even if this use of cyberculture as a convenient shorthand for
(present) media culture has real limitations, there are some things
that can be learned from work on cybercultures. This approach
first of all makes clear the importance of media technologies in the
change of today’s media cultures. Secondly, it shows how changes
in the forms of communicating indicate changes in the ‘objects’
with which we communicate. Thirdly, it shows how necessary
it is to reflect in a new way on our relationship with ‘the objects
of media technology’. Here the study of cyberculture above has
made clear that the establishment of digital media — first and fore
most the media of the Internet — suggests a comprehensive shift
in culture. If media culture has not become cyberculture, we still
should note that today media cultures are technicized cultures.

The Mediatization of Culture

As we have seen in the previous chapter, there are many points
to consider if we are to clarify the character of media culture. We
can say with some certainty that it is not mass culture, nor is it

a dominating or guiding culture, or a cultural programme, or a
cyberculture. But we have to bear in mind that media culture is
something related to the increasing omnipresence of media com
munication, that it is moulded by various media in different ways;
further, that it is constitutive of reality, and that we need to take
account of the increasing reliance of communication on particular j
technologies. I now want to show that on this basis we should

onceive ‘n di ci ajbthhd for the medianzation of
culture media cultures re the cultures of mediatizanon This
will make it possible to deal with the various issues of omnipres
ence, moulding, constitution of reality and the role of technology
without ending up with yet another understanding which is partial
in one way or another.

But what does mediatization mean? We can begin clarifica
tion of this through a discussion of arguments advanced by John
B. Thompson, whose book The Media and Modernity discusses
the manner in which the development of European modernity is
related to the establishment of media. His point of departure is
that the classics of the social sciences, social historians and his
torically informed sociologists have all addressed themselves to
the principal features of the transformation of institutions that
occurred in the shift from the late Middle Ages into modernity

3
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(Thompson 1995: 45). This line of argument deals first of all
with the economic transformation from European feudalism to a
system of capitalist production, trade and finance, together with
the political transformation of a large number of principalities
and kingdoms into national states, and also the military changes
in which these national states became the sole bearers of legiti
mate force. Thompson suggests that previous work has been very
contradictory in its treatment of cultural change. His view is that
insufficient weight has been given to the role of media commu
nication in this process of transformation. It has always been a
question of whether values changed with the emergence of moder
nity, or to what extent values changed, and if so, which ones.
Responses to these questions have been varied. However, cultural
change can be examined much more clearly if we shift our atten
tion from values to symbolic forms. This is where ‘mediatization’
comes in, or, as Thompson calls it, ‘mediazation’:

If we focus . . . not on values, attitudes, and beliefs, but rather on
symbolic forms and their modes of production and circulation in
the social world, then we shall see that, with the advent of modern
societies in the late medieval and early modern periods, a systematic
cultural transformation began to take hold. By virtue of a series of
technical innovations associated with printing and, subsequently, with
the electrical codification of information, symbolic forms were pro
duced, reproduced, and circulated on a scale that was unprecedented.
Patterns of communication and interaction began to change in pro
found and irreversible ways. These changes, which comprise what can
loosely be called the ‘mediazation of culture’, had a clear institutional
basis: namely, the development of media organizations, which first
appeared in the second half of the fifteenth century and have expanded

‘ their activities ever since. (Thompson 1995: 46)

For Thompson, mediatization is not then a linear process, but
something which occurs in a number of distinct waves. He refers
to an ‘extended mediazation’ in respect of the 1990s (Thompson
1995: 110). By this he means the increasingly self-referential
nature of mass communications, the way in which newspapers
and TV treat items carried in other media — for example, an inter-

view given by a politician the day before — as objects for their
own reportage. Generally, Thompson identifies a ‘mediazation of “(
tradition’ (1995: 180), by which he means the transformation of
lived tradition into symbolic content. This came about because it..I
became possible to communicate through media traditions to loca
tions other than those in which they originated.

Although Thompson’s book appeared some years ago, its
arguments are very close to what I will call in the following the
mediatization of culture. It will become clear that mediatization
did not just originate with the establishment of digital media but is
a longer-term process. It will also become clear that this is a matter
not merely of the transformation of media, but also of the trans
formation of symbolic forms, and so of communication bound up
with the media. And it will become evident that this process of
mediatization can develop in distinct phases, that there are partic
ular caesuras and upheavals. At root — and this seems to me to be
the principal issue — the above quote from Thompson shows that
mediatization is a concept that seeks to capture the shifting inter
relationship between change, on the one hand, and socio-cultural /

media-communicative change, on the other.
This maps out the line of argument to be pursued in the follow

ing chapters. I want to begin by making a more precise distinction
between the concept of mediatization and that of mediation. This
then leads to examination of the idea that symediariza- I

logicJThEcriticizing this stance I arrive at a conception of mei
tizationas a metaprocess, or as a panorama, conc1udi with
more reTn the mpuIigQces of the jths
part of this mocess Andjkrmits to the question
of what an appropriate

Mediatization and Mediation

There is a particularly anglophone controversy about the manner

in which ‘mediatization’ might be distinguished from ‘mediation’
— something that would in German be expressed as Mediatisierung
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and Vermiulung, respectively. Nick Couldry (2008) and Sonia
Livingstone (2009: 6f.) have made clear the fuzziness of the distinc
tion. They agree on a preference for the concept of mediation over
that of mediatizatjon. However, it should however be noted that,
more recently, Couldry (2012: 134—7) has begun to emphasize the
utility of the concept of mediatization. I will come back to this. But
firstly I want to deal with the concept of mediation, if only in a rel
atively cursory and far from complete manner. This concept has to
be demarcated from that of mediatization, as was pointed out long
ago by the American sociologist Ernest Manheim, a Hungarian
émigré who in 1933 completed in Germany a dissertation on ‘The
Bearers (Trager) of Public Opinion’. In this dissertation he dealt
with the mediatization of direct human relationships, something
which he considered of greater significance than simple mediation
(cf. Averbeck-Ljetz 2011).

It can be said quite generally that the importance attached to the
concept of mediation in the study of media and communication
is not confined to the English-speaking world. In Germany there
are signs that the study of media and communications is likewise
taking an interest in questions of mediation. In this connection
we can refer to an almost forgotten classical figure in journalism
studies, Otto Groth. He has remained of interest not least because
of the way that, from the l920s, he developed a perspective
on newspapers and journalism which placed them in a cultural
framework (see Langenbucher 1998; Wagner 1998; Hepp 2004:
27—44), among other reasons because of the instrumentalization
of journalism studies by the National Socialist regime. This was
examined by Groth in his History of German Journalism Studies
(1948), leading to the publication in the 1960s of his six-volume
book The Unrecognized Cultural Power.

Central to this work for Groth is the category of mediation
(Vermittlung): his treatment of journalism studies does not assume
that journalists are ‘transmitters’ who ‘convey’ news to ‘receivers’,
but begins directly with the ‘cultural work’ of the newspaper itself.
According to Groth, the significance of a newspaper or a periodical
lies in the ‘mediation of social communication’, a conception that
was explicitly directed against a series of ‘transmission models’

(Grossberg et al. 1998: 16) that were prevalent in the early years of

German-language journalism studies. Hence Groth criticized the

idea that a newspaper was a means of ‘journalistic expression’, as

for instance Hans Traub had argued in a 1933 study of journalists

as producers. The principal counterargurnent that Groth advances

is that the expression of particular contents is only a ‘precondi

tion’ (Groth 1960: 544) of the mediating function of a newspaper.

He wishes to direct attention instead to the ‘reciprocity’ or the

‘interrelation’ existing between the creators of media and their

recipients. The basic precondition of any need for mediation is, on

tie hand.-

an intervening space or a difference, a distance or a tension, whether
intellectual or physical, between partners — a gap whose bridging,
removal or dissolution is desired; and on the other the capacity of

relating particular points through such mediation, despite all separa
tion and difference, thereby bringing about connection and concord.
(Groth 1960: 564, original emphases)

For Groth, this ‘intervening space’ or ‘distance’ indicates the exist

ence of communication partners in a society, partners who are

mediated by a medium. This existing ‘distance’ does, however,

have further cultural implications, beyond the limited model of the

process of communication. For Groth, ‘the number of intervening

spaces and tensions between people has become more numer

ous across a world dominated by the increasingly individualized

culture of high capitalism’ (1960: 615). On theone handt re /
clear!ypocesses of atomization and indIvidualization But on the /
other hand in’hlgh capitalism’ there is also the dynamic of mas

sification and uniformity. Ultimately there is a cultural necessity

for mediation exactly because of the way that different partners to

communication are embedded in different (local) contexts.

Even in these decades-old ideas the basic elements of a sound

understanding of mediation are apparent: this conception involves

a perspective upon media communication that transcends the

idea of ‘transmission’ expressed in Lasswell’s formulation ‘who

says what in which channel to whom with what effect?’ (1961:
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117). At stake is the theorization of a highly complex commu
nicative relationship between different actors standing one with
another in direct communication, which relationship then alters
when media become part of this mediation process. And so it is
not simply a matter of satisfactorily distinguishing the different
levels of, respectively, ‘mediation and ‘mediatization’. Of equal
if not greater importance is what the investigation of mediatiza
tion can learn from the study and theorization of processes of
mediation.

The point of reference for international discussion has been, less
the contribution made by German theoreticians than that of Latin
Americans, foremost among them Jesus MartIn-Barbero. MartIn
Barbero was born in Spain but has spent much of his career
teaching in Mexico and Columbia. In his book Communication,
Culture, and Hegemony, originally published in 1987, he called
for a reorientation of the analysis of communications and media
‘from media to mediations’ (MartIn-Barbero 1993: 187). He is
concerned first of all to conceive (media) communication as a
meeting point of quite diverse forces of conflict and integration,
analysing them in these terms. it is important here to identify
the socially situated nature of media communication: ‘We had to
lose sight of the “proper object” in order to find the way to the
movement of the social in communication, to communication in
process’ (MartIn-Barbero 1993: 203). Behind this is an experience
that MartIn-Barbero shares with other Latin American social and
cultural scientists: that the existing approaches to the description
of (mass) media as instances of ideology and the transfer of infor
mation are inadequate for understanding the increasingly hybrid
cultures’ (Garcia Canclini 1995) of Latin America in all their gb
balized conflict and commercialization. It is for this reason that
he develops an approach which proposes ‘to start with the media
tions where the social materialization and’i1iiural jji
of television are delimited and configured’ (MartIn-Barbero 1993:
215). For him this is the soiaLIik of the family, social temporal
ity and cultural competence. With respect to the family, it is not
simply a matter of treating it as a context for the appropriation
of media — especially that of television. It is equally the object of

media and its narratives. TV formats therefore involve ‘mediators’
(1993: 216) between the everyday world and a fictional family
world. It is similar for social temporality, in which series and TV
genres are ‘mediators between the time of capital and the time
of daily experience’ (1993: 219). So far as cultural
is concerned it jqjajx aiDu is a central1
instance of mediation.

Hence, following MartIn-Barbero’s lead, we can describe media
communication, more exactly TV, as a process of mediation of
the ‘logics of production and use’ (1993: 221). It is not a simple
matter of a capitalist logic of production, for example, having an
impact upon the logics of use and so upon people’s everyday lives.
The situation is much more complex, involving the mediation of
different logics, a plurality of logics. In respect of TV, the different
genres appear as the central instance of mediation. As MartIn
Barbero expresses it:

The enres are the mediatien between the lg of thepjcrive
system and the_logicso__use.. . . The study of genres as strategies of
iiteraction or as ways in which senders and receivers organize and
make their communicative abilities recognizable is impossible without
reconceptualizing the meaning of communication. . . . If seen as
moments of renegotiation, genres cannot be approached in terms of
semantics or syntax. They require the construction of a communica
tive pragmatics that can capture the operation of their recognition by
a cultural community. (1993: 223—4, emphasis in original)

This quote crystallizes the core of MartIn-Barbero’s approach
to media communication as a process of mediation: ‘He seeks to
grasp interaction as a totality before using this to develop an anal
ysis of the power of communication. This approach is deliberately
aimed against any treatment of media communication primarily
in terms of production. Such an approach would, MartIn-Barbero
argues, be too simplistic, since the impact of a ‘logic of the produc
tive system’ (1993: 223) would be suited to other spheres of the
social, and not the ‘moments of renegotiation’ that play a genu
inely constitutive role in communication.

If we adopt this broad understanding of media communication
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as mediation, it is possible to see that Stuart Hall’s ‘encoding—
decoding’ model (1980) or later approaches that deal with media
communication as a ‘circuit of culture’ do in fact represent media
tional conceptions (see, for example, Johnson 1986; du Gay et al.
1997). Beyond the basic approaches that Grossberg, Wartella and
Whitney have characterized as a ‘cultural model’ (Grossberg et al.
1998: 18), it wa lstiillwho examined ii
dctail mediation asabasic ky concept for the sciences

jfljnication and media.
SilverstonThkes an approach similar to that of MartIn-Barbero

without, however, referring to the latter’s work. His book Why
Study .the Media? systematically treated media communication
as a ‘process of mediation’ (1999: 13) that does not stop with
the reception of a media product: ‘Mediation involves the move
ment of meaning from one text to another, from one discourse to
another, from one event to another’ (1999: 13). But this process
of mediation is more than the kind of two-step flow envisaged by
classical media and communication scholars such as Elihu Katz
and Paul Lazarsfeld (1955). This mediation is not simply a matter
of gathering views about media content from opinion leaders.
Silverstone treats mediation in much the same manner as MartIn
Barbero, as a much more extended process in which we ‘engage
continuously and infinitely with media meanings’ (Silverstone
1999: 17). He argues that media research cannot only be about a
‘mechanics of mediation’ embedded in media texts and technolo
gies (1999: 29). From his point of view this is the first step, but
not enough in itself. Beyond that there has to be ‘an understanding
of the proper location of the textual claim, historically, sociologi
cally, anthropologically’ (1999: 37) in everyday life. The accent
that Silverstone brings to this is based upon his argument that
1mediation is in principle open-ended, involving an endless process:

‘[M]ediation is endless, the product of textual unravelling in the
words, deeds, and experience of everyday life, as much as by the
continuities of broadcasting and narrowcastkng. . .. Mediation
is in this sense less determined, more open, more singular, more
shared, more vulnerable, perhaps, to abuse’ (1999: 15).

This exemplary theorization of ‘mediation’ makes clear what

is at stake here: itis about the eyelQmentof a perspective upon
media communication which is ca akicof refleçgitacmaLint
gration with social and culwral contexts or processes Ip so doing
we break withali ive that be with media pro
duction,dyeprticular characteristics f media contepts froji
this, then moves to the rece2pn and effect ofthse çprents. The
Eoipf mediation involves a more complex approach to recip
rocal interrelationships saturated with power and which become
concrete in the process of media communication. This perspective
pulls Latin American research on media and culture together with
European cultural studies (MartIn-Barbero 2006). in addition to
this we have a basic conception generally suited for dealing with
the study of media and culture from a cultural-analytic orienta
tion. The Swedish researcherJ ornas has consequently
talked of ‘medTiT asa key conc pt in uWalstiOOO:

There is some weight to these arguments, and in no respect do I
wish to dispute the adoption of mediation as a key concept for the
study of communication and media, as well as for cultural studies.
The positions outlined above are robust and there is a great deal to
be. said for treatinjnedia co unication .in general asa2r2cess.
of mediaion, i not conceivj as the simple transfer of infor
mation, as was typical of the ey4ys ofççlia rçsegiçh. Nor is
there much to add to Silverstone’s contention that this mediating
pwces i

Because of the underlying and foundational character of the
concept of mediation it does not seem to me very productive to
treat ‘mediation’ and ‘mediatization’ as opposing exclusive con
ceptions. This is not because one could learn nothing from such
a contrast. Nick Couldry (2008) has, for example, been able to
show that some particular variations of the conception of media
tization tend to be linear, a tendency absent from the approaches
taken by MartIn-Barbero and Silverstone.

What is, however, problematic in drawing such a contrast is
the implication that both conceptions are on the same level: each
would seek to capture the same phenomena, and their interrelation
has therefore to be discussed. It is for this reason that they need to
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be distinguished. If we go back to the quotation from Thompson
with which we started this chapter, it is clear that the conception
of mediatization is much more specific than that of mediation.
While mediation is suited to describing the general characteristics
of any process of media communication, mediatization describes
and theorizes something rather different, something that is based
on the mediation of media communication: mediatization seeks
to capture the nature of the interrelationship between historical
changes in media communication and other transformational proc
esses. Hence mediatization presumes mediation through media
communication. Consideration of processes of mediatization is
conducted at the level of ongoing processes of transformation
which, in each particular instance, are associated with a variety of
specific mediations through media communication. Hence it is not
a question of whether we need to use ‘mediatization’ or ‘media
tion’ in our approach to contemporary media cultures. Instead, we
need both of them, since they relate to different things.

Media Logic(s)

if we examine how mediatization has been treated and opera
tionalized by existing research on mediatization, we repeatedly
encounter a conception that MartIn-Barbero also mentions, that
of a ‘logic’. But the fact that mediatization research refers to
this in the singular suggests an emphasis different from that of
MartIn-Barbero: it is a matter not of logics associated with the
reciprocities of production and use, but of a ‘media logic’ which,
with the advance of mediatization, increasingly exercises influence
over spheres that are ‘beyond the media’. As we shall see, underly
ing this there is a specific concept of media: media as institutions
of mass communication — above all, television.

The concept of a media logic is always linked back to the book
of the same name published in 1979 by two American researchers,
David L. Aitheide and Robert P. Snow. Their point of departure
was the condition of American mass communications research at
the time, a practice whose focus was on media contents and their

public influence. Aitheide and Snow employed arguments drawn
from symbolic interactionism, ethnomethodology and phenom
enology to suggest that existing practice was poorly framed and
directed, since ‘the role of media in our lives’ (Aitheide and Snow
1979: 7) was reduced to one among many variables affecting
social processes. To understand the ‘role of media’ they argued
that it was necessary to ask how the media as a forrn of communi
cation’ (1979: 9) transform our perception and our interpretation
of the social. The conception of media logic is intended to capture
this. Altheide and Snow describe this as follows:

In general terms, media logic consists of a form of communication;
the process through which media present and transmit information.
Elements of this form include the various media and the formats used
by these media. Format consists, in part, of how material is organized,
the style in which it is presented, the focus or emphasis on particular
characteristics of behaviour, and the grammar of media communica
tion. Format becomes a framework or a perspective that is used to
present as well as interpret phenomena. . . . Thus, the logic of media
formats has become so taken for granted by both communicator and
receiver that it has been overlooked as an important factor in under
standing media. (1979: 10, emphasis in original)

Aitheide and Snow establish, through a critical re-evaluation
of classical sociological writings by Georg Simmel and Erving
Goffman, that a media logic inheres not in media contents, but
in the form of media communication. The latter should be under
stood as a ‘processual framework through which social action
occurs’ (1979: 15, emphasis in original) — in this case, the social
action of communication. This media logic as form is especially
evident in the formats of mass communications, which Altheide
and Snow treat as a connecting element in the entire process of the
mediation of media communication — here there is a clear affinity
with the work of MartIn-Barbero. Both authors retained this view
of media logic in their later publications when dealing with the
analysis of the forms and formats of mediation (see, for example,
Altheide and Snow 1988; Aitheide 2004).

Borrowing from James Monaco (1978) and developing these
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ideas, Aitheide and Snow were already describing late 1970s
American culture as a media culture. They meant by this that a
media logic was beginning to exert an influence upon institutions
which were not media institutions, strictly speaking. Their exam
ples drew upon religion, politics and sport. These institutions — or,
as we would perhaps say today, social fields — are marked for
Aitheide and Snow by the way in which their realities are increas
ingly articulated according to a media logic. As they themselves
write, ‘[Wjhen a media logic is employed to present and interpret
institutional phenomena, the form and content of those institutes
are altered . . . every major institution has become part of media
culture’ (Aitheide and Snow 1979: ii)

It is th ua4igofmediatization as
tifme logic in thnwtions, soci1Ids or social
syste-. a media 1ogc which is itilinkedtojiñ&f
niass communication
J inthcf. Mazzoleni 2008b; Meyen 2009; Schrott
2009; Strömbäck and Esser 2009>. Possibly the most prominent
among these are the works of Winfried Schulz and Stig Hjarvard,
which is why I will deal with these writers in greater detail below.

Building in part on ideas that he had developed with Gianpietro
Mazzoleni (1999), Schulz (2004) set about ‘reconstructing media
tization as an analytic concept’. He treats the permeation of a
media logic as only one moment of mediatization, distinguishing Ifour aspects of mediatization: extension, substitution, amalgama
tion and accommodation.

Etèhsfd takes up the idea already proposed by Marshall
McLuhan (McLuhan and Lewis 1994) within the framework of
Medium Theory, discussed above, that the media are ‘extensions
of man’: that is, extensions of the possibilities of communicative
action related to place, time and means of expression. Mediatization
here means that the possibilities of human communicative action
have increased with the passage of time.
the fact that media have, who1y orin part, replaced social activi
ties and s&ial insntuEiçSchulz points to video and computergames which repIce forms of face-to-face play. This is therefore a matter of how forms mediated by the media can displace
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non-media-mediated forms, this being a further moment of media
tization. Amalgamation describes the way in which action related
to the media and action not so re1atbecojncIblurre.4
into one another There are eveyda exampof this that we
can imagine, such as thèornbination of an activity uielaio
the media (driving a car) with oe related to the rnedjjIistening
to the radio); or using a mobile to arrange appointments while
engaged on manual tasks at work. In this sense mediatization is a
progressive process of amalgamation between media-related and
non-media-related activities. Finally we- come XQ afllmQdaUQ2i,

media lQgiHe suggear& that
tjen in different areas Lsi jpQiitic.
and so forth) to become orientated to ‘media logic’, descrihiug
this primarily asa staging process
(Schulz 2004: 891. For Schujherefore,_mediatizatiojiaIth
diffusion of a media logic, but not exclusively so.

It is worth noting that Schulz discusses the question of the role
played by the establishment of digital media in the advance of
mediatization. Are there moments that are more regressive than
progressive for mediatization? For Schulz, this question seems
an obvious one, since he treats mediatization as a product of
the television era’ (2004: 94). He rejects an equivocal conclusion
in which an ‘optimistic answer’ — digital media mean the end of
the mediatization of mass communications — is balanced by a
‘sceptical answer’ — we are confronted with new and sometimes
problematic modes of mediatization, arguing instead for a ‘moder
ate answer’: new digital media do not simply displace or replace
previously existing mass media, which is why ‘the mediatization
effects of the latter endure in the new media environment’ (2004:
98). Consequently he considers that his concept of mediatization
is suited to the investigation of further media change.

The Danish media and communication researcher Stig Hjarvard
has a rather different approach, shaping his concept of mediatiza
tion around that of media logic. His point of departure is identical
to what we have seen in Aitheide and Snow, even when he relates
his concept of mediatization more strongly to Scandinavian
research (especially Asp 1990). Hjarvard likewise claims that if we
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want to capture the influence of media upon culture and society
it is no longer sufficient to ask after the effects of media contents.
We need instead a broader perspective that takes account of the
way in which culture and society are today saturated with media.
This is where he introduces his conception of mediatization,
describing his approach as an ‘institutional perspective’ (Hjarvard
2008: 110). He makes two points, in so doing distinguishing
himself from Schulz. First of all, he is concerned with the analy
sis of the relationships between media as institutions and other
social institutions. Secondly, and following on from this, he seeks
to use the concept of mediatization to refer only to a particular
form of the institutionalization of the media: ‘autonomous’ social
institutionalization, which he argues is the precondition for media
institutions as such exerting an influence over other social insti
tutions. For Europe since the 1980s he considers this condition
to be given, as media (he includes alongside institutions of mass
communication both mobile and Internet communication) became
increasingly commercialized quite independently of ‘public steer
ing’ (Hjarvard 2008: 120). Only from this point can one speak
meaningfully of mediatization, according to Hjarvard:

By the mediatization of society, we understand the process whereby
society to an increasing degree is submitted to, or becomes dependent
on, the media and their logic. This process is characterized by a duality
in that the media have become integrated into the operations of other
social institutions, while they have also acquired the status of social
institutions in their own right. As a consequence, social interaction —

within the respective institutions, between institutions, and in society
at large — take [sic] place via the media. The term ‘media logic’ refers
to the institutional and technological modus operandi of the media,
including the ways in which media distribute material and symbolic
resources and operate with the help of informal rules. (2008: 113,
emphasis in original)

This is a very particular development of the conception of media
logic, treating it in terms of an institutional media logic (cf.
Hjarvard 2009: 160). As independent institutions that increasingly
pervade our contemporary lives, media have developed their own

logic. Mediatization accordingly means increasing independence
of, and subordination to, this logic.

Hjarvard distinguishes two modes of mediatization: ‘strong’,
direct mediatization and ‘weak’, indirect mediatization (2004:
48f.; 2008: 114). Direct mediatization describes those moments in

which action not hitherto mediated by media is turned into a form
mediated by media: that is, action with and by means of a medium.
One example Hjarvard notes is the game of chess, which has
become a computer or online game. Indirect mediatization occurs
when the form, content or organization of an action becomes
increasingly influenced by symbols or mechanisms specific to the
media. An example of this would be the mediatization of politics,
a reference often made in this institutional perspective (Kepplinger
2002; Vowe 2006; Strömbäck 2008; Mazzoleni 2008a). Somewhat
remarkably, Hjarvard claims that direct and indirect forms of
mediatization continually appear together, which, apart from any
thing else, makes it hard to tell the one from the other (2008: 115).
One can think of the game of poker, which is ‘directly’ mediatized
in the form of TV or online poker, but is at the same time ‘indi
rectly’ mediatized in that poker continues to be played at home and
in pubs, but is marked in different ways by its staging in the media
(Hitzler and Möll 2012). Here there is a degree of convergence of
Hjarvard’s ideas with those of Schulz. Hence we could say that
‘direct mediatization’ points to ‘substitution’, while ‘indirect mcdi
atization’ points to ‘accommodation’, and the lack of a clearcut
distinction between these two further suggests Schulz’s conception
of ‘amalgamation’. The fact that Hjarvard does not identify the
moment of ‘extension’ is to do with his institutional conception of
mediatization: according to him, ‘extension’ is a general moment
of ‘mediation’ of media communication and does not relate spe
cifically to the process of mediatization, which only developed in a
true sense in Europe from the 1980s onwards.

But comprehensive criticisms have also been made of these
developments of mediatization as (institutionalized) media logic.
Probably the strongest of these come from Nick Couldry and Knut
Lundby, although they do differ quite markedly in the vehemence
of their critique.
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Couldry comes at this from his adherence to belief in the open-ended nature of processes of mediation; and his critique of theidea that mediatization represents the diffusion of a media logichas two main points. First, the influence of media is far too heterogeneous to be reduced to ‘a single “media logic”, as if they alloperated in one direction, at the same speed, through a parallelmechanism and according to the same calculus of probability’(Couldry 2008: 378; cf. also Couldry 2012: 135—1). Couldrybelieves that the expression ‘media logic’ — reinforced by its use inthe singular — implies a unity of influence on the part of the mediathat is rarely, if at all, to be found. This is even more true with thesubsequent differentiation of the media, with the development ofthe Internet, for example. Following on from Couldry, we mightnote that politics is at present confronted with very different andsometimes contradictory moments of media influence: not only theparticular staging strategies of visual communication, but also thewholesale questioning of established secrecy politics through, forinstance, WikiLeaks. Secondly, Couldry argues that ‘media logic’suggests that there is a ‘linear nature’ (2008: 377) in the processof change. He takes as his example Schulz’s idea of substitution,which, as we have seen, is echoed by Hjarvard’s conception ofindirect mediatization. Mediatization conceived as the permeationof a media logic in various social institutions is at least tendentiallya linear narrative. One is often reminded of 1970s modernizationtheory, according to which, for example, modern role models inthe media gradually contribute to modernization by questioningthe way in which people lead their lives (Lerner 1977; for criticismsee Hepp 2006). The dialectic of the reciprocities in the changeof media communication, on the one hand, and ongoing socialand cultural change, on the other, seems to be a great deal morecomplex than such narratives allow.

The Norwegian media and communication researcher KnutLundby does not express himself so forcefully, but is nonethelesscritical of the idea of mediatization as the autonomous diffusionof a media logic. He defends the arguments of Hjarvard and suggests that these are far less linear than they might at first appear(Lundby 2009: 106). However, he does argue that the use of

the expression ‘media logic’ is misleading if this is treated as a
unitary logic ‘behind’ the media and neglects the way in which the
constraints upon the change of media themselves alter over time
(2009: 104f.). Presenting a moderate critique, he argues that the
origins of the conception of media logic should be taken seriously:
an origin which lies in the work o Georg Simmel, and the way in
which this formed the point of departure for the work of Aitheide
and Snow. In Simmel the concept of form relates to the structuring
of social interaction according to characteristic patterns. If we take
this up, then investigation of mediatization has to be more open
to, and concerned about, the question of the influence of forms of
media communication. Lundby puts it like this:

I conclude that it is not viable to speak of an overall media logic: it
is necessary to specify how various media capabilities are applied in
various patterns of social interactions. It is not that a media logic does
not involve social interaction, which, not least, Stig Hjarvard’s work
makes clear. My argument is rather that a focus on a general media
logic hides these patterns of interaction. . . . Hence, one has to study
how transformations and changes in the mediatization processes take
place in communication. Mediatization research should put emphasis
upon how social and communicative forms are developed when media
are taken into use in social interaction. (2009: 117)

One cannot but agree with this call for more open-ended research
into mediatization, yet the idea of a media logic brings with it
many other problems. For one thing, this model presumes a model
of a functionally differentiated society in which ‘the media’ are
a specifically institutionalized social system charged with the
function of public communication and, in this way, facilitating a
social or cultural discourse of self-understanding. Only with this
assumption does it make sense for other institutions to bend to the
‘logics’ of the media. While of course media institutions also play
a role in the overall social communication of the national state,
they are a great deal more than functional systems. And if media
communication penetrates various social spheres, it is hardly
appropriate to reduce them all to one primary functional system.
Society and culture, like media communication, are too diverse to
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equate mediatization, however understood, with the diffusion of
a media logic.

One should here recall Berger and Luckmann’s words of
warning. In discussing the social construction of institutions, they
noted that ‘great care is required in any statements one makes

about the “logic” of institutions’ (1967: 82). And as they go on:
‘The logic does not reside in the institutions and their external
tunctionalities, but in the way these are treated in reflection about
them. Put differently, reflexive consciousness superimposes the
quality of logic on the institutional order’ (1967: 82).

From a certain point onwards we are also here dealing with nor
mative questions. If we ascribe a ‘logic’ to the institutions of the
media which in some way works ‘by itself’, then we forget that it is
we human beings who act communicatively with media, and also
take responsibility for these actions. And so in the functionalities
of media logic we no longer see the acting subjects, the meaning

fulness of their action, as well as all the other problems of power
in communication.

Mediatization as a Metaprocess and as Panorama

As I have shown in the previous section, it is not enough to treat
mediatization as the increasing permeation of a media logic.
But if one shares the argument so far, there is one question that
arises almost of necessity: what, then, is mediatization? As I will

show, the concept of mediatization does not involve a finished
theory of media transformation, but is much more open, opening
a particular panorama, a particular all-encompassing vision of
the treatment of the reciprocal relationship between media-
communicative change and socio-cultural change. This becomes
all the more clear once we turn to an understanding of media

tization distinct from that dealt with so far. We can find this in
the work of Friedrich Krotz, whose book The Mediatization of
Communicative Action (2001) deals with the concept of mediati

zation as a metaprocess.
Krotz (2007: 27; 2008a; 2008b; 2009) uses the concept of

‘metaprocess’ as a basic conception describing a particular kind of
theory. According to him, metaprocesses are conceptual construc
tions with the aid of which we deal with generalized processes of
change. Given that these take place over a lengthy period, these
processes are not just measurable in the sense that one investigates
a certain phenomenon at an initial point in time along defined
variables and again at a second point in time, then compares the
results and characterizes the differences as change. For one thing
this is not practically possible, since the processes with which we
are concerned go too far back for such a comparative approach to
be of any use. But this approach is also inadequate conceptually,
since the various metaprocesses proceed at different levels, for they
are multidimensional Krotz describes metaprocesses of social and
cultural change as follows:

With the concept of metaprocess we wish to make clear that we are
dealing with long-lasting broadly based cultural changes, to some
extent with process of processes that have a long-term influence upon
the social and cultural development of humanity. More precisely, we
are dealing with a conceptual construct, with the aid of which science
and scholarship as well as people comprehend particular changes in
their everyday lives, their causes, forms of expression and effects,
in this rendering the world manageable. (Krotz 2007: 27, emphasis in
original)

From this point of view, we are aware of the different metaproc
esses of change: the oc of individualization as the

(&ck
T9E7) and the associated insecurities, politics of choice and new
forms of communitization, as well as sub-processes like eventiza
tion (Hitzler and Honer 1994; Beck and Beck-Gernshejm 2001;
Hitzler 2010); the metaprocess of globalization as an ongoing
world-wide increase of connectivity and the associated processes
of embedding and dis-embedding (Giddens 1990; Tomlinson
1999; Hepp 2004); the metaprocess of commercialization with the
development of various consumer cultures (Featherstone 1991;
Urry 1995; Bauman 2007); and, of course, the metaprocess of
mediatization.
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This understanding of metaprocess suggests a particular concept
of theory, distinguishing theories according to their empirical ref
erent (see on the following Krotz et al. 2008b: 12). In relating
contextual statements to empirical phenomena

— which, para
doxically, themselves only become objects of investigation once a
particular theoretical standpoint is adopted — we can distinguish
three kinds of theory. These are theories that are either, firstly,
mathematically formulable, secondly, substantive theories or,
thirdly, metatheories (Table 3.1).

The first type of empirically based theory puts forward a kind
of conjecture which is treated as valid until it is refuted through
the formation of alternative hypotheses which then find support
in quantitative evidence, such as standardized surveys, content
analysis, and the like. This is a procedure outlined by Karl Popper
in his The Logic of Scientific Discovery (1959), which introduced
the falsification principle to which theory formation in quantita
tive research is orientated: the sheer variety of everyday life makes
it impossible to apply ratified theoretical principles to all possible
cases. Our research should therefore focus on seeking to refute, or

Table 3. I Types of empirically founded theories

Type I: Type 2:
Mathematical Substantive
theories theories

Theories are Theories are
propositions that propositions that typify
describe a delimited a delimited domain of
domain of phenomena in terms of
mathematically structure and process
formulable (functional)
relationships

Quantitative
procedures as the
methodological
approach

Source: Based on Krotz (2005: 70); Krotz et al. (2008b: 12).

falsify, plausible theories. This in itself increases our knowledge,

for it becomes possible, step by step, to exclude particular theo
ries. Theories of the second type are based on qualitative research
and are directed to particular fields’ that are studied with the
aim of developing theory. The common procedure is to develop
theory-laden categorical systems through the comparative analy
sis of relevant material. Metaprocesses such as individualization,
globalization, commercialization and mediatization constitute the
third type of theory. These are general theoretical constructs
resting in part upon empirical evidence, but which are not empiri
cally verifiable in their entirety. Their function is rather to provide

a structure to which concrete research can be directed and then
ordered. In this respect, the first two types of theory represent
‘building blocks’ for the third.

We should note that Krotz’s definition of a metaprocess as a
‘conceptual construct’ relates this both to ‘science’ and to ‘people

in their everyday lives’ (Krotz 2007: 27). In our everyday life
we also treat change in terms of general narratives of transforma
tion in which individual experience and observation combine. And
so in this sense globalization is not simply an academic concept,
but also a concept drawn from everyday life used to make sense of
long-term changes occurring in different places. From this point of

view the concept of metaprocess has affinities to the idea of a pan
orama that Bruno Latour has developed in his book Reassembling

the Social (2007).
Latour seeks to use Actor-Network Theory to develop a form

of sociology that takes account of the materiality of things, at the

same time moving away from the idea of society as something

given. He wants to take seriously the ‘old questions’ of sociol

ogy and investigate how, in its different associations, society is

possible, how it articulates itself. On this basis he refuses to treat
‘society’ as a given unity at the macro level, instead articulating

this apparent macrostructure through empirically ascertainable
chains of connection. But he also establishes that, whether in

everyday life or in the sciences, we find ‘clamps’ (Latour 2007:

187) or ‘narratives’ (2007: 189), which in relation to a certain

area of phenomena ‘solve the question of staging the totality’

Type 3:
Metatheories

Theories are narratives
that go beyond particular
domains of phenomena
and which tend to
general explanation

Qualitative procedures
as the methodological
approach

Explanation and
structuration with
relevant empirical
foundation as the
methodological approach
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2007: 188). To characterize these ‘narratives’, Latour introduces
the concept of panorama. Panoramas ‘design a picture which has
no gap in it, giving the spectator the powerful impression of being
fully immersed in the real world’ (2007: 188). This occurs through
the panorama representing a section of this real world as a total
ity. Technological examples of this are control rooms in power
stations, or as used by the fire service and the police, in which
monitors, presentations, cards, and so forth, create the semblance
of a reality. But the metanarratives of change can also be con
ceived as a (linguistic) panorama.

In this sense it can be said that metaprocesses are panoramas of
comprehensive processes of change. On account of this they are
important both in everyday life and in academic discourse, since
they give us a general impression of the way in which we should
‘look at’ our experience of the world and our empirical research.
But one has to be careful once one starts to reduce ‘the world’ with
which one is confronted to these panoramas. This applies to all
the panoramas of scientific metatheory: ‘Durkheim’s “sui generis
society”, Luhmann’s “autopoetic systems”, Bourdieu’s “symbolic
economy of fields”, Beck’s “reflexive modernity” are excellent
narratives if they prepare us, once the screening has ended, to take
up the political tasks of composition; they are misleading if taken
as a description of what is the common world’ (Latour, 2007:
189).

Latour’s use of language is certainly very metaphorical, some
thing that is generally true of his theorization. But his concept of
panorama places emphasis upon a point that is also important for
Krotz’s treatment of the metaprocess of mediatization: it makes
no sense to treat metaprocesses in general, or the metaprocess of
mediatization in particular, as ‘purely macro phenomena’ because
they relate to culture and society as a whole — the action of individ
ual people as well as general processes of communitization and the
social formation. This is also why it is misleading to seek a formal
and ahistorical definition of mediatization. The concept of media
rization opens up a particular panorama of the world. However,
what mediatization identifies varies according to the given particu
lariries of this metaprocess itself. Krotz puts it like this:

A ditferentiated and formalized definition of mediatization can and
should not be presented here, because mediatization qua definition
in a given form is always specific to a particular time and culture,
so that any definition has to be based upon historical investigation.
Mediatization as a process cannot be decontextualized, not on the his
torical, social and cultural planes. There are quite possibly also specific
processes of mediatization that only apply to individual population
groups . . . . (Krotz 2007: 39, emphasis in original)

Does that mean that we have to leave the definition of mediatiza
tion entirely open? Certainly not, otherwise it would make no
sense to talk of a specific panorama. The work of Norbert Elias
can be drawn upon here.

Elias used extensive historical sources to trace a very general
change that he dubbed ‘the civilizing process’, as in the title of
his best-known book. This process is not for Elias simply one of
increasing (technical) progress. Instead, he studies development as
the control of human emotion — feelings of shame, discomfort, for
example. He was interested in ‘specific changes in the structure of
human relations and the corresponding changes in the structure of
the psychic habitus’ (Elias 2000: 367). Later Elias integrated the
question of communication into analysis of these processes, using
the framework of his ‘symbol theory’, which was the title of his
last book (1991).

We can learn a very great deal from Elias about the nature of
processes of social and cultural change. He draws our attention to
the fact that such change — or development, as he calls it — can in
no sense be conceived as evolutionary. The reason for this is that
‘the instrument of transmission and change’ (1991: 23) is different
in biological evolution to that in socio-cultural development. In
the first case it is ‘an organic structure called the “gene”, which
in the process of evolution alters, and whose material nature is
well defined and stable. In the second case, ‘the chief instruments
of transmission and change are symbols in the wide sense of the
word including not only knowledge but, for example, also stand
ards of conduct and sentiment’ (1991: 23). These symbols are,
unlike genes, very much more changeable; in particular, they are
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independent of any change in the evolution of the developed capac

ity of human speech, and in a comparatively short period. Symbols

are specific to individual human groups, to individual cultures

and to individual societies. Correspondingly, no unitary tendency

of cultural and social change can be detected in the development

processes as there are particular retrogressive movements, upheav

als or other kind of sudden change: ‘[IJn contract to evolutionary

order, the developmental order is in a qualified manner reversible’

(1991: 33). A linear view of cultural and social change therefore

seems inadequate, which is why we cannot regard mediatization

simply as the ‘evolution of communication’ (Merten 1994; see also

Stöber 2003a, 2003b).
Gebhard Rusch has also emphasized that evolutionary ideas of

progress inhere in the conception of media change. He contends
that ‘the -concept of evolution in cultural research is strongly
marked by the idea of cultural progress, by the idea of the devel
opment of human capacities and knowledge, that social structures
and technology are on the same, intertwined, track towards
growing self-knowledge, improved and expanded competences
forming social reality and dominating nature’ (Rusch 2008: 62).
We do not have to go as far here as Bruno Latour’s (1993) exag
gerated thesis that we have never been modern; we can develop
a more careful analysis along the lines suggested by Norbert
Elias, emphasizing the fundamental difference between biological
evolution and socio-cultural change. An ‘evolutionary perspec
tive on media transformation’ should present no obstacle to an
understanding of the complexity and contradictory nature of the
changes with which we are actually confronted. It suggests a func
tionality of progress. But much more care is here needed in using
the concept of mediatization.

We can shed rather more light on this idea if we limit this dis
cussion of mediatization as metaprocess and panorama to Europe
since early modern times. Here it is helpful to introduce a heuristic
distinction between the quantitative and the qualitative aspects of
mediatjzatjon.

Firstly, the quantitative aspects of media tization are associated
with the word ‘more’. It is perfectly evident that the sheer number

of communications media available to us has increased, if not in a

strictly linear way. The same goes for the different ways in which

these media are appropriated. This itself breaks up any idea of lin

earity, for the ways of dealing with media have become ever more

varied and numerous, and with this the possibilities and impos

sibilities of their ‘influence’, The ongoing dispersion of technically

mediated communication can, quantitatively, be distinguished in

terms of (a) time, (b) space and (c) the social (Krotz 2007: 37—41).

We can summarize the key elements of the last few years in Europe

as follows:

• Over time, an increasing number of technologically mediated

forms of communication have become permanently available.

For example, television no longer closes down for the night,

but has become an endless ‘flow’ (Williams 2003) of techni

cally mediated communication. Or alternatively, the Internet

makes it possible to access particular content at any time one

wants.
• Regarding space, it can be said that technically mediated com

munication is increasingly available at different localities,

or is part of the construction of such localities. Ever more

‘locations’ are becoming rnedia locations’, while during move

ment between these places it is possible to access media. The

telephone is no longer only a media technology linked to par

ticular communicative places — the office, the home or a public

phone box. The personal mobile phone can be used in any

location. Much the same can be said for television, with a shift

(again) Out of the home to public viewing, whether in opens

spaces or in publicly accessible premises, such as pubs.

• These examples relate to the social dimension of mediatiza

tion: that more and more social relationships and institutions

are characterized by technologically mediated communication.

To take a further example: the use of a computer is no longer

linked only to work. Whether mailing, surfing or playing,

the computer bridges the public and private social spheres,

working hours and leisure time.
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On the whole, there is a synergy in the increase of different media
in human life. Partly because of this it is characterized by par
ticular ‘waves’ or ‘leaps’, as, for example, when digitalization
and cross-media content production fundamentally alter the use
of media in very different contexts. This is yet another reason for
refusing to treat the quantitative aspects of mediatization as part
of a linear process.

But more important here is that this involves qualitative aspects
of change. These qualitative aspects of mediatization can be under
stood if one considers more closely how technical media ‘structure’
the way in which we communicate; or, alternatively, how the way
in which we communicate ‘reflects’ the technical changes of media.
It is this reciprocal relationship that can be examined more closely
once one turns to the question of the concrete forms taken by
mediatization in divergent socio-cultural fields. I will deal with this
in the following section.

Communication and the Moulding Forces of the
Media

The qualitative aspects of the media dealt with so far can be
characterized more precisely by the idea of the moulding forces
of the media (Hepp 2009): media as such exercise a certain ‘pres
sure’ upon the way in which we communicate. The television is
today, for example, associated with a ‘pressure’ to render certain
ideas more ‘visual’. To take another example, today’s print media
make possible the development of more complex arguments,
including a greater number of elements, since they are used at a
slower rate and governed by the preferences of the reader, unlike
audiovisual media. And a final example: the mobile phone allows
one to remain continuously connected with particular people,
even when one is on the move — and the mobile tends to ‘pres
sure’ the individual to maintain such connectivity. Nonetheless,
all of these examples show that we are not here talking about
the ‘direct effect’ of the media’s material structure. The moulding
forces of the media become concrete only in the process of media

communication, depending on the form of appropriation in very
different ways. Among British writers this is referred to as the need
for media to become ‘domesticated’ (Silverstone and Hirsch 1992;
Berker et al. 2006; Hartmann 2006; Röser 2007).

The conception of the moulding forces of the media adheres
therefore to points made in the previous chapter concerning
Medium Theory: that there are specific features of particular media
that we also need to take into account if addressing the issue of
changes in communication. These specific features are, however,
produced by people’s activities, so that they are to a great extent
contextual and do not suggest the presence of a particular media
logic. We need to focus our attention on the contextuality of a
many-layered process of transformation.

As Raymond Williams suggested in his classic text Television:
Technology and Cultural Form, we need to treat media simulta
neously as technology and cultural form. The point of such an
approach is the avoidance of ‘technological determinism’, and also
‘symptomatic technology’. Williams considers that the first treats
the relationship between social change and technology as one
driven by technology. In this approach new technologies emerge
from an autonomous process of research and development and are
made available to the public: ‘[Njew technologies . . . create new
societies’ (Williams: 2003: 6). With symptomatic technology the
problem is different, for technologies are an expression of ongoing
social change. ‘Any particular technology is then as it were a by
product of a social process that is otherwise determined’ (2003:
6). Technologies affect social change ‘but in a more marginal way’
(2003: 6). Williams regards both approaches as inadequate, for
they isolate media as technologies from ongoing social change:
in the first case it emerges separately but then becomes a driving
force; in the second the technology is dependent upon change but
is in itself marginal to social change. These two approaches are
contrasted with another:

It may be possible to outline a different kind of interpretation, which
would allow us to see not only its history but also its uses in a more
radical way. Such an approach would differ from technological
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determinism in that it would restore intention to the process of
research and development. The technology would be seen, that is to
say, as being looked for and developed with certain purposes and prac
tices already in mind. At the same time the interpretation would differ
from symptomatic technology in that these purposes and practices
would be seen as direct: as known social needs, purposes and practices
to which the technology is not marginal, but central. (2003: 7)

Quite remarkably, we can see in these thoughts of Williams clear
parallels to Actor-Network Theory as developed by Bruno Latour.
With Latour the context is of course different, since he is not
concerned with questions of media technology, but rather how
‘things’, or ‘objects’ or, as he calls them, ‘non-humans’ are to be
treated as part of the social (Latour 2007: 72). Like Williams, he
seeks a path between the two poles of technological and social
determinism. He differentiates himself from these as follows:

it is fair to say that social scientists were not alone in sticking polemi
cally to one metaphysics among the many to hand. To avoid the threat
of ‘technical determinism’, it is tempting adamantly to defend ‘social
determinism’, which in turn becomes so extreme (the steam engine
becoming, for instance, the ‘mere reflection’ of ‘English capitalism’)
that even the most open-minded engineer becomes a fierce technical
determinist bumping [sicj the table with virile exclamations about
the ‘weight of material constraints’. These gestures have no other
effect but to trigger even a moderate sociologist to insist even more
vehemently on the importance of some ‘discursive dimension’. (Latour
2007: 84)

His own position seeks a path between these two extremes, treat
ing even technological ‘things’ as ‘actors’ (2007: 71). ‘Objects’,
even when these are media technologies, are in ‘chains which
are association of humans ... and non-humans’ (1991: 110).
The core of Latour’s argument is that these things are ultimately
‘congealed actions’ from human actors. A handrail is in a certain
sense nothing other than the guarding action of a human who
wants to protect somebody else from falling. It is for this reason
that objects are themselves to be conceived as in ‘associations’ — in
social connection — with actions as acting objects. To cite Latour

once more: ‘Social action . . . is also shifted or delegated to differ
ent types of actors which are able to transport the action further
through other modes of action, other types of forces altogether.
• . . [I]mplements, according to our definition, are actors, or more
precisely, participants in the course of action waiting to be given
a figuration’ (Latour 2007: 70—1, emphasis in original). Latour
ascribes to ‘acting’ ‘things’ the potential to power relations and
inequalities by these kinds of reification. He seeks to investigate
power and domination with the aid of ‘the multiplicity of objects’
by which they become ‘empirically visible’ (2007: 83). ANT as
Actor-Network Theory gets its name from this approach to the
treatment of ‘things’ as acting in networks, or in connectivity with
other actors. The concept of network here is fuller than it usually
is in the study of media and communications, since it is not a
matter of social networks, but rather the networking of different
actors and actions. As Joost van Loon puts it: ‘ANT does not pre
suppose that order, or perhaps better continuity, is a reflection of
some reality “out there”, but instead that it is the consequence (a
construction) of a (temporary) stabilization of a particular set of
forces that can be conceptualized as a network’ (Loon 2008: 114,
emphasis in original).

If these ideas are applied to media, they become reconceivable
as ‘mediators’. Media are to be understood not as transparent’
instances of communication, but rather as institutionalized and
reified ‘objects’ that have moments shaping the process of com
munication. If one thinks of media as complex human actions that
have ‘congealed’ into institutions and technological apparata, then
Latour’s reflections give us ways of thinking about the manner in
which their ‘specifics of mediation’ can be dealt with analytically.
As noted several times already, we are not here looking for the
‘causal effect’ of technology. Media are as such only conceivable
in terms of human action, but they do reveal in their entirety a par
ticular potential for action; this we can call the moulding forces of
media, which become the object of our analysis. What Raymond
Williams calls the ‘purposes and practices already in mind’ (2003:
7) that constitute the meaning of the development of the media as
technology are, in the processes of their appropriation, ‘modified’.
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This understanding of the moulding forces of the media as a
convergence of (i) the institutionalization and (ii) the reification
of communicative action recalls some of the arguments developed
by Berger and Luckmann in The Social Construction of Reality,
but also clearly differs from them in other respects (see Knoblauch
2011). I understand institutionalization entirely in the sense used
by Berger and Luckmann, not only as the habitualization of social
action, but also as a reciprocal typification of habitualized actions
by particular types of actors (1967: 72). An institution is thus,
for example, the family, which typifies particular forms of action
in terms of types of actors (‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘current partner’,
‘child’, ‘aunt’, and so forth). In this sense, using ‘institution’ when
considering the media does not only mean media organizations,
something which is implicit in Hjarvard’s treatment of media
tization (even if media organizations are obviously one form of
institutionalization). At stake are processes of institutionalization
that are more far-reaching, such as mobile communications, which
institutionalize a communicative triadic relationship (Höflich
2005): ‘caller’, ‘called’ and ‘bystanders’.

While the concept of institutionalization maps on to that of
social constructivism, there are differences in the process of
reification. Berger and Luckmann talk in this regard of ‘objectiva
tion’ (1967: 78). They mean by this that the institutional world
‘objectifies’ human activities, rendering them into phenomena
independent of the individual. For Berger and Luckmann, lan
guage is a clear example of this, which is the reason they treat this
as a first and decisive ‘objectivation’ of the human being. However,
‘objectification’, in their eyes, goes one step further, to ‘reification’:
‘Reification is the apprehension of human phenomena as if they
were things, that is, non-human or possibly supra-human terms.’
In other words, ‘reification is the apprehension of the products of
human activity as if they were something other than human prod
ucts’ (1967: 106, emphasis in original; cf. also Berger and Pullberg
1965). Examples for this are facts of nature, results of cosmic
laws, manifestations of divine will. Reification therefore occurs
where social reality does not appear to have been ‘constructed’ by
people, but appears as a ‘given’.

The concept of reification as it is used here involves a different

emphasis. It is used to denote a particular form of objectivation,

but only in the widest sense of a materialization in media technolo

gies. In Latour’s view there is a specific quality to this technological

character which, for example, distinguishes it from language. For

this reason it is important when dealing with media to talk of the

moulding forces as the concurrency of institutionalization (which

includes the objectivation of language) and reification (objectiva
tion as a particular form of technological materialization). That is
the reason why we need a special term for this: in the analysis of
media we always have to think of both moments of objectivation
together, without erasing their differences.

Even if there are differences here with social constructivism,

there is another connection that should be emphasized. While

there is no sense that in the everyday world media technologies

appear to be the product of ‘divine intervention’, it is nonetheless

true that some kind of autonomous power is ascribed by humans

to media technologies: TV, computer games, emailing — all of these

‘do’ something to us. There is here an element of reification in the

conceptual architecture of Berger and Luckmann. The architecture

we have developed here is intended not to further this kind of

essentialist approach, but instead to question and look beyond it.

That is why emphasis has been laid upon the fact that the mould

ing forces of the media can only develop in the context of human

action.
We also need to keep in view the idea that any one media tech

nology is itself a ‘bundle’ of the most varied techniques, and is

not a homogeneous apparatus. Ivan Illich, whom I cited in the

Introduction, makes this extremely clear. Illich deconstructed the

‘technology’ of the printed book, indicating the presence of what

were initially soclo-cultural inventions in the course of its lengthy

and complex genesis:

This breakthrough [of the printed bookj consisted in the generalization
of more than a dozen technical inventions and arrangements through
which the page was transformed from score to text. Not printing, as
is frequently assumed, but this bundle of innovations, twelve centuries
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earlier, is the necessary foundation for all the stages through which
bookish culture has gone since. (Iflich 1993: 3—4)

Similar things can be said of other media technologies, for instance
film, television or the Internet — in all of these cases there are diverse
‘bundles of innovation’ that come together into that which, at the
end of the process of reification, comes to be known as a singular
media technology. And so, much as with ANT, we find in Illich’s
comments on the book as a medium arguments regarding tech
nological ‘things’ which direct our attention to the ‘combination
of those elements’ (Illich 1993: 3) through which communicative
action became reified in the materialization of particular media.

If this line of thought is applied to the previous argument con
cerning the moulding forces of the media it becomes plain that,
likewise, we cannot describe the media technology of today in
terms of specific features that a medium ‘of itself’ develops. In
this sense the medium is certainly not the ‘message’. Nor does the
medium provide a ‘massage’, which Medium Theory partly sug
gests (see for example the title of the 1967 book by McLuhan and
Fiore, The Medium is the Massage). The moulding forces of themedia must always be studied as they interact with human action,
especially (but not exclusively) with communicative action. Or,as it would be phrased by a media and communications research
programme orientated to cultural theory: the moulding forces ofthe media are first articulated in their appropriation as a processof cultural localization (Hepp 2006: 248—63). Media, as reifiedand institutionalized frameworks formed out of a large number of(communicative) actions, become ‘powerful’ in interwoven practices; and this process is neither a causal one, nor autonomouslygiven, but is realized through shaping actions. This is what marksout the concept of moulding forces. Media, as ‘congealed complexes of Interwoven actions’, are fitted for varied purposes, andthis potential first develops through a process of appropriationcharacterized by diverse practices which far exceed the customaryidea of the ‘use’ of particular media (see Hasebrjnk 2003). This isexactly what a contextual investigation of the moulding forces ofthe media does.
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If we take these ideas seriously, we then need to deal with
the concept of communication in greater depth, developing the
brief outline given in the Introduction. As already noted in the
Introduction, by communication I mean any form of symbolic
interaction either conscious and planned or habitualized and
situated (for more detail on the concept of communication,
see Reichertz 2009, 2011). By this I mean that communication
depends upon the use of signs which humans learn during sociali
zation and which, as symbols, are for the most part arbitrary, such
that they are founded upon socio-cultural rules. Interaction means
the people’s mutually related social action. Here the concept of
communication used in this book corresponds to the concept of

communication used ever since ideas drawn from symbolic inter
action theory began to be diffused in media and communication
studies. Hence communication is the precondition of people’s con
stitution of reality — we ‘create’ our own social reality in manifold
communicative processes, although not exclusively so.

If we talk of communication as action, then it is important to
highlight some specific aspects of (social) action as against simple
behaviour. There is not the space here to engage in a discussion

of Max Weber’s (2013) theory of action as presented in the first

chapter of Economy and Society (see, for example, Schütz 1967;

Lenk 1978; Luckmann 1992), but it is I think necessary to raise

a few points that will prevent later misunderstanding. The key

difference between action and behaviour is that the first is ‘mean

ingful’ and ‘purposive’ action, or lack of action (Unterlassen),
hence behaviour which is controllable and ‘responsible’ (Holly
et al. 1984: 288). The concept of behaviour therefore describes
more or less unrefiected ‘doing’ (communicative praxis in respect
of communication), whereas the concept of action relates to the

completed deed (Luckmann 1992: 48). Action is based upon social

rules that are acquired through socialization.
It is important to clarify this since it makes clear that treating

communication as mutual action does not necessarily imply that

characterizing communication as mutual action is fully captured
in the concept of intentionality or Verstehen of this intention (for

a critical assessment see Reichertz 2009). Most important is the
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question of manageability: ‘if one understands action to be mean
ingful, one also implies that it is “purposive”, but not that it also
always has to be intentional, deliberate and conscious’ (Holly et
al. 1984: 289.—90). In this sense the description of an action or a
practice is always an ‘interpretative construct’ (Lenk 1978), hence
an imputation from the position of an observer. Communication
as action or practice is to a great extent habituated and, to use
here a concept from Anthony Giddens (1984: 375), is exclusively
‘practically conscious’: people have the capacity to act in a com
municatively appropriate manner. But they are not necessarily in
a position to express discursively this practical knowledge of ‘how
to do communication’.

in many instances of communication it is not necessarily a case
of achieving communicative contact or a follow-up communication,
as is usually the case with a joint exchange of some kind of content.
Communication is instead bound up with very much more exten
sive action or practice: roofers check with each other verbally while
they are tiling a roof, clerks continue to ask questions while they are
determining a sequence of events, and so on. Actual communicative
action cannot be separated from networks of other action, both
with and without media, with other things or without other things.
It is for this reason that Jo Reichertz talks of communication being
‘people’s mutual orientation through symbolic means embedded in
social practices’ (2009: 98). And he goes on to argue that commu
nication in particular involves a ‘power of communication’ (2009:
198) in the sense of Max Weber’s concept of power (see Weber’s
Economy and Society Ch. 1 §16). For Weber, power is the chance
that, within a given social relation, one will be able to enforce one’s
will even when meeting resistance, quite independently of the basis
for this chance. Hence power of communication is the implementa
tion of such a will through communication. However, one’s ‘will’
should not be here understood to mean ‘the conscious intention of
acting with power’. As has been said, and made more precise here:
very frequently the rules and patterns of powerful communicative
action are very largely habituated. The concept of power of com
munication does not imply, as with the frequently used concept of
‘effect’, outcomes of media-mediated communication that can be

measured more or less definitely, it is more open than this, because

in Weber power always implies chance, and never certainty. Above

all, this concept of power of communication relates to the social

dimension of communication, so that ultimately the (disciplined)

social relationship is considered to be the real source of power of

communication. With some exaggeration, Reichertz formulates this

as follows (cf. also Reichertz 2011):

It exists — everyday power of communication which gets by without
issuing commands, making threats or engaging in bribery. For the

most part communication succeeds on an everyday basis without
coercion (nor threat or bribery), but never without power. But this is
a power that arises from the relations of actors one to another, and
from the significance of the other for the determination of one’s own
identity. This power ultimately depends upon recognition, and hence
upon voluntary free will. (Reichertz 2009: 242)

Questions of the power of communication become relevant in

respect of the moulding forces of the media because the reification

and institutionalization of particular communicative transactions

in media lend particular forms of communicative power a lasting

basis: in the creation of organizations and the construction of mate

rial communications infrastructure lasting probabilities of possible

influence are created in communication. Classic examples of this are

to be found in the usual mass media such as radio and TV, whose

reification and institutionalization centre communication with one

particular broadcaster, and so render permanent individual forms

of communicative power as part of the moulding forces of these

media. We can also find in the Internet similar forms through which

communicative power is rendered permanent, as for instance in the

way that social web providers like Facebook store data. The way in

which such information is ‘collected’ and ‘analysed’ by providers

making use of technical information structures secures communi

cative power. Such contextual processes of reification and hence

extension are elements of the moulding forces of the media that

require critical attention.
How do we now create some sort of systematic order in our

treatment of media-mediated communication, and the moulding
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forces which are apparent in such media? We can return to some
ideas of John B. Thompson’s introduced at the beginning of this
chapter and use them to extend our present argument. Thompson
(1995: 82—7) has suggested, in relation to his discussion of mediati
zation, distinguishing three types of communication preceding the
general spread of electronic mass media: face-to-face interaction;
interaction mediated by media; and quasi-interaction mediated by
media. If we also bring in here Krotz’s work (2007: 90—2), there is
a fourth type related to the last great surge of mediatization — the
synergies of increasing digitalization of quite diverse kinds of com
municative equipment — and this fourth type is communication as
interaction with ‘intelligent’ or ‘interactive systems’. Integrating
the work of both authors, we can present the basic types of com
munication as shown in Table 3.2.

This systematization distinguishes four types of communication:

• firstly, as direct communication i.e. direct conversation with
other people;

• secondly, as reciprocal media communication: that is, techni
cally mediated personal communication with other persons
(for instance, through the use of a telephone);

• thirdly, as a produced media communication, characterizing
the sphere of media communication classically identified by the
concept of mass communication (newspapers, radio, TV);

• fourthly, virtualized media communication, by which is to be
understood communication by means of ‘interactive systems’
created for this purpose — computer games are one example,
and another would be robots.

This systematization generally make clear that, with recipro
cal and produced media communication, the restriction of
symbolic means by comparison with that prevailing under direct
communication leads to the separation of the contexts of partici
pating interacting agents.sagnce the possibility arises.
of an extended access to communlcation ac?össpace and time
TeLhmcfidia permit comminicatidE5ond the lochL
direct rélaf Lhi to become diex2bedJëd(Giddens 1990: 21).
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Hence communication opens up translocal connectivities without
there being any necessity of moving from one’s locality; there is,
as we say, a ‘connection’ beyond the local. This disembeddedness
goes furthest in one particular sense in virtual media communi
cation. Here potential spaces of action are opened up by media
technologies, spaces which are then appropriated for the most
varied communicative interaction in a quite indefinite way.

If we examine these relationships more closely, the following
becomes plain: while direct communication occurs in a context
of co-presence with a shared time—space reference system, this
communication creating something like local connectivity, there
is a difference with the translocal connectivity of reciprocal media
communication. Here the use of technical media enables the
participants to exist in contents that are separate in space and/or
time. They therefore do not share a common reference system in
the sense outlined above. This is exemplified in mobile phone con
versations, in which there is an apparent necessity to first create
a common reference system for the interacting partners through
‘doubling of spaces’ (Moores 2008: 194) — the creation of a
shared ‘space of talk’. In general, what is gained in such translocal
communicative connectivity through the mediatization of com
munication is matched by a loss in symbolic means with which
communication is, or can be, made. This can be called translocally
addressed connectivity insofar as the translocal connectivity of
reciprocal media communication remains related to specific inter
acting partners.

A further aspect of connectivity becomes evident with produced
media communication. Here again this starts out translocal,
since communication is here disembedded from its local context
through the use of technical media. Produced media communica
tion is directed to an indefinite potential set of others, in contrast
to both reciprocal media communication and direct communica
tion. Correspondingly the connectivity so established has to be
understood differently, as a translocally open connectivity, or asa
communication framework with blurred edges. The resulting gain
in connectivity — the possibility of communicative connectivity
to a large number of unspecified others — is again matched by a

loss, since a dialogical communicative relationship is replace by a
monological relationship. This is precisely the case with the classic
mass media such as the newspaper, radio or TV, and also their
digitalized versions — online newspapers, digital radio and Internet
TV.

As I have already mentioned, the situation with virtualized
media communication is more complex. To some extent the
restriction of symbolic means is here a relative one, since there
exist particular communication robots such as Sony’s Aibo and
similar equipment makes possible (once again) a great range of
communication, for example, through gesture. Much the same is
true of computer games. Nintendo’s Wii uses movement sensors
to transfer gestures into a virtualized space of action, for instance.
We can even talk here of ‘interlogue’ intervening between the
producers of interactive contexts and users of a virtual action
space in which, from the point of view of the users, the real com
municative action takes place. The connectivities arising here are
correspondingly non-specific: while from the point of view of users
the connectivity runs ultimately between user context(s) and the
virtual action space, there is from a broader point of view another
connectivity involved, arising from the production of these virtual
action contexts and its appropriation.

Systematizations of this kind do not go unchallenged in the study
of mediatization. Hjarvard (2008: 122) criticizes Thompson’s
original formulations (which are extended here), arguing that
his distinction remains too closely linked to the differentiation of
media-mediated personal communication and mass communica
tion. Hjarvard proposes that a distinction should only be drawn
between direct and media-mediated communication, following
this with other distinctions, such as whether communication
occurs one-way or two-way, on an interpersonal or mass basis, or
through textual, auditory or visual means, and so forth. One can
certainly agree that further distinctions of this kind are important
for empirical analysis. Nonetheless, the kind of systematiza
tion attempted here has the potential to provide some degree of
orientation in making further distinctions that are more closely
related to the basic characteristics of communication in the era
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of mediatization. This seems important not least because of the
quite diverse forms of institutionalization and reification in the
power of communication: monologically produced communica
tion, for example, implies the centralization of communicative
power in the hands of a few; interlogic, by contrast, is associated
with communicative power that rests in the possibility of creating
virtual interaction spaces. But we have to be careful not to be too
simplistic: as I will demonstrate later, empirical communication
networks normally transgress the basic types of communication
distinguished here.

Nevertheless, the systematization laid out here allows us to
break down further still the panorama of mediatization. For a
long time mediatization meant that new forms of reciprocal and
produced media communication, with varying moulding forces,
developed; now we can say that virtualized media communica
tion has created a further impulse in the process of mediatization
whose moulding potential remains very hard to judge.

Mediatization therefore deals with the process in which these
diverse types of media communication are established in varying
contextual fields and the degree to which these fields are saturated
with such types. For each field we need to study the manner in
which moulding develops, the kinds of changes in communication
that occur and hence the way in which reality is constructed. Even
if the contexts of change to which the concept of mediatization is
addressed are often referred to as ‘the media’, one must keep in
mind that this is only a shorthand way of referring to a complex
dialectical relationship that is under consideration. At root this is
a matter of communication and the question of how far changes
in communication indicate the existence of socio-cultural changes.
Media are no more and no less than the reification and institution
alization of this change of communication. Their potential lies in
the way in which media ‘alter’ communication. If we talk of the
moulding forces of the media, then we are employing a metaphor
with whose aid we can grasp this dialectic.

4

Cultures ofMediatization and
Mediatized Worlds

In the previous chapter we proceeded to unravel, step by step,
what we might understand by ‘mediatization’. I sought to make
clear that mediatization is more than simply the process of media
tion through media. Of course, mediatization does not involve
the permeation of a media logic, however that might be con
ceived. Mediatization is instead more a conceptual construct, like
individualization, commercialization or globalization; and to be
understood as a panorama of a sustained metaprocess of change.
This metaprocess is no linear evolution, but rather a process in
which there are several ruptures and contradictory moments.
Nonetheless, it is possible to state generally what has character
ized the metaprocess of mediatization in Europe, at least over
the last few decades: as a gathering diffusion of different forms
of reciprocal, produced and virtualized media communication.
This diffusion is also characterized by the way that the moulding
forces of media in different contextual fields — work, everyday life,
religion, politics, and so forth — have developed in a form specific
to each field.

This understanding of mediatization makes it possible to define
media culture more precisely. As this chapter will demonstrate, by
media culture we should understand mediatized culture, no more
and no less. Or put more generally: media cultures are the cultures
of mediatization, which becomes concrete in certain mediatized
worlds. In support of this I will develop my argument as follows.
First of all, I will present the conception of media culture on the
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basis of the concept of mediatization that has already been devel
oped. This then serves as a foundation for the development and
understanding of our contemporary mediatized worlds. Following
this, I turn to present-day social and communicative networks. I
conclude by asking what might characterize the communicative
figurations of today’s cultures of mediatization.

Media Culture as a Concept

As already outlined, it makes sense to treat media cultures as
cultures of mediatization. By this I mean that media cultures are
cultures whose primary meaning resources are mediated through
technical communications media, and which are ‘moulded’ by these
processes in specifically different ways. ‘Resources of meaning’
here means ‘media products’ such as ‘text’, ‘film’ or ‘website’ to
which we relate when we generate meaning in (media) commu
nication. I refer here to ‘meaning resources’ since meaning is not
located ‘in the product’, but rather arises with its appropriation.

Of course, no culture is mediatized to such an extent that all
of its meaning resources are mediated by the media. Since the
human being is a physical being, there will always be a part of its
cultural production of meaning that remains ‘direct’, or at least
‘not mediated by the media’ (Reichertz 2008: 17). The qualifica
tion ‘primary’ is important here. If one understands mediatization
as in the previous chapter, as the process in which our cultures are
increasingly permeated — temporally, spatially, socially — by media
communication which itself moulds in various and contradictory
ways, there must have been, historically, some point at which
cultures became so heavily permeated and moulded by media com
munication that this became — on an everyday level — constitutive
for the way in which this form of culture was articulated. ‘Life’ in
and with such cultures is henceforth unimaginable without media.
This happens if media, working with other social institutions in
a continuous process, become socially ‘constructed’ as the centre
of the society (Couldry 2009: 437): what Counts as ‘important’ is
what can be seen on the news; the ‘most important’ friends and

Cultures of Mediatization and Mediatized Worlds

acquaintances are organized through the social web; ‘relevant’
historical events are filmed; anybody who is ‘really important’
becomes a TV and/or Internet celebrity; and so on. These discursive
patterns, which assume a social construction of media centrality,
are familiar to most people living in cultures of mediatization from
their everyday life. Correspondingly, cultures of mediatization are
not simply cultures that can be characterized by mediatization
understood as an increasing quantitative diffusion and qualita
tive moulding by processes of media communication. Rather, one
can add: in cultures of mediatization both elements are developed
to such an extent that for them ‘the media’ is constructed as the
instance whose meaning resources are primary — they constitute
and construct the centre.

Since cultures of mediatization depend upon the communica
tive connectedness of media-mediated communication, they are
necessarily translocal. The term translocality here is an analytic
concept which highlights the particular features of media cultures.
‘Locality’ as a component of this concept lends emphasis to the fact
that, even with progressive mediatization, the local world does not
cease to exist. Independently of whatever the reach of the commu
nicative connectivity of a locality might be, this does not change
the fact that a person lives out life for the most part in a particular
locality (Moores 2000). As a physical human being you have to
be somewhere. And if we also conceive media as reification, as in
the previous chapter, then the materiality of its appropriation —

through a TV set, a WLAN router, a cable network — is also fixed
to a particular locality. The prefix ‘trans-’ directs our focus from
questions of the local to questions of connectivity, to the ways
in which mediation by the media is realized, it is therefore also
a question of what communicative relationships exist in cultures
of mediatization, what their specificity and peculiarity might be.
Related to this, on the one hand, the orientation of research to the
translocal character of media cultures emphasizes the continuing
relevance of the local, while, on the other, localities in cultures of
mediatization are strongly connected with each other, both com
municatively and physically.

This concept of translocality also has to do with a particular

I
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form of thinking about culture. Not long ago Jan Nederveen
Pieterse (1995) distinguished between two possible concepts of
culture: the territorial and the translocal. Territorial concepts of
culture are inwardly orientated and endogenous, focused upon
the organicity, authenticity and identity of culture. This therefore
involves ideas of culture as a ‘functional organism’. Translocal
concepts, by contrast, are outwardly orientated and exogenous,
focused on hybridity, translation and continuing identification.
The image of culture is different, having a greater emphasis on
the processual, and upon openness. If we talk of media cultures
as translocal phenomena, this distinction leads us to view this
phenomenon in terms of the processual and of openness: cultures
of mediatization are more or less hybrid; there is a need within
them for constant translation; the identities lived out in them are
changing identifications. We must therefore be careful of associat
ing unquestioningly the concept of media culture with the national
cultures of territorial states.

Broadening our concept of media cultures as cultures of mediati
zation, we can borrow from Stuart Hall (1997: 222) and state that
culture is the ‘sum of the different classificatory systems and dis
cursive formations’ to which our production of everyday meanings
relates. In the case of media cultures, this production of meaning in
everyday life is mediatized in the sense already outlined, and hence
is also translocal. As a consequence, media cultures are a form
of thickening of translocal classification systems and formations
of the articulation of meaning. These processes of the articula
tion of meaning are embodied in complex circuits, in which it is
useful to distinguish at minimum the different levels of articulation
of production, representation, appropriation, identification and
regulation (Johnson 1986; du Gay et al. 1997; Hepp 2004: 187).
Analysing media culture in these terms, we are concerned with the
manner in which cultures of mediatization are manufactured (pro
duction), depicted (representation), lived (appropriation), how
this relates to the work of identity (identification), together with
the impact of political or governmental influence (regulation)
upon this, and vice versa. Hence it makes little sense to restrict
media cultures to particular media products, such as with ‘televi

I Cultures of Mediatization and Mediatized Worlds

sion culture’ (Fiske 1987) or ‘film culture’ (Harbord 2002). There
are also other levels of the articulation of media culture that we
need to keep in view (see on this Hickethier 2003, and the contri
butions in Saxer 1998, Pias 1999, together with Pias et al. 1999).

The concept of ‘thickening’ used here is taken from the work of
the Swedish anthropologist Orvar Lofgren. He developed the term
from his careful analysis of Swedish radio in the 1920s and its role
in ‘the thickening of the nation-state from an idea and a geo-politi
cal space into a cultural space. . .‘ (Lofgren 2001: 29). He employs
the term ‘thickening’ because he wishes to draw attention to the
increasing intensity with which numerous ‘minor’ everyday prac
tices and routines — the way, for instance, that weather forecasts
relate a transnational phenomenon (the weather) to a national
space (2001: 19) — layer upon layer, constitute a national culture.
Analysis of cultural thickenings thus involves the development of a
perspective upon the ‘micro-physics’ (2001: ii) of the articulation
of culture.

Finally, it is possible to view the ‘sum’ of classification systems
and discursive formations that go to make up the production of
meaning in a media culture as a given assemblage of cultural pat
terns. The expression ‘pattern’ makes clear that we are dealing
here not with singular phenomena, but rather with typical ‘styles’
of thought, of discourses or practices. In other words, the concept
of cultural pattern denotes a particular ‘form’ or a particular
‘type’. Many of these cultural patterns are characteristic of very
different cultures; they appear in one way or another in different
media cultures. This is what is meant when it is said that media
cultures blur into one another. Ultimately this ‘fuzziness’ is part of
our definition of media cultures: the processes of communication
upon which the mediation of media cultures is based are translo
cal, and so they pass through the most varied locations; media
cultures are not walled off from each other, and for this reason
are compelled to engage in an ongoing process of translation.
Some examples from the everyday world of today’s cultures of
mediatization can illustrate this. There are elements in the basic
structure of a French, British or German talkshow that they share
in common. In the same way, all three cultures are overlaid with
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the transnational media culture of HipHop, which has particular
French, British or German variants. All of these media cultures can
nonetheless be distinguished by the thickening of a number of pat
terns that are in themselves not exclusive to any one media culture.

The specific character of a media culture can be ascertained by
taking a ‘core’ through its thickening — at least as a typification of
the given pattern of this culture. The concept of ‘thickening’ hence
seeks to deal with the problem that we have great difficulty in
grasping the ‘complexity’ (Hannerz 1992) and dynamic of today’s
cultures of mediatization if we approach them in terms of a clear-
cut either/or exclusivity. It is on the contrary precisely because of
the translocal, technical-based mediation of media cultures that we
need to deal with today’s cultures of mediatization as multilayered
strata of diverse cultural thickenings. If, however, these thicken

ings are placed in a comparative framework, it becomes possible

to distinguish and describe media cultures, despite their lack of

clear boundaries. There are many social phenomena that make up

media cultures as specific thickenings of cultural patterns — youth

scenes, social movements, communities of belief, as well as regions,

nations or supranational entities such as the European Union.

These thoughts suggest that today’s cultures of mediatization are

characterized by a globalization of media communication precisely

because of their mediatization. If we understand by globalization in

general the multidimensional increase of world-wide connectivity

— an argument put forward by the sociologist and communications

specialist John Tomlinson in his book Globalization and Culture

(1999) — then the globalization of media communication involves

the multidimensional increase of world-wide communicative con

nectivity (Hepp 2004: 125—35). We can understand this as a

metaprocess, as already outlined in the previous chapter. As with

the metaprocess of mediatization, the globalization of media com

munication has no one-dimensional logic, such that finally we will

all be in one big ‘global village’, or be subject to ‘cultural homog

enization’, arguments with which Medium Theory is particularly

associated (McLuhan 1962). By the same token, it is possible to

identify specific elements of the cultural changes associated with

globalization, as some of my comments have already suggested.

Néstor Garcia Canclini, the Mexican-Argentinian writer on culture
and communications, has argued that the most prominent cultural
change brought about by globalization is deterritorialization:
mediated by the process of globalization, there is an increasing
loosening of the apparently natural relationship between culture
and socio-geographical territory (1995: 229). But there are diverse
processes of (re)territorialization that run counter to this.

Garcia Canclini directs attention to elements that are important
for further discussion of the question of the translocality of media
cultures. We can say that particular elements of their translocality
might be territorial, while others are deterritorial. The first applies
to the media cultures of specific nation states, which as national
media cultures relate ultimately to particular territorial spaces of
communication. The second case, of deterritorial media cultures,
applies to phenomena such as particular popular cultures that
are not exclusive to any one territorial space of communication,
and for whose articulation territory is not constitutIve (whereas
we also find that there are certain moments of territorialization,
for example when a deterritorial popular culture like HipHop
becomes nationalized). Translocality as an analytical category is
of assistance here in directing our attention to the increase in con
nectivity transcending territorial boundaries that the globalization
of media communication has brought about. In this respect the
concept of translocal media cultures points to the existence of
numerous cultural thickenings in the era of increasing mediatiza
tion and globalization.

Media tized Worlds

An approach to media cultures in terms of a mediatization of
culture transcending individual media — which is consequently
transmedial — necessitates clarification that goes beyond the
general points made so far. How should we go about empirical
work on media cultures if we assume that the mediatization of
culture takes different forms in different fields? How should we
start, given that we have rejected the position of Medium Theory
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and so no longer consider ‘TV’ or ‘the mobile phone’ or ‘the social
web’ to be the dominating medium of a certain historical phase?
One possible way of answering these questions is to begin with
specific ‘mediatized worlds’ (Krotz et a!. 2008a). These provide a
first approximation for everyday manifestations of media culture.

The study of media and communications has long talked of
‘media worlds’. Aitheide and Snow (1991), for example, charac
terize a ‘media world’ as a social world constructed in terms of
a media logic. Elizabeth Bird (2003) has used an ethnographic
perspective to describe the everyday use of (mass) media as ‘living
in a media world’. Faye D. Ginsburg, Lila Abu-Lughod and
Brian Larkin (2002) characterize the (cultural) anthropology of
the media as an ethnographic analysis of diverse cultural media
worlds. Leah A. Lievrouw (2001) sees the establishment of ‘new’
digital media as in a functional relationship with a pluralization of
life-worlds. Or David Morley talks in relation to the idea of belong
ing of ‘our contemporary mediated world’ (2001: 443). Similar
ideas have been expressed in the German-language literature, the
expression ‘media world(s)’ being common from the end of the
1980s at the latest (see, for example, Sander and Vollbrecht 1987;
Baacke et al. 1991). The term ‘media worlds’ has therefore become
an accepted one in media and communication studies. Insofar
as this usage is anything more than metaphorical, then Alfred
Schlitz’s social phenomenology is a central point of reference.
(For a general assessment of the notion of the ‘everyday’, see the
contributions in Thomas 2008 and Röser et al. 2009.) Therefore,
I now want to turn to Schütz’s propositions, relating them to
the foregoing characterization of media culture as a mediatized
culture.

In his posthumously published book The Structures of the
Lite- World, which he wrote with Thomas Luckmann (Schlitz and
Luckmann 1973), Schütz used a ‘phenomenology of the mundane’
to ‘register the most general basic features of the life-world’ (Hitzler
and Eberle 2003: 110). This involved a ‘proto-sociological enter
prise which provided a foundation for actual sociological work’
(Hitzler and Eberle 2003: 110, emphasis in original). Prominent
here was an ‘epistemological clarification’ (Hitzler 2007: 86) of
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the manner in which a subjective orientation to the world resulted
in the meaningful construction of the social world. Central to this
definition of the ‘structures of the life-world’ is the conception of
the everyday life-world, or, more simply, the everyday world. In
the view of Schütz and Luckmann, the everyday life-world is ‘that
province of reality which the wide-awake and normal adult simply
takes for granted in the attitude of common sense’ (1973, Vol. 1:
3). The everyday life-world is accepted without question, not the
‘private world’ of individual(s), but intersubjectively: ‘[TJhe fun
damental structure of its reality is shared by us’ (1973, Vol. 1: 4).

Hence everyday life includes not only ‘nature’ as experienced by

the individual, but also the ‘social (and therefore cultural) world in

which I find myself’ (1973, Vol. 1: 5). The protosociology of phe

nomenology seeks to reveal the ‘structuredness of the life-world

for the living subject’ (1973, Vol. 1: 15).

If we take into consideration the work of Michel Foucault

(1991) on the social mediation of the subject (see Thomas 2009),

we might be cautious in accepting the claim that the structures of

the life-world elaborated by Schütz and Luckmann provide us with

a universal conceptual apparatus (see Reichertz 2009: 66—9). But

even if we share this scepticism, SchUtz and Luckmann give us an

important point of departure for understanding more clearly what

mediatized worlds are. Schütz has in fact prompted a widespread

interest in contemporary socio-cultural manifestations of today’s

everyday world. Here we are concerned less with developing the

conceptual apparatus of phenomenology as a protosociology than

with with engaging in social-scientific analysis.

Benita Luckmann pointed Out a long time ago (1970) that the

everyday life-world was disintegrating into various ‘small life-

worlds’, as she called them. She treats these as ‘sectors of everyday

life’, consisting of both private and institutional contexts. These

small life-worlds as ‘socially constructed part-time realities’ (Hitzler

and Honer 1984: 67) increasingly characterize people’s experience

in contemporary cultures and define the ‘multidimensional nature

of everyday life’ in these cultures. If we take up this point of Ronald

Hitzler’s (2008b), we gain an insight into the process of individu

alization in modern societies that is relevant here: the increasing
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potential, and obligation, to choose between different lives is asso
ciated with the increasing variety of small life-worlds:

Small social life-worlds are separate and structured fragments of the
life-world, within which experiences arises in relation to special and
mandatory given intersubjective caches of knowledge. Small social
life-worlds imply a subjective experience of reality in partial, or part-
time, cultures. These worlds are ‘small’ not because they only occur in
limited domains, or have only a limited number of members. They are
instead referred to as ‘small’ because within them the complexity of
possible relevance is reduced to a specific hierarchy and system of rele
vance. We call these small life-worlds ‘social’ because these systems of
relevance are intersubjectively obligatory for successful participation

(Hitzler 2008h: 136)

Hitzler is himself especially interested in one form of small life-

worlds, ‘event-worlds’. These are distinguished by the fact that

within them the subjective experience in the stream of conscious

ness is marked out as ‘extra-ordinary’ (Hitzler 2008b: 135). One

prominent example is that of event-worlds arising from participa

tion in diverse events, something with which we are all confronted

today (Hitzler 2000). The extra-ordinary nature of these event-

worlds is fostered by ‘multifarious ‘vehicles’ for consumption’,

among which ‘technical media’ are central: ‘Books, radio, televi

sion, films, the Internet and so on’ (Hitzler 2008b: 135).

I want to take up the point that Hitzler makes here about the

media in event-worlds and refer it to ‘small life-worlds’ in general.

We can assume in media cultures that the various small life-worlds

are in total articulated in relation to media, whether these are small

life-worlds in public life (related to education, work, politics, and

so forth) or in private life (related to leisure, family or neighbour

hood, for example). Where reference is made below to mediatized

worlds, this should be understood to involve mediatized social

worlds of the ‘small life-world’ kind. These are characterized anal

ogously to the concept of media culture developed in the previous

section, as mediatized worlds, since the resort to communications

media is constitutive for the articulation of these social worlds in

the present form.
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Based on this concept we can specify the statement that media

cultures are manifested in different mediatized worlds in the fol

lowing way: from the subjective standpoint of a person, cultures

of mediatization in their variety become tangible as complexes of

mediatized worlds. Here the manner of mediations varies from one

mediatized world to the other. While for the mediatized worlds of

some families it is typically the TV, mobile phone, email, chatroom,

social web and computer games that are characteristic, for other

families these worlds are characterized by TV, radio, newspapers

and cinema. The task of empirical research into media cultures is

to typify these relationships. If we recognize that today’s media

cultures get concrete in very different mediatized worlds, then it

becomes clear how difficult it can be to identify general tendencies

in cultures of mediatization. We can interpret in this way Hitzler’s

statement that ‘the concept of “mass culture” is in no respect

adequate to describe experienced social reality and the schemata of

meaning and expression that mould them’ (2008b: 136).

If we go further in defining such mediatized worlds, then we could

also make use of symbolic interactionism. The idea of a ‘world’ is

widespread here too, although more in the form of a ‘social world’.

This concept was first introduced by Thomas Shibutani (1955).

Even though he in no respect argues on the ground of a socio

phenomenology, he is interested in much the same thing as Benita

Luckmann: the number of different social worlds that make up

modern societies. From the viewpoint of media and communica

tion studies the following idea is of relevance: for Shibutani, each

social world ‘is a culture area, the boundaries of which are set

neither by territory nor by formal group membership but by the

limits of effective communication’ (1955: 566, emphasis added).

It is precisely this idea of communicative mediation that can be

usefully incorporated into the conception of a mediatized world

advanced here. Even at this early conceptual stage Shibutani notes

a specific feature of social worlds in modern societies which he

closely associates with the diffusion of produced media commu

nication: because of the ‘the development of rapid transportation

and the media of mass communication, people who are geographi

cally dispersed can communicate effectively’ (1955: 566). For that
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reason, what we would call the contemporary mediatized worlds
have multiplied, and no longer coincide with the social world of a
reference group in any one particular locality or territory:

Culture areas are coterminous with communication channels; since
communication networks are no longer coterminous with territo
rial boundaries, culture areas overlap and have lost their territorial
bases. Thus, next-door neighbors may be complete strangers; even in
common parlance there is an intuitive recognition of the diversity of
perspectives, and we speak meaningfully of people living in different
social worlds — the academic world, the world of children, the world
of fashion. (1955: 566)

Shibutani also notes that these worlds vary in stability and range
of communicative possibilities according to their composition,
size and spatial extent. He suggests that ‘every social world has
some kind of communication system . . . in which there devel
ops a special universe of discourse ...‘ (1955: 567). Above all,
social worlds are not static phenomena, but subject to an ongoing
process of communicative reconstitution: ‘Worlds come into exist
ence with the establishment of communication channels; when life
conditions change, social relationships may also change, and these
worlds may disappear’ (1955: 567).

It is true that this understanding of social worlds remains impre
cise, since the boundary between ‘social world’ and ‘reference
group’ is not at all clear (see Strubing 2007: 81). Nonetheless,
Shibutani’s work remains of importance to an analysis of media
tized worlds for two main reasons. The first is the reference to
communication processes, and the second the allusion to the medi
ality of communication. It is worth pursuing this line of thought in
the work of the American sociologist Anselm Strauss (1978).

There are three emphases in the way that Strauss developed
these ideas relevant to the study of mediatized worlds. Firstly,
Strauss noted that the concept of social worlds ‘might provide a
means for better understanding the processes of social change’
(1978: 120). This idea is already evident in Shibutani, where he
points to the way in which social worlds have altered in the course
of modernity. Secondly, Strauss makes clear that social worlds

can be ‘studied at any scale’ (1978: 126), from the very smallest
social world of local groups to the very largest or most extensive,
and that work should be directed ‘across many scales’. From this
he proceeds to the way in which different social worlds nonethe
less intersect on a broad scale with other social worlds: some
worlds having sub-worlds; others interleaving with each other
because people have membership in different social worlds. In his
opinion this fits with his idea that these social worlds are highly
fluid (1978: 123), thus breaking down the classical distinction
between micro and macro analysis. Thirdly — and here Strauss
differs clearly from Shibutani — he emphasizes that the concept of
social world makes it possible to connect different forms of com
munication with ‘palpable matters’ (1978: 121). Among these are
activities, sites, technologies and organizations that are typical of
a particular social world.

These ideas can be linked to arguments presented above regard
ing the concept of communication, where, on the one hand,
communication is embedded in multiple further social practices,
while, on the other, we need to take account of institutionaliza
tion and reification through media technologies. The social world
perspective’ (the title of Strauss’s 1978 essay) consequently points
in the same direction as the arguments made above. Here Strauss
introduces another concept for the description of social worlds
and their interrelationship, that of ‘arena’ (1978: 124; 1993: 226).
He argues that in each social world ‘various issues are debated,
negotiated, fought Out, forced and manipulated by representatives
of implicated subworlds’ (1978: 124). The concept of ‘arena’ is
also a ‘scaleable conception’ (Strubing 2007: 93) equally appli
cable to family conferences and institute meetings as to media
debates or global media events. ‘Arenas’ are therefore closely
linked to questions of media communication, and one can talk
of ‘social world media’, each of which is characteristic of a social
world and its relationship with others: ‘Social world media are full
of such partially invisible arenas’ (Strauss 1978: 124).

These considerations from Strauss provide us with important
elements which enable us to reformulate the conception of a mcdi
atized world developed above. We can summarize this as follows:
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• The reciprocity of media communicative and socio-cultural
change — reflected by the concept of mediatization — can be
expressed as a descrtption of changing mediatized worlds. If
there is such a reciprocity, we can study it by investigating the
changes of specific mediatized worlds, or the changes in the
intersections of diverse mediatized worlds.

• We need to view mediatized worlds as being of quite dif
ferent scales. Such differences can be quite limited in extent
or internal differentiation, but quite comprehensive all the
same. To be explicit: ‘small’ in respect of the understanding of
mediatized worlds developed involves not simply ‘range’, but
also the reduction of complexity in relevant elements which
especially results from a thematic reduction. Examples of this
are the mediatized world of a social movement, a religious
community or a social scene.

• The concept of a mediatized world does not imply that this
world is articulated purely through communication; rather this
arises from its interlocking with related technologies (which
as apparatus and machinery have a particular physical pres
ence) as well as other forms of action, with particular sites and
organizations. We are dealing with mediatized worlds when
the articulation of these social worlds depends upon different
forms of media-mediated interaction, and thus represents a
subjective manifestation of media culture.

• Mediatized worlds have characteristic communicative
arenas which link themselves together in the general whole
of this mediatized world. These communicative arenas are
transmedial, but they also can include different forms of
direct communication. Correspondingly, the description of
mediatized worlds always involves a definition of their com
municative arenas, which must be studied both in respect to
their transmedial nature and in relation to further action and
other aspects of the manifestation of this mediatized world.

To um up, we can on this basis employ the conception of a
mediatized world as a pragmatic starting point for the description
of today’s cultures of mediatization at the level of the everyday

world. While a comprehensive description of media cultures
is a nearly impossible undertaking, the conception of a media
tized world provides a point of departure for empirical study.
For example, the mediatized world of everyday working life in
bureaucracies could be studied; or that of the school; of a social
scene; or of families and domestic partners. By studying such
specific mediatized worlds we can, step by step, arrive at a compre
hensive understanding of today’s cultures of mediatization.

Networks of Communication and of the Social

At this point there is a valid question to be raised: how can the dif
fering communicative arenas of mediatized worlds be analytically
described? For this we do of course need a number of conceptions
and categories. Many of them can only be developed in the course
of empirical analysis, seeking to avoid a deductive approach to the
rapidly changing mediatized worlds of present-day media culture.
From the point of view of media and communication studies,
however, the following is of greatest importance: what descriptive
construct is available for comprehending the different forms of
(media) communication that interlock in the arenas of mediatized
worlds? For this I propose the analytical concept of communica
tive network, which can be clearly distinguished from the concept
of social network.

This takes us into metaphors of connectivity to which I
have previously referred (Hepp 2008). Generally, the expression
‘connectivity’ — as we have seen in relation to the different types
of (media-mediated) interaction put forward by John Thompson —

implies ‘relations’ or ‘connections’ of quite diverse character. The
conception of connectivity is firstly a way of generally describing
the formation of communicative relations of quite different type
and range (see Tomlinson 1999: 3—10). This is open-ended, and
so there are no necessary consequences implied by these com
municative relationships. Communicative connectivities can be
created both by reciprocal (email or telephone) and by produced
media communication (with the world-wide web or TV). They can
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involve the reciprocities of an ‘understanding’, or involve ‘political
legitimation’, but also multiple ‘conflicts’ or ‘displacements’. It is
precisely this which dictates the need to proceed with contextual
sensitivity.

There are two ways of approaching an investigation of this
kind, and each needs to be clearly distinguished, at the heuristic
level at least. The first emphasizes structural aspects, while the
second places the emphasis upon processual aspects. The first can
be associated with the conception of communication network,
while the latter describes communication flows, the proces
sual consequences of communicative action. The conception of
communicative networks seeks to identify more or less lasting
structures of communication. Here we can translate Castells’
conception of social networks into one of communications net
works. These latter would then be ‘open structures, able to expand
without limits, integrating new nodes as long as they are able to
communicate within the network, namely as long as they share the
same communication codes (for example, values or performance
goals)’ (Castells 2000: 501).

This quote first of all makes plain that communication net
works are articulated in terms of specific codes. Structures of
communication do not simply exist, but are (re)articulated in a
continuous communication process: communication networks
always refer to the flow of communicative practice which consti
tutes them. Communication networks are far from being closed
to each other, for one and the same person can be part of several
different communication networks — this is a presupposition of
the sheer variety of behavioural practice. A youth with a migrant
background can be part of the communication network of a local
clique, also part of a deterritorial network of a diaspora, as well as
of the centralized communicative network of certain national mass
media.

These remarks help us to understand what is meant by the
expression ‘node’. Heuristically, a node is a point at which com
municative connectivities cross. At first glance this might seem an
irritating formulation. Nonetheless, it does help us to take note
of the important point that ‘nodes’ can, within communication

networks, be very different things, and that this concept is — again
— scalable: reciprocal media communication is a process of the
production of a particular kind of connectivity in which speaking
persons are the central ‘nodes’. But ‘nodes’ can assume other social
forms. For example, local groups can be described as ‘nodes’ in
the communication network of a larger social movement or social
scene; or one might describe the local affiliates in the communi
cation networks of translational companies as ‘nodes’. In such
cases it is once again a matter of the communicative connectiv
ity of produced media communication, through which a wider
horizon of meaning of (local) groups or institutions is created,
which themselves are in turn characterized by internal (media-
mediated) interaction. Communication networks can be identified
as working at entirely different levels — and it is for that reason
that the conception opens up the chance of treating and comparing
communication structures across different levels.

All the same, one should not assume that communication
networks map on to social networks one-to-one if we wish to
understand the latter as lasting social structures (Hoizer 2006:
74—9). As communication structures, communication networks
have an importance in themselves, referring in this way to the
existence of a diversity of social networks. An example would be
advertising for a product such as the iPod or iPad, whose structures
can be reconstructed as transmedial communication networks
but which do not really correspond to any social network (see
Knoblauch 2008: 84f.) Conversely, we can assume not only that
there is the communicative network of a ‘brand community’ of
Apple fans (Pfadenhauer 2008: 217), but also that we can here see
a close reciprocal relationship between social and communicative
networks.

Hence emphasis is placed on the fact that the conception of a
communication network makes it possible to deal with the com
municative connectivity of mediatized worlds in a transmedial
manner. We can relate the concept of a communication network
to basic forms of communication which have already been distin
guished (see Table 3.1), each of which is characterized by different
basic structures of possible (partial) communication networks.
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The communicative connectivity of direct communication is there
fore characterized by the fact that this happens locally. We are
thus able to understand the local connectivity of direct communi
cation as a structure, at a particular site and at a particular time,
if we analyse it in terms of the different structural mouldings of
communication networks. Here we can make use of work by the
American social scientist Harold J. Leavitt in the 1950s (Leavitt1951: 39). He studied experimentally the complete structure of
communicative networking in a group of five persons (in which
each is networked communicatively with all others) and arrived atfour communication networks’ of differing ‘degrees of centraliza
tion’ (Mann 1999: 56) (see Figure 4.1). In solving a group task,
group members were permitted to communicate only in writing
within the network structure. The wheel structure is a centralized
communication network, in which one person formed the centre.
The circle structure is by comparison entirely decentralized. The
Y’ structure has limited centralization. The row structure cen
tralizes communication sequentially. In the related experiment
it turned Out that those who communicated in a circular struc
ture had the greatest level of satisfaction, but that a centralized
network ‘solved problems more quickly and accurately than a less
centralized network’ (Mann 1999: 58).

The degree to which such experiments lend themselves to gen
eralization is, however, always very limited. Nonetheless, there
are clear potentialities here for the application of this kind of
analysis to communications structures. This becomes even clearer
if one takes account of the fact that such considerations can be
transferred to reciprocal media communication. Characteristic
of these forms of communication is the fact that they can be
addressed translocally, communication networks transcending
any one location. It does have to be recognized here that the five-
person structure described represents a stark simplification. In the
‘real life’ of existing mediatized worlds and their arenas of com
munication, we have to deal with much more complex networks
of reciprocal media communication, consisting of many more
members and whose structures can alter situationally in their
technical mediation: And so while, for example, one deals with

Wheel Structure Y Structure

Figure 4.1 Communication networks in dwect communication
based on Leavitt (1951: 39); Mann (1999: 57’)

particular topics among a group of persons with whom one is in
communication in a more or less egalitarian fashion and accord
ing to a complete structure (sending an email to anybody in this
group), when making particular decisions within the same group
one might select a Y structure: a small group having a preliminary
discussion and then informing the wider group.

If we consider produced media communication, then the nodes of
this kind of network are not just individual human beings. It can be
said that the classical mass media, such as the TV, the newspaper or
the radio (and the dissemination of all of these through the Internet),
represent a highly centralized communication network. Their hub
is formed by the organizations (or groups of persons) which offer
produced contents, and with which a range of other people or

Complete Structure CrcIe Structure

BCD

Row Structure
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groups of people are communicatively ‘connected’. Here we come
back to the point already raised above, that media as technologies
permit specific relations of communicative power to be rendered
enduring through their reification. The traditional mass media
entrench their communicative networks by their embodiment in
broadcasting institutions, radio masts, cables, and so on, and this
in turn entrenches the power of their communicative structures. In
addition, one can also see a form of reification in particular types of
software code that, for example, secure the web pages of an online
newspaper to ensure that particular discussions can only occur in
specific communications fora, whereas the ‘principal’ content is
supplied by the editorial team. This reified communication power
creates potentialities, but also hierarchies and relations of depend
ency in communication networks. One potentiality would be the
critical data journalism that has emerged in the last few years,
evaluating sources of data available through the Internet sometimes
on an automatized basis. Here we find new possibilities of critical
investigation, where, for example, the movement of military units is
reconstructed, so enabling official announcements by the military to
be questioned. But hierarchies and relations of dependence remain
in this respect: particular widespread ‘stories’ require dissemination
in the classical mass media if they have any hope of being acces
sible to wider groups of people. For instance, the revelations of
WikiLeaks became widely known for the first time when they were
reported by the Guardian, the New York Times and Der Spiegel.

Remarkably, this perspective upon communicative connectivity
also permits analysis of the modes of computer-mediated com
munications, following the work of Merrill Morris and Christine
Ogan (1996). They compared different modes of computer-medi
ated communication according to temporal criteria (synchronous
versus asynchronous) and also according to relationship structure
(one-to-one, one-to-few, one-to-many, many-to-many). Morris
and Ogan were chiefly interested in systematizing the various com
municative possibilities of the Internet. In their schema, email is,
for instance, an asynchronous one-to-one or one-to-few form of
communication (and, having spam-mails in mind, we could also
say: one-to-many form of communication), Skype is synchronous
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but with a one-to-one or one-to-few relationship structure, while

an online newspaper communicates asynchronously one-to-many.

The relationship structure can, however, be understood much

more clearly through a description of distinct communication net

works, starting with the smallest complete structure, ‘one-to-one’,

moving via various group structures right up to ‘many-to-many’

communication networks. It is not just a matter of what com
municative possibilities are in general offered by email, Skype

or online newspapers. We need to consider in addition how, in

particular contexts, communication networks can be built up

and maintained using these media. It might, for instance, be quite

usual in some contexts to email synchronously, answering each

mail immediately, as if one were chatting. By dealing with specific

communication networks we can form a far more differentiated

perspective than the rather crude framework offered by Morris

and Ogan. As the examples show, we always need to bear in mind

the way communication networks operate in terms of time. We

need to take account of the degree to which particular communi

cations networks are used in real time, or with a temporal lag.

Finally, we can relate the concept of virtualized media com

munication to communication networks. It can be said that, for

example, particular computer games form technically a specific

space of communicative networking, with avatars of other players

or those driven by computer software. Quite how such a communi

cation network can take shape is to some extent pre-programmed
in the software, but from the translocal point of view it remains

undetermined, since it is the appropriation of these possibilities

that de facto constitutes the existing communication network.

This can here only be a matter of the communication relationship

of a player to an avatar managed by software, or the use of the

game environment of an online game to create a communication
network among players. Here again the forms of reciprocal media

communication become an issue, if, for example, the game envi

ronment is used for chat. While it was for a long time assumed

that these kinds of communication were only typical of younger

people, more recently this has become part of the repertoire of

older generations (Quandt et al. 2009).

I

I’
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These examples should serve to clarify the way in which a con

sideration of communication networks allows us to gain insight

transmedially, beyond a consideration of individual media to the

communicative articulation of mediatized worlds. The moulding

forces of individual media have to be taken into account here,

since the differing potentialities and restrictions implicated in the

construction and maintenance of communication networks are

capable of reinforcing an enduring communication power. This

has to be seen as a potentiality, and one cannot meaningfully

talk of one and the same medium — free of any context — ‘con

straining’ a certain communication network. This also goes for

the traditional mass media, especially if one recalls that their

communication networks were not necessarily of the ‘sender—

receiver’ type. In the early years of radio, Bertolt Brecht (1979,

originally 1932) had already studied these potentialities. One of

the arguments he developed was that radio, as a means of com

munication, also presented the possibility of stronger reciprocal

communication. Additionally, we need to bear in mind that the

communication networks of the classical mass media do not end

at the ‘receiver’. Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld showed in their

1955 study Personal Influence that we need to think in terms of

a ‘two-step flow’ of communication. The communicative rela

tionships embodied in mass media are bound into many other

communication relationships of (mediatized) interaction, and we

need to include these too in our analysis: for events which are

taken up by the media are passed on, negotiated, assessed and crit

icized in everyday conversations. This is true not only of opinion

leaders, who formed the axis of the earlier research, but of all of us

Keppler 1994; Hepp 1998). Ultimately, and from the perspective

of the study of media and communications, any analysis of today’s

mediatized worlds has to relate them to transmedial communica

tion networks.
Here we need to come back to a point raised before: that

communication networks have no independent existence in them

selves, but are continually created by people’s communicative

activity. Networks are a process, the consequence of the flow

of communicative action in which communication networks

articulate themselves over time. This perspective also reveals
the situational character of communication networks. This has
been demonstrated especially clearly by the media ethnographer
Andreas Wittel (2008), even though he does not make a systematic
distinction between communicative and social networks. Wittel
is primarily interested in the investigation of a particular form of
sociality which he dubs ‘network sociality’ and locates in particu
lar in London’s ‘New Economy’ of around 2000. He argues that
this form of sociality is not based upon enduring narratives of
shared experience; it is more informational. It is a matter of creat
ing social networks which are to some extent separated out from
other contexts and which serve, or are intended to serve, recipro
cal needs. Their primary function is to furnish information on the
current activity of another person, or other persons.

‘Network sociality’ is in this way based upon an ongoing net
working practice whose nature is largely unknown. Using the
concepts we have already developed, we can understand this
as the processual construction or maintenance of complex net
works of (media) communication. Examples cited by Wittel are
network events like ‘First Tuesday’, where those local to the ‘New
Economy’ meet. These can be treated as events of communicative
networking, having ‘the same function as a “medieval fair”: they
are about exchange’ (Wittel 2008: 164), in this case of course it
being (contact) information that is being traded. Other examples
would be the organization of individual communication networks
through databases with the intention of maintaining an instru
mental social network. Another would be the private organization
of dinner parties using email, connecting people situatively who
did not know each other, but who the host thought had similar
interests.

Analyses of this sort highlight two things. First of all, it becomes
quite clear how much effort goes into the construction and mainte
nance of communication networks. These networks are not simple
givens; they are articulated in the process of communicative action
and have to be studied as such processes. The examples provided
show the extent to which the moulding forces of media are bound
up with sequences of activity. None of the local events would be
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conceivable without the use of computerized communication or
databases for their organization. The actual form of the data
base also moulds how contacts are sorted. Secondly, it becomes
evident that careful analysis of communicative networks is a nec
essary precondition for the understanding of social networks. Of
course, the social networks of those associated with the London
‘New Economy’ do not map directly on to situative or monetary
communication networks. But without their analysis it is hardly
possible to come to grips with the mediatized world of the ‘New
Economy’ at all. Hence we can read Wittel’s analysis as a first
attempt at empirically describing this kind of mediatized world.

Communicative Figurations

There is a question that follows from the argument presented so
far. If we understand mediatized worlds as the everyday manifesta
tion of media culture, and if we assume that, from the standpoint
of media and communication studies, these can be analysed in
terms of the communication networks underlying them, then we
need to explain the following: how can we describe as a whole
the various communication networks of a mediatized world, and
possibly of cultures of mediatization? To do this I think we need
the concept of communicative figuration, which can be developed
from the work of Norbert Elias, already introduced above. This
concept seems appropriate here because of its direct link to a
theory of connectivity of the kind just developed.

According to Elias, figurations are ‘networks of individuals’
(1978: 15) which constitute a larger social entity through recip
rocal interaction — through, for example, joining in a game, or a
dance. This entity can be a family, a group, the state or society; in
all of these cases these social entities can be described as different,
complex networks of individuals. In taking this approach Elias
seeks to avoid the idea ‘that society is made up of structures exter
nal to oneself, the individual, and that the individual is at one and
the same time surrounded by society yet cut off from it by some
invisible barrier’ (1978: 15). For Elias, ‘individual’ and ‘society’

are closely related and cannot be separated the one from the other.
They involve two aspects of a whole which the concept of figu
ration is meant to identify. Figuration is therefore, according to
Elias, a ‘simple conceptual tool’ (1978: 130) to be used to under
stand socio-cultural phenomena in terms of ‘models of processes
of interweaving’ (1978: 130). If we take a game as our example,
then a figuration describes ‘the changing patterns created by the
players as a whole’ (1978: 130). This concept of figuration can be
scaled in a fashion similar to the concept of a mediatized world. It
will be helpful to cite Elias at length on this:

[Tjhe concept of figuration ... can be applied to relatively small
groups just as well as to societies made up of thousands or millions
of independent people. Teachers and pupils in a class, doctor and
patients in a therapeutic group, regular customers at a pub, children
at a nursery school — they all make up relatively comprehensible figu
rations with each other. But the inhabitants of a village, a city or a
nation also from figurations, although in this instance the figurations
cannot be perceived directly because the chains of interdependence
which link people together are longer and more differentiated. Such
complex figurations must therefore be approached indirectly, and
understood by analysing the chains of interdependency. (1978: 131)

The concept of figuration is accordingly intended to render social
entities as processual phenomena of interrelation accessible to
empirical analysis. In so doing we might clarify what really binds
people together (cf. Elias 1978: 132).

These thoughts permit us to talk of communicative figurations
as patterns of processes of communicative interweaving. Hence it
can be said that a single communication network already consti
tutes a specific communicative figuration: this involves interwoven
communicative action articulated in (mediatized) interaction. It
is, however, of far greater interest to relate the concept of com
municative figuration to the communication networks of different
mediatized worlds as a whole. And so, for instance, the mediatized
world of a social scene can be understood as being manifested in
a particular figuration of communication networks. In the same
way, the mediatized world of the culture of a diaspora can be
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idenrilied with a characteristic communicative figuration, or one
can talk of the communicative figuration of the mediatized world
of a European public sphere, and so forth.

If communication networks are viewed as part of larger com
municative figurations, then it is important that we do not regard
them in an isolated manner and describe them individually, as
tends to happen in the structural analysis of networks. Rather, we
need to examine how different communication networks interlink
with each other in the articulation of a specific mediatized world.

Communicative figurations are for the most part transmedial.
A communicative figuration is very seldom based upon oniy one
medium; usually it is based upon several. Examples would be: for
the communicative figuration of families, a figuration which is
increasingly scattered translocally, the (mobile) telephone is just
as important as the social web, (digital) photo albums, letters,
postcards or watching TV together. If we take (national or trans
national) public spheres as communicative figurations, it is quite
easy to see that these are constituted by a range of different media.
That is not only a matter of the classical media of mass com
munication, but also of WikiLeaks, Twitter and blogs, together
with the media 0f the social web. We also need to deal with the
communicative figurations of social organizations: for instance,
where social agencies, databanks, Internet portals as well as
flyers and other PR media interrelate in seeking to reorganize and
reorder different domains of the social — from pre-school educa
tion to post-retirement employment. Change in mediatized worlds
demonstrates clearly the existence of change in communicative
figurations which ‘materialize’ in different media.

This can be seen clearly in a study that we have conducted on
the mediatization of migrant communities (Hepp et al. 2012). The
purpose of this study was to analyse communicative networking
among the Moroccan, Russian and Turkish diasporas in Germany
by examining diverse media and forms of interaction. Using the
concepts developed here, it can be said that the aim of the study
was to identify the communicative figurations of diasporas. Here
the communication networks of direct communication play a
role, since the communicative networking of migrants takes place

locally, through family conversations, meetings of clubs and asso
ciations and other events. But beyond this there is also reciprocal
media communication that does not occur in one local place,
but is conducted through (mobile) telephone, letters, email or
(video) chatrooms, connecting to relatives in the home country,
to other migrants of the same background, to migrants of other
backgrounds in Germany and abroad. All of this must also be
comprehended in terms of communication networks based upon
produced media communication: the connection to the German-
language area through TV (to learn the language), or access to
the produced contents of the home country through satellite TV,
Internet radio or (online) newspapers, through which access to the
corresponding communication network in the home country is
maintained. Finally, we have found that virtualized media commu
nication in the form of computer games is of importance at least
among younger migrants.

In this way we can show that such a complex communicative
figuration of diaspora can be understood as a co-articulation of
communicative networking and cultural identity within media
appropriation. Through this study we have been able to distin
guish three types of such a co-articulation: the ‘origin-orientated’,
the ‘ethno-orientated’ and the ‘world-orientated’. Put simply, it
can be said that origin-orientated persons have a subjectively felt
sense of belonging to their region of origin which moulds the life
‘abroad’. This orientation is related to the kind of communicative
networking that we have called ‘origin networking’. Although
there is intensive local communicative connectivity where they
actually live, mostly with members of their own diaspora, there
are also translocal communicative connections with their home
regions. Those who are ethno-orientated behave differently. The
term used to name them makes clear that their sense of belong
ing is located between the country of origin and the national
context in which they live. Their communicative networking can
be described as bicultural, since they are both local and translo
cal in relation to two (imagined) national cultures: that of the
country of ongin, and the country to which they have migrated. A
third form of co-articulating cultural identity and communicative
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networking is typical of those who are world-orientated. This
idea of orientation to the wider world highlights the way in which
their sense of cultural belonging goes beyond the national level, at
whatever level this might be. Conceptions of the nation — whether
that of Germany, the country of origin or something between the
two — are transcended, and a supranational Europe, or even entire
humanity, becomes the object to which they are attached. The
subjective sense of belonging corresponds to a communicative net
working that can be designated as transcultural. In contrast with
the two former types, the range of communicative networking is
more extensive, being either European or (imagined) global in ten
dency. The communicative network reaches across a wide variety
of countries and cultures.

If the communicative figuration of the diaspora is to be kept in
view as a whole, the different patterns of networking need to be
considered together. It is characteristic of the mediatized world of
today’s diasporas to want to maintain communication links with
the country of origin while also communicationally networking
within the country to which they have migrated and with other
areas. The communication networks of individual migrants, or the
types according to which these can be systematized, can therefore
be treated as a comprehensive communicative figuration. This is
what one needs to come to terms with if one seeks to describe the
inediatized world of today’s migrant communitizations.

In this way one gains access to the way in which the present
mediatized worlds of the diaspora can be described as a whole.
Quite apart from all differences between modes of appropriation
and contexts, it is possible to identify a moment which represents
for migrants the existing, primary moulding forces of current
media. This is the prevailing immediacy of translocal communica
tion by the media within the diaspora, an immediacy based upon
the latest wave of mediatization. Within the sphere of produced
media communication, migrants can participate simultaneously
in different communication spaces: watching satellite and Internet
TV, downloading films, listening to Internet radio or reading
online newspapers — all of these open up the possibility of par
ticipating, in parallel, in political and popular cultural discussions

taking place in the country of origin, Germany and elsewhere in
the world. And through the different forms of reciprocal media
communication — whether based on the Internet or not — there
is no problem at all in being networked-in to one’s own family
and circle of (migrant) friends, not only locally, but also translo
cally, comprehending all the different places in which members
of the diaspora live, whether in the country of origin, in the land
of migration, or in other countries. The different platforms of the
social web also permit a comparatively simple way or organizing
and representing such contacts. We can talk here of moulding
forces since this does not merely involve a possibility, but their
simple existence always dominates the expectation of their use. A
clear example of this is how migrants living in today’s mediatized
world of the diaspora constantly are ‘available to each other’
through the use of (mobile) telephone or email. Supportive com
munication is reciprocally institutionalized through these media
technologies. To the extent that we can characterize the diaspora
as a specific mediatized world, we can also refer in general to
‘mediatized migrants’: for the way in which migrants live their
lives in today’s cultures of mediatization, technical communica
tion media are of constitutive importance.

This brief outline of the results of our study should make quite
clear where a consideration of the communicative figurations of
mediatized worlds is going: it is not simply a matter of describing
the appropriation of an individual medium, or a single communi
cation network. Instead, a number of studies need to demonstrate
the manner in which relations are set in motion through the corn
municative articulation of such mediatized worlds as a whole. This
approach avoids the premature postulation of a media logic, and
directs itself to the study of how mediatization is manifested in the
various spheres of today’s cultures of mediatization.
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Mediatization

In the previous chapter a number of links between media cultures

and communitizatiOn (VergerneinschaftUflg) began to emerge. It

is often said in the everyday world that the nation is not only a

çrnedia) culture, there are cultures formed

by social rnoveihënts, suc ãthenvironrnefltal movement, that

also is a communitization of like-minded spirits. Everyday exam

ples such as this clarify the kind of perspective adopted here:

while the concept of (media) culture emphasizes the patterning of

meaning, the concept of community — or, more properly, commu

nitization as a process — points us towards the sense of belonging

that someone feels to a particular figuration of people. These are

related, but they are not the same thing: one feels a sense of belong

ing to a group of people ‘distinguished’ (sometimes deliberately

and wilfully so) from others by particular ‘characteristics’. These

characteristics can be meaningfully interpreted as thickenings of

particular cultural patterns, as well as the means of construction

of communitization.
There has been a great deal of discussion in recent decades of

the degree to which communitizatiOn has altered with the pro

gressive mediatization of culture. For instance, there is Howard

Rheingold’s use of the term ‘virtual communities’ (1995), which

is connected to our earlier discussion of cyberculture and Internet

utopianism. Rheingold thinks that communities based upon direct

communication are facing decline, and links this to his diagnosis

of the loss of consciousness of things shared socially in common.
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But what is lost, he argues, can be rescued by computer-mediated
communication. This makes it possible to found new forms of
communitization in cyberspace — his ‘virtual communities’. These
communitizations are based on a new, issue-orientated conscious
ness of community. At root, this is a matter of shared interests
related to particular topics.

These ideas have prompted wide-ranging academic discussion
(for an overview, see Deterding 2008). The chief line of argu
ment against Rheingold concerns his utopianism, while the way
in which he counters the ‘real’ with the ‘virtual’ has also been
strongly criticized. Cornmunitizations which form themselves
through computer-mediated communication are, however, corn—

• pletely unbounded in regard to ‘real’ people and places, and, as
Nancy Baym (2000) has shown, they cannot be described as a
‘second reality’ detached from everyday life.

More recently, Andreas Wittel has developed ideas related to
‘network sociality’, touched on in the previous chapter. These
analyses are very instructive in regard to questions regarding net
working processes and binding together through moulding media
(technologies). More problematic, however, are his conclusions
in respect of the relationship between network sociality and corn
munitization. He considers that network sociality contrasts with
community, that they are alternatives:

The term ‘network sociality’ can be understood in contrast to corn
munity. Community entails stability, coherence, embeddedness, and
belonging. It involves strong and long-lasting ties, proximity, and
a common history or narrative of the collective. Network sociality
stands counterposed to Gemeinschaft. . .. Network sociality consists
of fleeting and transient, yet iterative social relations; of ephemeral but
intense encounters. Narrative sociality often takes place in bureau
cratic organizations. In network sociality the social bond at work
is not bureaucratic but informational. . . . It is constructed on the
grounds of communication and transport technology. (Wittel 2008:_S
157—8)

For Wittel, network sociality is the emphatic form of sociality in
a ‘network society’ (Castells 2000). And in some sense here we
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are dealing once more with a scenario of decline, even if Wittel is

strongly critical ok Rheingold’s arguments: according to Wittel,

the stability, coherence and embeddedness of communities is

giving way to the fluidity, transitoriness and informationaliry of

the new network sociality.
There is no question that communitization is changing in today’s

cultures of mediatization, and Wittel’s work can contribute a great

deal to understanding particular aspects of this transformation. But

we need to be clear that Wittel is talking about not the transforma

tion of communitization, but its loss. In fact, although he criticizes

Rheingold for replicating Tönnies’ (2001) assumption that ‘com

munities share a common geographic territory, a common history,

a common value system’ (Wittel 2008: 169), he does much the same

thing. This sort of definition clearly takes us straight back to ideas

about ‘traditional’ forms of communitization. Today we are aware

that communitizations can be ‘post-traditional’, in the sense that

affiliation ‘is in principle open since this community is only an idea,

something imagined’ (Hitzler 1998: 86, emphasis in original). We

also know that these communitizations are, in principle at least,

scattered across very different territories. Membership of these scat

tered communities is gained not by traditional (local) allegiances, but

instead by an individual choice which is in some respect independent

of any particular geographical or social location. The experience of

communitization thus becomes highly ‘situated’: whether occurring

at particular music events or parties, or the kind of ‘networking

events’ arranged in London’s ‘New Economy’, as described by

Wittel. It is therefore a matter not of the loss of communitization,

but of its transformation in today’s cultures of mediatization into

something which is more translocal, post-traditional and situative.

If we are seeking some insight into these changes, how should

we understand communitization? We can make use here of a very

classical source which is sufficiently general to be applicable to

contemporary changes. Max Weber defined the term in his ‘Basic

Sociological Concepts’ as follows:

A social relationship will be called a ‘communitization’ if and to the

extent that the orientation of social action rests — in the individual
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instance, or on average, or as a pure type — upon a subjectively felt
(affectual or traditional) mutual sense of belonging among those
involved. .. . It is only when their behaviour is in some way mutually
oriented because of this feeling that a social relation is formed among
them, a relation between each of them and the external world is insuf
ficient; and it is only when this social relationship is registered as such
that a ‘community’ can be said to have formed. (Weber 2013: §9, 22

§9.4, emphasis in original)

Here again we have the idea presented above, that communi

tization — insofar as this social relationship endures — involves

patterned forms of reciprocal orientation, and hence relates to
(media) culture.

Weber’s definition is important as a point of departure in this
chapter chiefly because it avoids two problems. Firstly, it does
not assume a particular territorial foundation for community,

but locates communitizatjon in the character of a social relation.

Communitizatjons can therefore be local, but can just as well be
widely scattered. Weber’s examples included the local domes

tic community; translocal, scattered communities of Christian

brothers; as well as the territorial comrnunitizatjon of the nation.

This potential translocality of communitization is not only of

importance for questions of mediation (and hence mediatization)

of communitization. It is also a concept susceptible to different

scales: communitization can be ‘small-scale’ or ‘large-scale’, but
in all cases it runs back to a specific social relationship involving a

sense of belonging.
Secondly, Weber’s definition lays emphasis upon the manner in

which this sense of belonging is ‘felt’, something he does not simply

associate with traditional forms. He thus draws attention to the

fact that we also need to consider forms of communitjzatjon that
are non-traditional, but which nonetheless involve a strong sense of
belonging. In this respect, Weber’s use of Vergemeinschaftung and
Vergesellschaftung

— communitization as felt belonging as against
sociation as the rational pooling of interests — designates social
figurational relationships that are neither opposed nor exclusive.
The purposively rational sociation involved in office work can
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engender a sense of community among those working there — or
not. Here we can already detect resonances of what Ronald Hitzler
named ‘post-traditional communitizations’. Zygmunt Bauman has
called these ‘aesthetic communities’, and described their paradox
of communitization as follows: ‘[S]ince it would betray or refute
the freedom of its members were it to claim non-negotiable cre
dentials, it has to take its entrances and exists wide open. But were
it to advertise the resulting lack of binding power, it would fail to
perform the reassuring role which for the faithful was their prime
motive in joining in’ (Bauman 2001: 65). This outlines the main
issue to be discussed in this chapter: the question of the extent to
which the emergence and transformation of contemporary forms
of communitization are linked to the advance of mediatization of
culture, at the (provisional) end of which process we find today’s
media cultures with their mediatized worlds.

Locality and Translocality

The contrast of locality to translocality made above involves two
particular issues. The first relates to a specific feature of communi
cation: that, as soon as it is media-mediated, it creates translocal
connectivity. The second involves the character of media cultures,
which, assuming this translocality of media communication, are
themselves conceived to be translocal. The contrast of locality to
translocality is, however, also relevant to the idea of communitiza
tion. Local communitization is based upon direct communication;
it can be experienced ‘directly’, since we ‘experience’ all social
relations through all our senses in terms of immediate com
munication. The community of a household is an example of
this.

This involves a very particular concept of locality as being
located’, although we need to separate this from any naturalistic
ideas (Massey 1994: 39). We can say that a locality is a place of
separated spaces, understood in relation to material or physical
aspects and defined socio-culturally. This place is controlled by
people as it is constituted in their everyday practice, in which they

make use of the resources made socially available to them. The
meaning of a locality is articulated culturally and discursively,
which means that it cannot be deduced from its materiality. The
meaning of localities is likewise constructed through media, since
they are themselves media sites (Hartmann 2009). Of course, the
meanings of individual localities are also manifested by the panic
ularities which people create or select. The extent of a locality — its
cultural boundary — varies contextually. It makes sense therefore
to treat a domestic environment, a procession or part of a town as
a locality; but not of course a state, or a federation of states (since
these are more to do with territory than with locality), in this
sense, therefore, the concept of the local comprises the networking
space of localities that make up the everyday world of a person
living in a particular cultural context. Local communitizations are
thereby characterized by the fact that they are local, hence can be
experienced through direct communication, as noted above.

Translocal communitization is different, since it is not exclu
sively based upon and experienced as direct communication.
This transcends any one place, and presupposes the existence
of translocal communication. Translocal communitizations can
be ‘imagined’ to different degrees, and we can here introduce
Benedict Anderson’s (1983) striking phrase ‘imagined commu
nities’. Curiously, discussion of this idea has focused almost
exclusively on Anderson’s initial object of analysis, the nation as
imagined community. But his own understanding of the term is
wider than that:

In fact, all communities larger than primordial villages of face-to-face
contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined. Communities are to
be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style
in which they are imagined. . . . The nation is imagined as limited
because even the largest of them, encompassing perhaps a billion of
living human beings, has finite, if elastic boundaries, beyond which lie
other nations. (Anderson 1983: 6—7, emphasis in original)

This quote clearly shows that progressive mediatization lies
at the core of the emergence and transformation of translocal
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coininunitization. This is shown by many studies. Anderson
himself demonstrates that the emergence of the nation as a corn
munitized entity was owed in part to the establishment of classical
mass media and the formation of a national media culture: ‘[TI
he novel and the newspaper . . . provided the technical means
for “pre-presenting” the kind of imagined community that is
the nation’ (Anderson 1983: 25). This idea has been developed
by John B. Thompson in his study The Media and Modernity, a
work that we have referred to several times already. Thompson
is, however, interested more in the emergence of the modern state
than in the associated articulation of a national communitization.
As we have also seen, Friedrich Tenbruck (1972) placed this in
a historical framework using a range of societal types. But the
importance of media communication is also emphasized for quite
different kinds of translocal communitization, for example the
diaspora (Dayan 1999). Translocal communitization is therefore
at least in part media-mediated communitization.

The sociologist of religion and of knowledge Hubert Knoblauch
(2008) has typified the differences arising between local and trans
local communitization, arguing that the former should be treated
as communities based upon knowledge, while the latter are com
munities based upon communication.

The reason for treating local communitization as involving
knowledge communities — at least historically, as Tenbruck
has done (1972: 59) — is that those partaking in enduring and
strongly homogeneous communitization share a great deal of their
knowledge in common. Because those affiliated with such commu
nitizations are in continuous and direct contact with each other,
much of their knowledge is ‘unspoken’ (Knoblauch 2008: 84),
articulated especially in common activity. In a local knowledge
community ‘one knows where one is’ and possesses knowledge
that is not the subject of further communication. Such communi
ties historically precede forms of translocal communitization.

The advance of mediatization also reveals a process of decon
textualization and anonymization of communitization. Knoblauch
associates the former with the fact, already discussed, that media-
mediated interaction is related to the spatially and temporally
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extended availability of communication, replacing the co-present
context with the separate contexts of communication. This is
the multiplication of ‘mediatized contexts’ of communication
(Knoblauch 2008: 82). If this media-mediated communication
takes the form of the produced communication of mass media, we
are additionally confronted with a process of anonymization. This
is apparent in the way that interaction is no longer with particular
others, but instead with a potential number of others (from the
viewpoint of the communicator). This can be seen in the context
of another aspect of cultural change, which manifests itself partly
in the increasing differentiation of culture. Accordingly, one can
no longer assume the existence of a shared knowledge. Moreover,
in translocal communication what was hitherto implicit has
now to be made explicit because of the limitations of means of
communication. Translocal communitizations can therefore be
characterized as communication communities that have developed
during the most recent surges of mediatization. According to
Knoblauch, what is decisive here is that the felt sense of belong
ing arising through communitization manifests itself in structured
social relations:

We can first talk of communication communities when these commo
nalities of communication and their objectification are also translated
into social structures: whereas with TV, for example, only very weak
‘public’ social structures are formed (leaving aside groups like those
of ‘Corrie Fans’, who actively construct their community), interactive
media facilitate the creation of social structures: actors who reciprocally
create networks dedicated to common issues (job search, homosexu
ality, phobias related to dentists) or forms (games, betting, auctions)
without any doubt do constitute communication communities.
Belonging to a community is for the most part effected through
ongoing and parallel communication — overwhelmingly through com
munication, and not through tradition and knowledge. (Knoblauch
2008: 2008, my emphasis)

Knoblauch does not claim that his account is empirical; it is,
rather, a conceptual elaboration developed from a phenom
enological approach. It is intended to form the basis for further
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empirical study, whether historical or contemporary. It could also
be said that the concepts of local knowledge community and of
translocal communication community are ideal types of commu
nitization, there being a number of transitional and hybrid forms
lying between them. In this way the concepts are at the extremes
of a continuum, at one end the purely local communitization of
shared knowledge, at the other purely media-mediated translocal
communities founded upon communication.

This conceptual work is of great help in our systematization
of a descriptive panorama of (trans)local communitization. One
should, however, exercise caution in seeking to force it into the
form of a simple narrative of transition, to the effect that pro
gressively the mediatization of translocal communitizations will
gradually replace the local. This kind of approach would end up in
the same kind of reductionism for which we have already criticized
Medium Theory. Above all, one would in this way deny the pos
sibility that in today’s media cultures there is in fact a reciprocity
between local and translocal communitizations.

Local communitization remains of central importance, even

for the people of today’s cultures of mediatization. As has been

repeatedly emphasized, people, as always, live in particular places,

and local communitization in these sites is a central element of the

sense of belonging in our lives. Here again we can cite some of the

forms of communitization that Max Weber noted (2009: 22), such

as the ‘erotic relationship’ or the ‘family’. Other examples are the

communitization of a village or of a part of a town, although here

there are of course also elements of separation and differentiation.

In a village, for instance, while there is a distinction between mem

bership of the voluntary fire brigade and of the sports club, one

does not have to belong to both if one is to see oneself as part of

the village community.
Local communitizations have not vanished with the develop

ment of mediatization. In regard to the change of today’s media

culture, something else seems to be going on. So, for example,

local communitizations are mediatized in the sense that the articu

lation of separate feelings of belonging is also in part mediated by

the media, and is facilitated by media. Mediation by the media is
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exemplified by the importance of the mobile phone in the life of
modern couples (Linke 2011). Media reference, by contrast, has
to take into account the degree to which the direct communication
of family conversation is saturated with reconstructions of media
contents, or with brief reference to them. This is particularly true
when it is a matter of values and morality (Ulmer and Bergrnann
1993; Keppler 1994; Hepp 1998). We cannot imagine today’s
communitizations as media-free zones. To the extent that they are
communitizations of mediatized worlds in current media cultures,
the processes of mediation by the media must always be borne in
mind.

Translocal communitizations can be of the most diverse kind.
This is shown in the examples advanced so far — starting with the
nation, and moving on to issue-related communities of people
with particular interests, orientations or problems. There is no
such thing as the characteristic translocal form of communitiza
tion. What is specific to present-day cultures of mediatization is
more the variety of translocal communitization, among which
we can select those to which we feel we belong, in the same
way that through our participation in specific processes of com
munication we become part of a process of communitization. It
has to be remembered that these communitizations are translo
cal, that we remain connected to local life as a physical person.
Correspondingly, despite all mediation by the media, translocal
communitizations are manifested in local groups. Media cornmu
nication forms in this way something like a horizon of meaning for
communitization — an aspect to which I will return later.

In pursuing contextualization in this way it seems important
to emphasize a central point in Knoblauch’s argument: that the
articulation of media-mediated, translocal communitizations pre
supposes the ‘development of social structures’ (Knoblauch 2008:
86). In the foregoing discussion it was stated that translocal corn
munitizations involved both communicative and social networks.
These could be of quite different kinds, since different media
have different moulding forces. Moreover, these communication
networks develop transmedially to a not inconsiderable extent.
The communication network of a social scene — or, perhaps more
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exactly, the communicative figuration of a social scene — can be

described in terms of diverse media such as fanzines, digital music,

email, the social web, and so forth (see Hitzler and Niederbacher

2010: 30). The investigation of translocal communitization by

media and communications specialists has to involve the empirical

specification of individual communication figurations of today’s

cultures of mediatization.

Territoria lization and Deterritorializa tion

The issue of territorialization and deterritorialization has already

arisen several times in connection with translocal communitiza

tion, but also in connection with the discussion of the globalization

of media communication. If we want to understand the translocal

communitization of today’s media communication, a rather more

searching approach is in order. First of all we need to clarify the

concepts of territorialization and deterritorialization.

Territorialization can be defined as the process in which an

identifiable territory (a ‘country’, a ‘region’, a ‘continent’) is

constructed as a physically anchored point of reference for a par

ticular (media) culture, or as a form of communitization related

to it. Perhaps the most widespread process of this kind is the

articulation of national culture as the reference point for corn

rnurntization: to be ‘German’ both culturally and communally, in

both cases relating to the territory of ‘Germany’.

Deterritorialization is, by contrast, the ‘loosening’ of this appar

ently ‘natural’ relationship between culture, communitization and

territoriality. In respect of coinmunitization, we need to distin

guish two forms of deterritorialization: (i) the physical and (ii) the

communicative.
Physical deterritorialization is addressed by globalization studies

dealing with people’s increasing global mobility (Pries 2001; Urry
2007; Favell 2008). A very large number of people travel and
migrate in times of globalization, and the world as a whole is
today more mobile than it has been in centuries past.

Communicative deterritorialization is related to the increas

ing mediatization and globalization of media communication.
Ever more media contents are available across diverse territories:
TV formats such as soaps and quiz shows, together with films
and music (videos) aimed at a transnational public (Hall 1997).
Through this, media culture becomes at least in part deterritorial
ized. Material in the domains of youth and popular culture, which
in a globalized age are communicated through media, is only to a
small degree related to a particular territory.

Physical and communicative deterritorialization cannot, of
course, be opposed to each other. They are, rather, interwoven at
different levels. If one takes migrant communitizations or diasporas
as an example of physical deterritorialization, it is plain that this
is only because they are ‘the exemplary communities of the tran
snational moment’ (Tdlolyan 1991: 3), since their members share
a common cultural representation. And these shared common cul
tural representations, for instance the Bollywood films of the India
diaspora, or the transnational Indian TV company ZeeTV (Thussu
1998), are ultimately mediated, based upon a communicative con
nectivity. Nonetheless, it is heuristically important to distinguish
clearly between physical and communicative deterritorialization.
There are three reasons for this in particular:

• Speed: communicative deterritorialization seems to happen
much faster than the physical form. In the age of a global com
municative infrastructure, media flows can be ‘moved’ much
more quickly across different territories than can goods and
people.

• Volatility: communicative deterritorialization seems to be much
more ‘volatile’ than physical deterritorialization. If migration
is taken as a leading example of the latter, then this process is
very obvious in the local neighbourhood — a person is singled
out as being ‘foreign’ by virtue of his or her everyday practices.
This might also be the reason why classical sociologists took
such a great interest
contrast, many aspects of communicative deterritorializanon

are hard to identify, with, for example, ‘nationalized’ versions

of transculturally distributed soap operas or quiz shows being
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appropriated as ‘national’ TV, while the ‘format’ itself is deter
ritorialized (Moran 2009).
Reach: apparently in contradiction with this is the issue of
reach, in which communicative deterritorialization pervades
mediatized worlds. This is much greater than with physi
cal deterritorialization. While in many regions of the world
physical mobility is less than one would think (Morley
2000: 86—104), media products of the most diverse kind
are nonetheless available. Because of its speed and volatil
ity, communicative deterritorialization extensively pervades
mediatized worlds.

Here it will be useful to take up once more remarks made earlier
regarding ideas of national culture and national communitization.
If different localities are intensively linked to each other through
media on a national and territorial level, then people can be linked
through a communicative process which is aimed at the construc
tion of an ‘imagined community’ (Anderson 1983) or a ‘home
territory’ (Morley 2000). This highlights the extent to which ques
tions of territoriality depend upon the construction of translocal
national communities. This is especially evident in the history
of TV: during the 1950s this was marketed as a ‘window on the
world’, to use the contemporary advertising slogan. Advertising of
this kind was of course aimed at local appropriation, in that TV
had to find its place in domestic life (or in the village pub). From
the perspective of communitization this was, however, a phase of
nationalization, since the horizon of initial TV representations had
a national-territorial foundation: the first important TV events
were national festivals, national football games or national serials,
and the broadcasting boundaries were likewise national. As print
media and radio had done before, TV assisted in the articulation
of an ‘imagined community’ of the nation.

Taking account of the above discussion of communitization, it
is now possible to move beyond the idea that national mass media
have to be dealt with as such, their translocal communicative
thickenings being in this sense territorialized, national frontiers
being then conceived as the primary boundaries of a variety of

communicative networks and flows. In national media cultures
there is also a communicative construction of a national com
munity. This can be called territorial translocal communitization,
which also corresponds to the thickenings of media culture. With
the progressive mediatization and globalization of media commu
nication, other media cultural thickenings and communitizations
have gained in relevance: these are deterritorial translocal commu
nitizations, which in turn correspond to analogous media cultural
thickenings. This means that territoriality is not constitutive for
the boundary of these cultural thickenings and communitizations.

If we take an overview, today a variety of territorial and deterri
torialized translocal communitizations exist alongside each other,
together with their corresponding cultural thickenings (see Figure
5.1). On the one hand there are more territorially focused thicken
ings of communicative connectivity, and for this reason it makes
sense to talk of media-mediated ‘regional’ or ‘national’ translocal
communitizations, together with their corresponding media cul
tures. On the other hand there are also communicative thickenings
beyond these territorial boundaries, networks which open up a
space for deterritorialized translocal communitizations with their
corresponding media cultures.

Heuristically, there are at least four kinds of deterritorialized
communitization that we need to distinguish: by ethnicity, theme,
politics and religion. As regards ethnicity, there are an increasing
number of communicative networks among diasporas. At the the
matic level there is an increase of deterritorialized popular-cultural
communitizations, those of a youth culture or a social scene, for
example. At the political level, deterritorialized social movements
are gaining in importance, for example that associated with the cri
tique of globalization or the Occupy movement. Finally, religious
communitizations represent a very old form of deterritorialized
communities that have recently become of greater importance.

If this overview is to be extended, we need to emphasize that the
analytically diverse forms of translocal communitization can blend
into each other, or are contained within each other. For example,
the migrant communitizations of the diaspora are quite capable of
representing a characteristic popular culture. There is also a fluid
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Figure 5.1 Translocal communitizatons

transition between diasporas and the political communitization of
social movements, if migrants become involved in the critique of
globalization, or in the human rights movement, on the basis of their
experience as migrants. Additionally, regional, national or suprana
tional communitizations do not exclude each other. Alternatively,
we can imagine processes in which deterritorialized communitiza
tions and their corresponding media cultures are territorialized in
communication processes: a once deterritorialized popular culture
can become, for instance, a regional popular culture.

The overview given above must not be treated as a static rep
resentation. It needs constant development and revision on the
basis of ongoing research into the changes in cultures of mediati
zation and their communitizations. However, while this overview
is provisional, it does offer some understanding of the processes
of translocal communitization in today’s media cultures, and it
should be read in this light.
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Deterritorialized Communitizations

We now turn to examine deterritorialized translocal communitiza
tions more closely. This has become especially relevant on account
of recent surges in mediatization and globalization. Summarizing
the foregoing, we can say that deterritorialized communitizations
are translocal forms of communitization for whose communica
tive articulation territoriality is not constitutive. However different
popular-cultural communitizations, diasporas, social movements
or religious communitizations might be individually, analytically
they fall into one of the following three categories:

• Networks of local groups: these deterritorialized communitiza
tions are basically articulated in local groups whose members
stand in direct communication with each other and are locally
rooted. These different groups join themselves into an over
arching translocal social network.

• Translocal horizon of meaning: within these networks of deter
ritorialized communitizations there is a translocal horizon of
meaning: that is, a common meaning orientation founding this
communitization as such. This horizon of meaning is main
tained through processes of media-mediated communication,
hence through diverse mediatized communications networks
which function transmedially through reciprocal communica
tion (for example, chatrooms within social networks), and also
through produced media communication (for example, the
fanzines of a deterritorialized communitization).

• Deterritorialized extension: As suggested by the concept of
deterritorialized communitization, the articulation of these
translocal communitization networks does not constitutively
depend upon a specific territory. But this does not mean that
within these deterritorialized communitizations nationaliza
tion, or any other territorial connection, plays no role. In such
networks it is possible to detect both national and regional
thickenings. Nonetheless, deterritorialized communitizations
are not shaped by such territorial thickenings.
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Following on from these points, it becomes clear that if we are

to appreciate change in communitization in today’s cultures of

inediatization, we need to direct our attention to the specifics of

the communicative mediation of communitization. This concerns

the communicative networks underlying these communitizations.

Quite how they should be characterized is a matter of individual

detail, and this has to be determined through empirical study of

each particular case, the investigative context being also taken

fully into account. Nonetheless, we still need to keep in view the

individual elements of the four deterritorialized communitizations

that are here distinguished heuristically.
I have referred above more than once to our own research on

the mediatization of communicative networking within diasporas

(Hepp et al. 2012). Hence I can summarize here, and provide

some further contextualization for what has been argued so far.

It is useful to talk of ethnic aspects of deterritorialized corn

munitization, so long as one does not understand ‘ethnic’ as an

essentializing concept. Stuart Hall (1992) rightly noted that ethnic

ity is a discursive construction, in which cultural properties such as

language, custom and tradition are projected on to a ‘community’.

Likewise for the diaspora, we encounter constructions of ethnic

ity for which territoriality is not constitutive. It can be argued

here that the gain in importance of this form of deterritorialized

communitization with migration is founded upon both physical

and communicative deterritorialization: the diaspora is spatially

dispersed, but has available to it the possibility of creating and

maintaining the most diverse communication networks among

spatially scattered groups. Naturally this means that migration is

not the same thing as the formation of a diaspora: the latter are

not temporary, but rather imagined communitizations constituted

by enduring translocal networks of relationship and communica

tion (Clifford 1994: 311).
Of course, diaspora communities are historically a very ‘ancient’

phenomenon, the Jewish diaspora being a prominent example (cf.

Cohen 2008). This case itself demonstrates how important media

are for the maintenance of such communities, in this case the

medium being religious texts. The progressive mediatization and
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globalization of media communication has gone beyond such reli
gious traditions and prompted diverse rearticulations of diaspora
communities (Bailey et al. 2007). Maintenance of the present
diversity of diaspora communities and their identities would today
be inconceivable without the possibility of permanently deploying,
beyond the territorial frontiers of national states, communication
networks based in particular upon satellite and Internet technol
ogy. Our finding here is supported by a number of other studies
of diaspora connectivity (for example, Naficy 1993; Dayan 1999;
Bromley 2000; Gillespie 2000; Silverstone and Georgiou 2005;
Georgiou 2006). Empirical studies have detailed the appropriation
of media by diaspora communities such as the Punjabi community
in Britain (Gillespie 1995), the Trinidadian diaspora in the English-
speaking world (Miller and Slater 2000) or the Turkish diaspora
in Europe (Aksoy and Robbins 2000; Robins and Aksoy 2006,
however avoiding the concept of communitization). Newer studies
make clear that such communication networks involve the most
diverse media, and that the arrival of the Internet and the mobile
phone has led to this communication becoming more strongly syn
chronized (see Madianou and Miller 2011; Hepp at a!. 2012).

Thematic aspects of deterritorialized communitization can be
seen in popular-cultural communirizations. Since these are for the
most part commercial in nature, membership is determined more
by choice than by tradition. This is true for various social scenes,
as well as for youth, fan and leisure cultures; and also for ‘brand
communities’ created by companies around particular brands.

The way in which these thematically organized popular-cultural
communitizations have been approached has varied. Zygmunt
Bauman (2001) has used the term ‘aesthetic communities’, as we
have already seen. The French sociologist Michel Maffesoli has
used the concept ‘neo-tribes’ organized according to the fulfil
ment of particular functions or aims, but which have a thematic
core of emotional communitization (Maffesoli 1996: 9f., 97;
Keller 2008). This brings us to the discussion of ‘post-traditional
communitization’ (Hitzler 2008a). This idea— not dissimilar to
that of Maffesoli — seeks to express the fact that in contexts of
progressive individualization different forms of commercialized
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recommunitization can be detected. There are various social
scenes relating to leisure and consumption centred upon an organ
izing elite (which might have an interest in profits), and which
offer the individual a temporary social involvement. The commu
nitization of this kind of collective is post-traditional in the sense
that affiliation is a matter not of tradition, but rather of individual
participation, a temporary emotional attachment. Attachment to
such a communitization in no respect involves a total commitment
of the person concerned, and the attached are not simply unques
tioningly accepted and socialized. The detailed studies by Hitzler
and his colleagues of social scenes as a form of post-traditional
coinmunitization make clear how different communication net
works overlap and interlock in the articulation of these scenes (see
Hitzler and Niederbacher 2010). Among the elements involved are
not only the communication networks of the organization’s elite
and local groups, but also the various forms of produced media
used in the social scene (magazines and websites, music, etc.)
through which much of the thematic content of the social scene is
communicated.

Besides ethnic and commercial aspects we can also identify
political aspects of deterritorialized communitization. It is obvious
that use of the term ‘political’ in this connection relates less to
political activity in state institutions than to what Ulrich Beck
(1996) has called ‘subpolitics’. Here we can locate a form of
deterritorialized communitization, in the shape of social move
ments. The usual definition of social movements identifies them
as networks of groups and organizations that seek to bring about,
prevent or reverse social change through protest (Rucht 1994:
22f.). Nowadays, these movements start with everyday identity
politics (Woodward 1997: 24). Political change — according to the
credo of new social movements (Klein 2000) — occurs especially
through changes of everyday human behaviour. This makes clear
the way that these groups are concerned with relevant imagined
communitizations for the articulation of identity, the translo
cal extension of these communitizations also being constituted
through media. Consequently not only are the communicative net
works of (alternative) media important for the constitution of new
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social movements (Atton 2002, 2004; Couldry and Curran 2003;
Bailey et al. 2008), but also these movements develop their actual
influence — their identity politics — through commercial media
representations.

The importance of media to social movements is demonstrated
by the political communitization of globalization critics (Hepp
and Vogelgesang 2005). Initially this relates back to politically
engaged local groups that have developed in different parts of the
world. The emergent network of groups of globalization critics
is not only aimed at the achievement of political objectives in
the usual sense of the term, such, as for example, restricting the
influence or profit-making prospects of deterritorialized (media)
companies. In addition, it is a question of both intervention-
orientated identity politics and the articulation of identity related
to local communitizations. Hitzler (2002) argues that the anti-
globalization movement can be treated as a moving social scene’
(see also Bemerburg and Niederbacher 2007) whose aim as a
social movement is clearly directed against the negative aspects of
globalization, but which has at the same time found a connection
with other commercialized forms of communitization. This means
that the anti-globalization movement constitutes itself through
communicatively networked local groups and organizes its events
or demonstrations both for the sake of politics and for simply
having fun, which events are then in turn intended to be diffused
in produced form through the usual mass media or the Internet
(cf. Barker 2002: 182f.; Jong et al. 2005: 1). It is the associated
event-based representation of the anti-globalization movement in
different media that moves it forward as a deterritorialized imag
ined community, just as representation in the media is central to its
politics. Manuel Castells ascribes a great deal of transformational
potential to such deterritorialized political communitizations,
insofar as they can produce ‘project identities’. These project
identities offer a new power of identity by initiating social change
through ‘aiming at the transformation of society as a whole, in
continuity with the values of communal resistance to dominant
interests enacted by global flows of capital, power, and informa
tion’ (Castells 1997: 357).
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The fourth aspect of deterritorialized communitizarion is that
of religion. It is not easy to identify clearly the boundaries of the
concept of religious communitization. Present-day discussion
understands religion to be a system of meaning or signification
(including related teaching, confession and institution) that has a
transcendental claim to symbolic interpretation going beyond the
everyday. Religion lends everyday life a ‘deeper’ meaning which is
manifested in daily religious practice, and is indicative of a related
communitization. On this basis we can understand ‘religion’ in its
various shades as a general orientation to a corresponding tran
scendent system of meaning.

Although there is nothing new in drawing attention to the
deterritorialized nature of religion as a whole, we can say that the
development of mediatization and globalization has also brought
about a change in religious communitization. Historically, a great
deal of effort went into maintaining communication among scat
tered groups through, for instance, the use of peripatetic preachers
(Winter 1996). Globalization and mediatization, by contrast, facili
tate a more intensive development of communication networks
among religious communities. This is very plain in the case of tra
ditional organizations such as the Roman Catholic Church, which,
by introducing a World Youth Day in 1986, created an event
which conveyed to young believers the sense of a deterritorialized
communitization of Catholics, but which also created something
to be more widely reported both within the Church and in the
wider media, networking religious communities on a lasting basis.
World Youth Day is in this respect a ‘hybrid religious media event’,
combining the traditional pattern of religious festivities with that
of a popular media event (for the following see Hepp and Krönert
2010). Mediatization is evident here at several levels: in organizing
World Youth Day, the Catholic Church aims at raising its media
profile, and thus organizes the large sacred events in the form of
a ‘TV church service’ exemplifying ‘media belief’ so as to suit the
produced Communication of the mass media. Street celebrations
not directly organized by the Church are also reported on, together
with all other popular events. To integrate all this, the Pope plays
the role of ‘media celebrity’ (for Protestantism see also Lundby
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2006). Participation in World Youth Day through mobile phones,
digital cameras, video screens and other communicative possibili
ties ensures that the event is comprehensively mediatized. All of this
is ultimately aimed at creating a ‘religious brand’ for the Catholic
Church as a deterritorialized, mediatized religious community.

In regard to media cultures, there are two relevant spheres con
cerning religious communitization: the popular-religious spiritual
sphere and fundamentalist movements. The concept of spiritual
ity involves a form of religiosity in which personal experience
plays a central part in religious orientation. These movements
initially distanced themselves from traditional forms of organ
ized religion and their dogmatic teaching (see Knoblauch 2009).
Within religious communities, spiritual movements are nothing
new, but they have in the past few years developed very rapidly.
This applies both to spiritual movements within Christianity
(for example, Charismatics and Pentecostalists) and to the Sufi
movement within Islam. In addition there are (transcultural)
spiritual movements which until the late 1990s were generally
characterized as New Age movements, but which are, rather,
an alternative form of religion that originated in the late 1960s
(Knoblauch 1989). As Knoblauch established, a general orienta
tion to spiritual experience gave rise to movements which could
be most accurately described as transcultural hybrids. They not
only revived elements of archaic ‘Western religions’ (for instance,
Celtic or Germanic rituals); they also integrated and modernized
‘Eastern elements’ such as techniques of meditation and combined
them with occultism, magic and esotericism, and even spiritual
elements of Catholicism. Spiritual movements composed of the
‘new religious’, or believers in ‘Eastern mysticism’, had no spe
cific teachers or traditional church-based organization. Instead,
they were networks of persons and local groups with a specific
spiritual orientation, able to keep in touch with each other thanks

to various forms of media communication through the Internet

(related websites, for instance), through traditional mass media

(esoteric publications, for example) or through related events. As

such they mark a general trend in the change of religion within the

context of mediatization (Hoover 2006).
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Religious events are themselves to be understood as mediatized
phenomena, exemplified by the social events organized around
Marian apparitions. Even if the drarnaturgy of these events is
organized more around a (traditional) liturgy than a show, it
remains a mediatized liturgy in which the religious apparition
is focused on audio and video recording to document the event
(Knoblauch 2009: 224—5). Through this a mediatized event takes
place which, like World Youth Day, is hybrid in nature. As defined
by Knoblauch, a ‘popular religion’ is marked out by the way that
‘a religion adapts itself to the new form of popular culture’ (2009:
198).

Although the spiritual movements outlined have seldom been
officially recognized, despite their rapid growth, it is funda
mentalist movements of this form of deterritorialized religious
communitizations that have become objects of public criticism.
One variant is Islamic fundamentalism, which in its present
form is also a reaction to globalization. Media reporting freely
treats such fundamentalist movements as prototypically religious,
although academic studies have repeatedly emphasized that this
is only one form of a deterritorialized religious communitiza
tion. In regard to fundamentalist movements we can here refer
once more to Castells’ argument that they are, at least in part, a
reaction to problems of globalization. Included here are religious
fundamentalist movements that have formed entirely in ‘the West’.
Following Castells, we can define a deterritorialized religious
communitization as fundamentalist if those affiliated to it treat a
norm derived from a divine decree as an ultimate authority, and
formative for any action (cf. Castells 1997: 12). Fundamentalism
understood in this way stands in contrast to spiritual movements
by virtue of the centrality of ‘dogma’ and (re)organized religious
teaching — even if they share revivalist tendencies.

Placing differences on one side, both popular religious spiritual
arid fundamentalist movements have in common a mediatized
form of religious belonging which is informed no longer by tradi
tion, but rather by a positioning of the mediatized construction of
tradition (cf. Schipper 2005). The members of today’s religious
communities are on a common footing with members of any other
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contemporary media culture in articulating their religious sense of
belonging within the framework of a mediatized ‘common culture’
(Hoover 2006: 289).

The Media tized Subjective Horizons of
Communitization

I hope to have shown that the specific nature of communitization in
today’s media cultures does not lie in its increasing ‘virtualization’.
It is more appropriate to think in terms of an increasing media
tization of communitization. In addition to being a ‘translocal
phenomenon’, increasing mediatization and globalization render
communitization ‘imagined’, relying on communication networks
and communicative figurations beyond exclusively territorial refer
ences. The increasing translocal reach of communication processes
has raised the profile of deterritorialized communitizations, for
which territoriality is not a constitutive category.

The distinction made above between ethnic, thematic, religious
and political aspects of such deterritorialized communitizations
is a heuristic one, and there are many compounds of these differ
ent elements. This is most plain in the popular-cultural elements
of spiritual religious communitizations. Another example is the
open-source movement, which is characterized by thematic as well
as political aspects of communitization (Tepe and Hepp 2007): the
thematic orientation to software development is linked to the (sub)
political aspiration that code should be freely available.

These hybrid forms lend emphasis to the increasing complexity
of mediatized communitization. Not only does this complexity
involve the existence of many hybrid forms, but from a subjective

perspective the different aspects of communitization are overlaid
upon one another: membership of one social movement does not
necessarily exclude membership of a popular-cultural communi
tization. The same is true for membership of a diaspora or of a
religious communitization. Likewise membership of both territo
rial and deterritorialized communitizations is from a subjective
standpoint quite probably more normal than not: one sees oneself
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both as British and as part of the globalized movement opposed
to atomic power, for example. We need to view mediatized corn
munirizanons not only from the perspective of communitization
itself, but also from the subjective viewpoint of the individual.

To determine what the subjective perspective of communitiza
tion might look like, we can once again make use of Alfred SchLitz
and Thomas Luckmann’s social phenomenology. They present the
everyday world as something that is experienced unquestioningly.
Action in the everyday world is treated initially as unproblem
atic. However, this lack of questioning is hedged around with
uncertainties:

One experiences that which is taken for granted as a kernel of determi
nate and straightforward content to which is cogiven a horizon which
is indeterminate and consequently not given with the same straightfor
wardness. This horizon, however, is experienced at the same time as
fundamentally determinable, as capable of explication. . . . [Wjhat is
taken for granted has its explicatory horizons — horizons therefore of
determinable indeterminacy. (Schütz and Luckmann 1973: 9)

We can relate these ideas to questions of translocal communitiza
tion: what is taken for granted and experienced as such involves
not only communitization in a group based upon direct com

munication, but also elements of translocal communitizations
founded upon reciprocal media communication — telephoning or
exchanging mail with friends at other sites, for example. Extensive

translocal horizons of meaning of communitization are ‘determi
nable indeterminacies’ insofar as they are based not on a direct

or reciprocal experience of communication, but on ideas’ or
‘imaginations’ which can form throuh the use of produced media

communication.
If we consider this from a subjective perspective we can say that

for each individual person there is a complex whole of meaning
horizons for communitization in which that person is situated,
with, of course, situational variation. This whole can be termed
the subjective horizon of communitization. For the individual
person this is initially a ‘determinable indeterminacy’, in that
it forms an unproblematic frame of reference of communitiza

tion in the everyday world, individual elements of the horizon
of communitization — especially the horizon of meaning for
translocal communitizations based upon media-mediated com
munication processes — can, however, become problematic as a
result of different experiences. Here direct local and mediated
translocal experience are related. To take an example: conflicts
among local religious groups can place in question the translocal
communitization of this religion if a particular local act is thought
to be incompatible with what is regarded as specific to affective
relationships in the communitization as a whole. We have seen
how this happens in our study of World Youth Day as a media
event: an engaged young Catholic turned his back on the Catholic
community after the local priest barred him and his group from
the parish rectory because their music was ‘too loud’. The bonds
established by the experience of a media event and the communi
tization thereby communicated are limited if not grounded in that
local action and experience.

It can be said of today’s cultures of mediatization that the sub
jective horizon of communitization is carried by diverse (media)
communication networks. It is in this respect comprehensively
mediatized. To begin with, this affects all elements of translocal
communitization. As has been argued above, their horizons of
meaning are established and maintained through media com
munication in all its forms — one could go as far as to say that a
broadly translocally directed subjective horizon of communitiza
tion is only conceivable in a media culture. If the relationship
between a couple is once more taken as an instance of local
communitization, this becomes more plain. It can be shown that
the relationship of a young couple, and their experience of corn
munitization, is saturated by their common appropriation of
media (cf. I.inke 2011). Within the couple’s relationship not only
is a repertoire of media communication specific to the relationship
under constant negotiation — that is, a repertoire of media used in
common; the relationship of the couple is also organized on a daily
basis through the continuing use of media, Of importance here
are mobile phones and Internet-based media such as chatrooms.
This is not simply a matter of co-ordinating their actions, but
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includes the organization of social events involving media, such as
watching TV together or playing a computer game, both of which
in turn have as their aim the communitization of the couple’s
relationship. Here we can talk of the mediatization of the couple
relationship. This exemplifies the way in which local moments of
subjective horizons of communitization in today’s media cultures
likewise need to be understood as mediatized.

Examples such as these bring us to questions of communica
tive mobility, which, it is thought, are increasingly characteristic
of today’s experience of the local. This expression is directed to
an understanding of the relationship between media and increas
ing local mobility in today’s media cultures. This relationship
can take two forms. Firstly, the ‘end-user’ equipment of media
communication itself has become increasingly mobile. Examples
would be mobile phones, laptops, BlackBerrys, MP3 players,
mobile digital TVs and DVD players, mobile game consoles and
different forms of ‘wearable computing’. Secondly, communica
tive mobility also means that stationary media are increasingly
directed to people on the move. Raymond Williams’ remarks on
the ‘mobile privacization’ of modern European societies (2003: 19)
show that these features of communicative mobility were already
apparent with the TV as a produced medium of communication.
The television created a more or less stable, central space of com
munication for people who shifted between different places — the
home, the workplace. Other examples of the focus upon mobility
of stationary media would be the CCTV cameras that watch over
people in movement, or the use made of Internet cafés while trav
elling in maintaining relations of communication.

This definition of communicative mobility has to be seen in
relation to another form of mobility: local mobility. This has a
dual sense. On the one hand there is situational local mobility (the
movements of one person during a day, or a week, or a month,
while commuting to work, for example). Local mobility in this
sense does not mean ‘jetting across the world’, or, at any rate,
mostly not; it is, rather, a movement between defined places. This
was the form of mobility that Williams had in mind when propos
ing the idea of mobile privatization. On the other hand we have

something like a biographical local mobility (as part of the lifetime
of a person, in the form of migration, for example).

We consequently have to relate mediatized subjective horizons
of communitization to questions of communicative mobility.
Situational local mobility characterizes the everyday world of
many people in today’s cultures of mediatization (for an overview
see Urry 2007). This can be a regular Commute between home and
work, but it can also assume more complex forms, such as finding
oneself in different places of work while on foreign service. In all
situations like this the appropriation of different media serves to
maintain reciprocal media communication in a relational network,
where even with peripatetic local mobility enduring relationships
and elements of communitization that have importance are sup
ported by media communication (Berg 2010). This is even more
clear in the case of biographical local mobility, the most obvious
example of which is migration and the associated communities of
the diaspora. Their specifically translocal communitization can
hardly be understood if one neglects questions of local mobility.

The subjective horizon of communitization is closely related
to the cultural identity of a person. Identity is not something
static, but is an ongoing process of identification (Hall 1992).
This formulation has two aspects. Firstly, from the perspective of
symbolic interactionism, identity arises in the interaction between
an ‘I’ and ‘society’. Secondly, Stuart Hall’s articulation theory
rejects the idea that there is a lasting ‘ego’ or ‘subject’ as the
essential centre of a person. Each subject, at different times and
in different contexts, adopts different identities. These identities
cannot be unified into a context-free ‘ego’ which is the ‘core of an
identity’.

Rather than talk of identity as something fixed and complete.
it makes more sense to think of identity as an ongoing process of
articulation which presupposes a communicative, contextually
situated demarcation with respect to a menu of possible identities.
For cultural identity in today’s cultures of mediatization, its con
nections to ‘society’ depend to a great extent upon the subjective
horizon of communitization. The horizon of communitization of
an individual person is to a very great degree manifested in that
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person’s cultural identity. Or to put it another way: the identifica
tions which make up the totality of a person’s cultural identity in
present cultures of mediatization are to a great extent identifica
tions with particular local and translocal communitizations.

Insofar as this horizon of communitization is itself mediatized,
we can here talk of media identities as a further characteristic of
cultures of mediatization. This does not, however, mean that all of
our present identity is mediated through media. Many of the expe
riences upon which the articulation of identity rests come from
direct communication. Nonetheless, it can be argued that the form
of identity characteristic of media cultures cannot be conceived
without media communication. To take a fictional example: the
cultural identity of a particular person in that person’s simul
taneous membership of and identification with a nation, the
anti-globalization movement, Buddhism and the HipHop commu
nity expresses, indicates, that the horizon of meaning of all these
communitizations is not only mediated by the media, but also
mediatized. This is what is meant if we talk of media identities.

6

Studying Cultures ofMediatization

The previous chapters of this book dealt with the characteristics
of media cultures as cultures of mediatization: as a consequence of
their mediatization they are characterized by the moulding forces
of the media, and their everyday life is transformed into the life in
mediatized worlds. These worlds can in turn be characterized by
quite particular communicative figurations, where the subjective
horizon of communitization is for the most part conveyed medially.
These are statements about media culture that need making, and
they should encourage us to approach these aspects of media culture
in a more differentiated empirical manner. The preceding chapters
outline a conceptual framework with which we can approach media
cultures, but a framework that has to be developed through empirical
research. From that it follows that this book about cultures of media
tization rightly ends with the question: what do we need to look for,
watch out for, in pursuing the investigation of media culture?

There is not enough space here to provide a comprehensive
introduction to the empirical study of media culture. That would
have to be another book, a book which, despite the number of
existing introductions to the empirics of media and communica
tion, remains unwritten. Something different can be done here: we
can outline a methodological framework for empirical research
into cultures of mediatization, and this is what the following
seeks to do. As an outline, it will be organized in four phases: the
development of theory; decentring; pattern analysis; and, finally,
transcultural comparison.
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Developing Theories

It has been repeatedly emphasized in the foregoing that mediacultures are currently undergoing far-reaching changes. We cannotbe sure that our established theoretical framework is adequate toan understanding of these changes and their consequences. Norcan we say with any certainty, faced with such continuing change,whether the categories and concepts that we already possess willbe of lasting validity. For these reasons it is important to do a kindof research that is orientated to the (further) development of theories as well as to the seeking of new frameworks.
Here we can refer again to Sonia Livingstone’s (2009) reflection on the increasing ‘mediation of everything’. Her discussionof conceptions such as mediation and mediatization takes dueaccount of the experience of deep-seated changes in the role thatmedia communication plays in today’s world. It is no longer amatter of treating media as independent institutions that have animpact upon other institutions. Instead, we need to take accountof the fact that we live in worlds that are saturated with mediacommunication — in cultures of mediatization, as has been arguedthroughout this book. Acknowledging this represents a challengefor the study of media and communication as hitherto practised asthis practice has very much focused upon the analysis of institutions of mass communication.

To take the argument of Livingstone further: discussion ofmediatization is really all about the development and revising ofprospective concepts, categories and terms. These need in turn tobe adequate for an understanding of the contemporary importanceof media communication. Assuming that imperatives such as theseare not merely rhetorical, but have a substantive foundation, wecan ask: what does it mean to develop new theories?
One source which can help us respond to this is ‘groundedtheory’. This originated when a similar problem faced thediscipline of sociology during the later 1960s. The American sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss argued for materiallygrounded theoretical development in terms that will be familiarto those working in media and communication studies today.

They suggested that sociology was increasingly preoccupied with
the use of existing theories, testing the principal theories of clas
sical sociological thinkers ‘in small ways’ against new fields of
objects, with the aim of modifying and reformulating these theo
ries (Glaser and Strauss 1967: 10). However, such an approach
precluded the development of new and original theories. It was
assumed that eventually sociology would become a treasure
trove of ‘grand theories’ which could then be applied to differ
ent fields, the theories themselves being open to only very limited
development.

Glaser and Strauss argued, however, that ‘the masters have not
provided enough theories to cover all the areas of social life that
sociologists have only begun to explore’ (1967: 11). On top of
this, many of the theories advanced by the classical thinkers were
inadequate, since they lacked the methods needed to theoretically
evaluate relevant data. Most importantly, however, it can be said
that human relations faced an ongoing process of change, and that
we confront today socio-cultural phenomena that classical theo
ries could not have anticipated. Consequently, Glaser and Strauss
called for a transition in the practice of sociological work: from
research aimed at testing theories, to research aimed at the genera
tion of new theories.

Their proposal was for the development of ‘grounded theory’,
arguing that new theories could be developed directly from empiri
cal work on particular spheres of phenomena. Theories could
emerge from the comparative analysis of qualitative material
— transcripts of interviews, observations, records of meetings, pho
tographs, etc. — from which, step by step, first of all substantive
conceptions could be roughed out, followed by the elaboration of
more abstract categories. The latter would be the foundation for
grounded theory. Such theory had a material basis because the
form of its development was grounded’ in a particular field of
study.

Glaser and Strauss here distinguished two forms of theory that
could be derived from such comparative analysis: substantive and
formal theories:
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By substantive theory, we mean that developed for a substantive, or
empirical, area of sociological inquiry, such as patient care, race rela
tions, professional education, delinquency, or research organizations.
By formal theory, we mean that developed for a conceptual, or formal,
area of sociological inquiry, such as stigma, deviant behavior, formal
organization, socialization, status congruency, authority and power,
reward systems, or social mobility. (1967: 32)

Both kinds of theory are related, since formal theory was derived
from the comparative analysis of key categories identified from
among a range of substantive theories. Hence various substantive
theories regarding the constitution of a social scene, such as Black
Metal, HipHop, live action role play, and so forth, made possible
a formal theory of the creation of social scenes in general. This
is exactly what the empirical studies of Ronald Hitzler and Arne
Niederbacher (2010), which I have discussed above, have sought
to do. Formal theories therefore integrate in turn very diverse
substantive theories by examining the comparative formation of
categories.

Glaser did, however, later (2007) note that grounded theory
had devoted too much effort to the development of substantive
theories. They had as it were rather lost sight of formal theory,
which is important for successfully understanding a changing
social reality through a general conceptual apparatus. Glaser has
also since insisted that formal theories are not ‘so-called “grand
theory”, general theory’ (2007: 100). They remain ‘grounded’ by
virtue of the linkages between substantive theories. The level of a
formal theory’s abstraction is related to the focus: this can involve
a formal theory of particular social relationships, of particular
institutions, or other contexts. In this book we therefore encounter
many of the ideas already raised above concerning questions of
scale — in this case, the scalability of formal theory.

This therefore involves, with substantive as well as formal
theory, the type of substantively based theory identified in Chapter
3 (Type 2 in Table 3.1). And it can generally be said that the path
proposed by Glaser and Strauss is only one of several possible
paths for the development of new theories. Other procedures do

exist for the development of theory in the fields of ethnography or

heuristic social research (for the latter see Krotz 2005). There are

also further research traditions orientated to substantively founded
theoretical development, such as cultural studies; and these likewise
involve theorization based on individual studies, and not on the
evaluation of a ‘grand theory’ (Morley 1998). We have available
to us a number of approaches to the development of theory, some
of which include standardized or statistical data. Despite their dif
ferences, all these approaches meet on the one point: they seek to
develop theories from empirical analysis which will permit us to
grasp socio-cultural phenomena in an appropriate manner. This
appropriateness can — and this is the main argument — be secured
by the fact that the development of theory remains grounded in
substantive material, whatever moves it seeks to make.

These remarks explain the following consideration: we can
argue that the previous general metatheoretical consideration of
the mediatization of culture (a Type 3 theory in Table 3.1) gives us
a ‘panorama’ of media and communicative change which should
be the starting point for an empirical investigation orientated to
theory development. The existing metatheory of mediatization is

not (yet) an ‘answer’, but instead a point of departure to pose the
questions relevant to media culture: how are social relationships
formed in today’s cultures of mediatization? What is the nature
of play in present mediatized worlds? How is politics articulated
within contemporary media cultures? These and many other ques
tions which, in Glaser and Strauss’s conceptualization, aimed at

the construction of formal theories need to be broken down so

that they can be used to study particular grounded spheres of phe
nomena (particular couples, specific forms of mediatized games, a
demarcated type of mediatized politics, and so on). It should not,
however, be forgotten that such research is aimed at the develop
ment of formal theories. This reciprocity then provides a basis for
the conduct of further empirical research into today’s cultures of
mediatization.

Therefore, setting the framework for a metatheory of mediatiza
tion and its reflection in a concept of media culture, as proposed
in this book, does not render research orientated to theoretical
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development obsolete. It should quite certainly not involve theelaboration of a Grand Theory which then simply has to be‘applied’ to the various contexts of the empirical world. Rather,these metatheoretical reflections are intended to provide access toour contemporary life, an access which makes it possible for usto pose particular research problems. By postulating a comprehensive mediatizatjon of culture on the basis of the existing stateof knowledge we can pose specific questions to individual spheresof phenomena of media culture. The aim is to facilitate a diverse,theoretically orientated approach to research which is much lessreliant on a ‘meta’ level, and which ideally involves a number offormal theories.

Decentring

Throughout this book there has been an emphasis on the increas
ing mediatizatjon of culture, but David Morley (2007, 2009) has
recently cautioned that we should not unrefiectingly exaggerate
the centrality of media. Instead, he has put forward the notion
of ‘non-mediacentric media studies’, describing this approach asfollows:

Clearly enough, in the present context, we have to move beyond media
studies’ historically rather exclusive focus on television so as to alsoaddress the contemporary significance of a broader range of communication technologies. However, I shall also argue that we needto ‘decentre’ the media, in our analytical framework, so as to betterunderstand the ways in which media processes and everyday life areinterwoven with each other. The problems we face will not be solvedby contemporary proposals to ‘modernize’ media studies by reconceptualizing it as ‘web studies’ or the like, for this would simply be toput the internet at the centre of the equation, where television used tostand. Such a move would merely replicate a very old technologicallydeterminist problematic in a new guise. The key issue here, to put itparadoxically, is how we can generate a non-mediacentric form ofmedia studies, how to understand the variety of ways in which newand old media accommodate to each other and coexist in symbiotic

forms and also how to better grasp how we live with them as parts of
our personal or household ‘media ensemble’. (Morley 2007: 200)

Here Morley deals with arguments that have been discussed in
this book, relating them to the study of media and communica
tions. The changes in media communication with which we are
presently confronted have great significance for the academic
discipline that has sought to understand its phenomena. It can no
longer be a discipline that focuses only on the produced media of
newspaper, TV, radio and film; it needs to deal with the diversity
of contemporary media-mediated forms of communication. The
idea that it can concentrate upon selected individual media has
become increasingly problematic: for example, the Internet is
not one single thing but involves very different forms of media-
mediated communication using one technical infrastructure, and
its omnipresent accessibility has an impact on ever more areas of
our everyday life. Media and communication studies must direct
its attention more to what Morley calls ‘media ensembles’, what
in the foregoing is described as a totality of mediatized worlds
organized through communication networks and communicative
figurations. In other words: this involves a transmedial approach
to questions of (media) communication. At the same time, a trans
medial perspective of this kind should not be ‘mediacentric’, but
must instead ‘decentre the media’ and contextualize it.

This idea of decentring brings us back to our discussion of Nick
Couldry’s conception of ‘mediated centres’. This idea of a media-
mediated centre helps us understand the centrifugal forces of media
today. In many respects the idea of a ‘mediated centre’ represents
the myth that the media — by which is meant the produced media
communication of the mass media — offer privileged access to the
heart of a media culture: ‘the media’ communicate what is thought
‘most important’ in such a culture (see Couldry 2006). While we
might think this a myth, it is one that can be taken seriously and
analysed in terms of ‘media rituals’, those varied rituals in which
the people living in a media culture confirm the centrality of media
and so construct a ‘mediated centre’. Particular media events can
be considered here: royal weddings, world championships, even
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the Catholic World Youth Day, which has already been discussed
(Hepp and Couldry 2010). But the events can equally be the small
rituals of everyday life: the hourly scanning of online newspapers
during the day, switching the TV on for the evening news, or
reading the daily paper in the morning, through all of which the
centrality of media in present media cultures is habitualized and
ritualized. If one adopts this perspective, then decentring means
above all: analysing the process through which media, along a
diversity of strands, are constructed as ‘central’ within today’s
cultures of mediatization.

One problem in respect of questions of mediatization could pos
sibly be that the conception of a ‘mediated centre’ remains linked
to an older approach to the study of media and communication
which is concerned with the classical mass media orientated to one
specific broadcaster or publisher, rather than the media environ
ment within which they function and which they shape. In media
cultures, saturated as they are with technical media orientated to
reciprocity in communication, the classical mass media lose their
pre-eminence — so runs the argument. Correspondingly, the con
struction of a ‘mediated’ centre is weakened.

Uwe Hasebrink has therefore suggested that we shift our atten
tion towards the use of various media by any one individual. It
is less a matter of studying the appropriation of an individual
medium, but instead one of the ‘media repertoire’ of a person or
a group of persons as a totality of media (Hasebrink and Popp
2006; Hasebrink and Domeyer 2010). So according to this line
of argument, if we want to find out about ‘atomic energy’, we not
only talk to several people, but also use a variety of media — news
papers, TV, the web, and so on.

Couldry has taken up this issue. While he shares Hasebrink’s
perspective, he places the emphasis rather differently. As he states:
‘Instead of interpersonal media becoming divorced from centrally
produced media flows and offering an alternative social “centre”
to that offered by the media, it is more likely that “social” media
and centrally produced media become ever more closely linked’
(Couldry 2009: 444—5). The so-called social media of Web 2.0
are increasingly combined with classical mass media and their

digital complements. For instance, Wikipedia first became known
through articles in (online) newspapers and periodicals; Facebook
is used to advertise classical produced media contents; online dis
cussions are referred to in TV broadcasts, and so forth. It can be
argued therefore that Internet-based media do not necessarily dis
place the articulation of a ‘mediated centre’. As Couldry suggests,
‘Instead of collapsing, “the media” will become a site of struggle
for competing forces: market-based fragmentation vs. continued
pressures of centralization that draw on new media-related myths
and rituals’ (2009: 447, my emphasis).

Nonetheless, it remains important to extend the idea of media
centrism with regard to questions of mediatization. To some
extent in today’s cultures of mediatization we have an ‘everyday
media-centrism’. Here access to and the use of digital media are
considered ‘central’. One example would be what could be called
‘mobile telephone centrism’, relating to the moulding forces of the
mobile phone. In present media cultures it is not only expected that
one has a mobile phone; because of this one can be reached at any
time or place, at least for a particular group of people. If someone
goes against this, it is necessary to argue for such a position quite
explicitly, since it is no longer ‘the norm’: owning and using a
mobile phone count as ‘central’ for present personal communica
tion. Here we can see how the ‘small forms’ of media-centrism
work, in which discourses of produced media communication
(advertising, for example) and discourses of reciprocal media com
munication (the discursive practice of a mobile phone) interlink.

Decentring therefore has two senses. Firstly it involves an
analysis of processes through which, in today’s cultures of media
tization, the ownership and use of particular media come to be
regarded as communicatively central — in other words, important.
Secondly it involves analysis of the processes through which the
diverse forms of media communication are construed as the form
of access to the primary resources of media culture. The two can
be connected, but not necessarily.

Study of this must, however, contextualize ‘the media’, or, more

exactly, media communication. As already shown in the discus

sion of mediatization, there is little point in dealing with ‘the
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media’ as if they had their own individual and inherent ‘logic’.
There are no such unitary phenomena in the domain of mediatiza
non. Instead, we have to deal with different forms of technically
mediated communication which are always placed in a specific
context. Although there has been very stimulating discussion
of the implications of this point among those working in media
and communication studies (for example, Lull 1987; Morley and
Silverstone 1991; Schröder 1994; Ang 1996), we need here to
focus on something else: if we place ‘media’ in the context of a
non-mediacentric conception of media and communication, then
in some cases it can turn out that ‘media’ have less importance
for particular aspects of today’s everyday worlds than had been
thought.

Analysing Patterns

Throughout this book emphasis has been placed on the impor
tance of a focus upon cultural patterns in the conduct of empirical
media research. We need now to clarify quite what we mean by
‘pattern’. In so doing it is helpful to recall the idea that media
culture is a thickening of classificatory systems and discursive
formations, to which the articulation of meaning in everyday life
is practically connected. If this is related to the contemporary dis
cussion of a praxiological approach to cultural research (Reckwitz
2005: 96), it integrates all three established discourses in the
tradition of social constructivism: mentalist (emphasizing the
importance of classificatory systems), textual (emphasizing the rel
evance of discursive formations) and praxiological (emphasizing
the importance of routine daily practices). The idea here is to keep
in view the centrality of everyday practices in the articulation of
culture, while at the same time allowing for the fact that cultures
cannot be reduced to such daily practices. Culture is just as present
in discursive formations and systems of classification, and we take
this into account in our behaviour. In the majority of cases we do
so quite unconsciously, without having any ‘discursive conscious
ness’ in the sense of Anthony Giddens (1984): we are not capable

of describing in our own words the pattern of discourses within
which we operate.

But we need to take account of the fact that such a differentia
tion is heuristic: for example, Actor-Network Theory shows that
‘thinking’ is based on (material) knowledge practices (Latour
2007). Discourse analysis has shown that discourses are produced
through practices, and create a particular form of knowledge
(Foucault 1994). Practices are also themselves conducted on the
basis of sedimentized mental relevance structures, as social phe
nomenology has shown (Schütz 1967). Therefore, it is generally a
question of defining cultural patterns and can be done in relation
to very many features of media culture.

It can be argued that empirical media research into cultural
patterns should be conducted in different ways, according to the
given object of study and questions raised, while at the same time
reflecting reciprocities. The use of the expression ‘pattern’ is rather
misleading if this is thought to be something ‘static’. We need
to bear in mind that we are dealing with patterns in a process.
Generally the term ‘pattern’ is intended to provide for the fact
that in studying media culture we are not addressing ourselves to
singular phenomena, but are seeking instead the typical forms in a
particular cultural context on the basis of the analysis of different
singular phenomena.

Hence cultures of mediatization are treated as thickenings of
particular cultural patterns. And here another aspect of thicken
ing is important. Many of the cultural patterns that are described
are not exclusive to the analysed media culture. This is where the
general hybridization of media culture manifests itself. The specific
qualities of media culture as a territorial or deterritorial thickening
are evident in the total articulation of particular reciprocities of
various cultural patterns. The term ‘thickening’ here lends empha
sis to the specificity of a media culture in the entirety of its pattern,
as well as the openness of a media culture, in that some, or many,
of its cultural patterns are shared with other cultures.

This seems to stand in contradiction to some of the foregoing,
where patterns of communicative action have formed the central
point of the argument. Not only in the general definition of
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communication, but also in considering the role of communication
networks of the communicative articulation of communitizations,
it has always been a matter of processes of action, or practices. The
contradiction is resolved by reference to the framing perspective
of media and communication studies: if one treats the discipline
of media and communication studies as defined by the way it
approaches socio-cultural phenomena in terms of mediation by
communication media, then it is the practice of mediation itself
that moves into the centre of empirical study. It is also thereby an
analysis of people’s communicative action which forms the core of
the study of media and communications.

Here we need to link the definition of patterns to the categories
of communication networks, or of communicative figurations.
Methodologically, it is possible to treat both as concepts which
deal with the patterned structure of communicative action: if we
describe communicative networks, then ultimately we reconstruct
structures of communicative connectivity that are more or less per
manently generated by communicative action. The patterning of
communicative action is described in terms of its communicative
relationships. What pattern of communicative relation character
izes the life of a person from the standpoint of that person? How
can we grasp the communicative relationships of a particular
group of people? Questions such as these form the point of depar
ture in the study of media cultures. Likewise this focus upon the
patterns in communicative networks must always be placed in
the context in which such communicative networking occurs. In
this way one is confronted with substantive questions of commu
nication (what is the pattern of discourse?) as well as questions
of human perception and reality construction (what patterns of
thought can be identified?). On this basis it becomes possible to
understand patterns as communicative figurations.

Transcultural Comparisons

Following on from these points, we finally need to consider how
the comparative study of media cultures should be conducted.

Many elements that we intuit to be specific to a media culture can

only be made more precise through comparison with other media

cultures. It should be evident from the arguments advanced in this
book that a rather more complex analytical framework is required
than that typical of much of the comparative media research so
far done. Many such investigations display a kind of ‘territo
rial essentialism’, even when a definite effort is made to develop
a systematic international framework (Curran and Park 2000;
Thussu 2010). In these studies the state or national culture forms
the prime point of reference, and we can generally refer to them as
the international or intercultural approach to comparative media
studies (Hepp and Couldry 2010).

What is problematic in such studies is not that particular aspects
of media communication are linked to the state and so confined to
a territorial framework. The state does remain an important focus
for work dealing with political communication, where the focus
falls naturally upon a national and therefore territorial decision-
making process. Nonetheless, in the comparative study of media
there remains a tendency to ‘essentialize’ this relationship between
the state, (political) media systems, the media market and media
culture in a binary comparative model. Then the comparative
approach to media cultures becomes essentially the comparative
definition of the nature of ‘German’, ‘French’ or ‘English’ media
culture, for example.

A ‘territorial essentialism’ is problematic from the viewpoint
presented in this book since, as we have argued, media cultures
do not present themselves neatly divided among national ‘boxes’.
If we are studying cultures of mediatization in general, then we
are confronted with much more complex entities. Certainly media
cultures do have something to do with territorialization, under
stood as a particular process in the articulation or construction of
meaning. But they also involve deterritorialization, since contem
porary cultural forms are no longer constitutively related to any
one particular territory. Thinking ‘in containers’ here becomes
problematic.

Where then should one begin with a comparative analysis?
The answer is to employ a new comparative semantics, what we
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can call a ‘transcultural perspective’. This should not be taken as
suggesting that we direct ourselves exclusively to cultural forms
that exist ‘beyond’ or ‘across’ cultures. Wolfgang Welsch (1999)
has used the term ‘transcultural’ to identify the way in whichimportant present-day cultural phenomena cannot be brokendown to questions of traditional culture localized in particular
countries, instead, many contemporary cultural forms are characterized by the way that they are articulated across variousterritories, and exist alongside territorialized cultural forms. Onecould call to mind here certain management cultures, as well aspopular cultures or the other forms of deterritorial cultural thickenings discussed above.

Given the question ‘how should one compare?’, a transculturalapproach breaks down the binary choice between internationaland intercultural, without excluding state and nation as possiblepoints of comparative reference. A transcultural approach doesnot suppose media cultures to be necessarily and exclusively tiedto territorial states. Instead, it focuses attention upon cultures ofmediatization as specific thickenings in increasingly global connectivities. A comparative semantics of this kind seeks to highlightthe specific nature of these thickenings, as well as the relationshipsexisting among them.
It is therefore a question of how comparisons are made in thecontext of any particular study. Transcultural comparison doesnot begin with the binarism of a national comparison, in whicheach cultural pattern is understood to be an expression of anational media culture, but rather opens up a diverse process ofcomparison. As Glaser and Strauss (1967) explained, the elaboration of a ‘substantive’ theory is generally comparative: differentcases’ — interviews, media products, diaries, observational notes,and so forth — are all compared with each other. The aim is todevelop the principal categories of a new theory in an ongoingprocess via the examination of various cases.

This is exactly the same process realized in transcultural comparative research. Without the data first being aggregated on anational-territorial basis, the cases from various cultural contextsare compared the one with the other. In this way one can obtain a

system of categories that describes not simply national differences,
but more general common factors and differences in cultural
patterns. This approach makes greater complexity of analysis pos
sible, and opens the way to the identification of media-cultural
thickenings that can assume very different forms.

In practice, such comparisons can be realized as follows:

• Data must first be organized into cases formed around social
entities: for example, by person (combining various data
sources relating to one person, such as interviews, media
diaries), by organization (combining various organizational
data sources such as interviews with various persons, tran
scripts of group discussions, observational notes) or by similar
units.

• Secondly, the process of transcultural comparison of these
cases begins with a categorization of different cultural pat
terns. The main point here is to retain openness in mapping
different cultural forms. Associated with this, care must be
taken in determining whether a particular cultural pattern is
specific to one nation, is transcultural but stable, or whether it
is characteristic of a deterritorialized communitization, such as
a diaspora, a political movement or a religious movement.

• Thirdly, the results of such comparison are structured accord
ing to the choice of diverse cultural thickenings of interest
within the research framework, according to a territorial
(region or nation) or a deterritorialized level (different kinds
of deterritorialized translocal communitizations); or whether
they exist at a level that persists beyond these levels.

This kind of comparative approach makes it possible to study
different kinds of cultural thickenings beyond an essentialized
national framework. In this kind of comparison media culture
becomes accessible as an articulation of diverse patterns.
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Prospect

As has been emphasized many times in the foregoing, this book
cannot provide any definitive answer to the question: what is the
nature of today’s media cultures? Perhaps no such book will be
written in the near future with the kind of full response to this
question that might be hoped for. The contemporary mediatiza
tion of popular culture, of political culture, of religious culture,
of national culture, of the culture of diaspora, and so forth, is too
varied to be brought together in a unitary manner. The aim of this
book is much more modest. It seeks to formulate some ideas in
terms of which theoretical and empirical research of media culture
can be approached. The concept of media cultures as cultures of
mediatization does not therefore aim to be a finished theory, but
is rather a call to develop an empirically founded theorization of
the manner in which our cultures are changing with the advance
of mediatization.

The set of concepts that I have elaborated is certainly com
paratively simple if one considers the structures that, for example,
systems theory has developed. But I hope that this will serve to
promote practical analysis, in turn leading to a more complex,
empirically founded theorization.

I have been concerned here to show that the mediatization
of culture does not mean that today’s media cultures function
according to a unitary media logic. Of course, media as institu
tions and reifications alter our communicative action, and with
that our articulation of reality. This is, however, made manifest

in different contexts in different ways. And so it seems to make

more sense to talk of the moulding forces of individual media,

which come together with others and can then only be contextually
investigated. There are several conceptual points of departure for
such an investigation: the concept of the mediatized world as an
everyday manifestation of mediatization; the concept of communi
cative networking to describe structures of communication in these
mediatized worlds; and the concept of communicative figuration
to provide an overarching framework for media communication.
It has also been argued — in relation to the subjective level of media

culture — that we need to keep in view questions of translocal corn
munitization in both their territorial and deterritorialized variants.

I would like to come back here to a point raised at the very

beginning. This concerns the critical stance taken with respect
to the contemporary change of media cultures. This is of course
central to the theory of the culture industry developed by Adorno
and Horkheimer. Is it enough to simply describe particular cir
cumstances, or should we adopt a critical stance? The question
is easily posed, but not so easily answered. How is it possible to

adopt a critical stance in the empirical study of media cultures

without simply imposing our own normative framework, our own

cultural pattern? There is likewise no context-free answer to this

question. Nonetheless, in closing there are three basic principles

that can be outlined which might enable us to develop a multiper

spectival critique of today’s cultures of mediatization.
The first principle is the necessity of focusing upon the construc

tive process of cultural articulation. As emphasized before, in

cultures of mediatization ‘the media’ are themselves constructed

through particular cultural patterns as ‘central’. Alongside that

are other patterns of ‘centralization’ within media cultures: for

example, that of ‘national territories’ in national media cultures,

of ‘deterritorialized religious entities’ in transnational religious
movements, of the ‘globally popular’ among popular-cultural
communitizations. The non-essentialist approach to the analysis

of media cultures outlined in this book permits such implicit proc

esses of ‘centralization’ to be brought into focus, in that major

variables are not initially posited.
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The second principle can be seen as a focus upon the relation of
cultural patterns to questions of power. I have repeatedly talked
of the power of communication. Emphasis upon the ‘centralizing’
aspects of the construction processes of cultural articulation raises
questions of power, since the creation of a ‘cultural centre’ implies
cultural power. But even beyond these ‘centralizing features’ there
are patterns in cultures of mediatization that relate to power: par
ticular cultural patterns open up possibilities of hegemony and
domination; others do not. Besides that, the institutionalization
and reification of communicative action in media technologies raise
the question of the extent to which particular elements of com
municative power can be rendered permanent. Correspondingly,
this second principle impels us to think about the degree to which
the cultural patterns so described are linked to power relationships
within media cultures, and for whom these are of use. Also impor
tant is the question of the extent to which this pattern opens up
particular spaces of everyday action, or closes them off.

The third principle can be called the integration of all these
findings in a multiperspectival critique. A comparative approach
yields different perspectives upon cultures of mediatization, and
upon their processes of cultural articulation and power relation
ships. But the aim of this analysis cannot be the reduction of this
complexity to any one particular meaning. Instead, an analytic
description should render diverse media cultures accessible in their
power-related inconsistencies. And this should be especially true
of transcultural comparative research.

As Douglas Kellner has noted (1995b: 3), a general approach to
media cultures is risky, given its complexity. It would therefore be
wrong to read the arguments advanced here as though they were
the only ones possible in this field. Other approaches place empha
sis on other important aspects. Nonetheless, I would like to argue
that the perspective upon media cultures developed here — as cul
tures of mediatization — is a highly productive point of departure
for understanding the relationship between media-communicative
and socio-cultural change. My hope is that this book stimulates
the development of research as well as a critical public discourse
in a like direction.
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